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[Special to the Press.]
Watervii.le, January 3.—One of the
most beautiful of the services of the Roman Catholic church was witnessed here
today when three postulants of the Ursuline convent took the white veil,
being
clothed with the robe of religion. The
church was densely packed, many standing in tho grounds surrounding, being
unable to gain admission. Let us imagine
ourselves in the beautiful little chapel of
the Ursuline convent, where are gathered
the priests, the Mother Superior, her as-
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this forenoon the neighborhood at 21st
and Smallman streets was aroused by the
loud screaming of a woman. An officer
went to the entrance of the Polish
church, from which the screams issued.
At the officer’s appearance, with a piercing shriek, “As a sacrifice, I offer thee,”
an eight months’ old baby was hurled by
its insane mother from the church steps
to the pavement 10 feet below.
The officer found the mother kneeling in prayer
beside a pillar. When the woman saw
her babe upon the ground she savagely
clutched the bleeding body to her breast.
When at the patrol box, while the offices
was summoning the patrol wagon,
the
mother raised the child high in the air
nnd hurled it again to the pavement with
terrific force.
The mother and child
♦ere quickly removed to the West Penn
jfvlvania hospital, where it was discovered the child was fatally injured. The
woman is the wife of a fireman named
Murkaski in Carnegie’s mill, who has
|een mentally ill for several months.
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Columbus, 0., January 3.—While the
impression is general among the imparresult of the

speakership contest must be accepted as
indicating Sherman’s renomination, the
friends of ex-Governor
Foraker still
maintain that several Foraker men voted
for Lalin for speaker of the House and
these, with the votes Foraker will get in
the Senate, will be sufficient to give him
the nomination.
Senator Sherman’s
friends claim tonight he will have a majority of not less than 14 votes in the
caucus.
Several members of the legislature are still non-committal.
Lalin's nomination for speaker by all
hut the Foraker forces is regarded as indicating a Sherman victory.
THE WEATHER.
Some Difference of Opinion
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forth to bear. Each in her turn is blessed
and taken by the hand and bidden arise.
The first name given is to Miss Mary
White, formerly of Providence, It. I.,
who receives the name of Sister St .Joseph. Miss Parlin of Augusta is the next
to receive her name in religion, which is
Sister St. Anne, and the third, Miss Brandon of Fall River, Mass., receives the
name of Sister St. Francis do Sale.
This ceremony complete, a signal is
given by the superioress, and immediatelp the chantress commences the hymn,
“O Gloriosa Virginias"; at the same
time the cross-bearer steps to the front,
followed by the postulants; then come
the professed religious, the postulants,
who are to be clothed with the habit of
religion, accompanied by the Mother Superior on their right hand, the mother
assistant on the left, the acolytes, the
priest and the two chaplains, all slowly
filing from the convent to the church.
As the procession appears in sight, the
chorus of the hymn is taken up by all
and thus one verse after another is renpered by the chantress, with her sw eet
soprano voice, all joining in the chorus,
until finally disappearing in the church.
The procession having entered the
church, the celebrant (or priest), sings
the versicle and says ‘‘Pray for them, O
Holy Mother of God, that they may be
made worthy of the promises of Christ.”

Exjiect Victory.

tial lookers-on that the

chimney;

Rockland, January 8.—The funeral of
the late Hector McNeil Brown occurred
today from his residence on Main street.
Rev. J. H. Parshlev officiated.
Aurora
Lodge and King Solomon's Chapter were
present in a body.

Falls, January 8.—The
river is the highest it has
been for three years, owing to the recent
rains. Several booms aro broken and
many logs are escaping.
Livermore

Androscoggin

George Graffam of Saco, who was the
last person known to have been with
Frank Dolley, who was frozen to death
at Scarborough on Wednesday night, disappeared from Saco, when it became
known that he was with Dolley on the
night of his death. Both were drunk,
and it is supposed Dolley fell from the
wagon.
A man named Hill of Rockport is under arrest for attempted highway robbery
on Miles Leach.
He fired several shod;
at Leach, not hitting him however.
The nomination of Daniel A Curtis as
postmaster at MacliiaSj Me., will probably be made when the Senate convenes.
The office at Fort Fairfield has become a
presidential one and Postmaster Asa C.
Cary will be nominated to be continued.
L. C. Ballard of Farmingdale, paymaster of the Knickerbocker Ice Co. has prepared an extended and interesting article
on "Maine's Icc Industry,” which will be
published in the next annual report of
Hon. S. \Y. Matthews, commissioner of
labor statistics.
Mr. Hatton of Litchfield has been paid
the reward of $100 for the recovery of
the two men who escaped from Augusta

ligious. Before them, kneeling in humble supplication, are the three postulates
awaiting the blessing of the superioress
and the religious names they are hencejail.
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A Rockland, Me., despatch to the Boston Globe says that Stephen J. Gushee
of Appleton, an ex-state senator, was

shot and badly wounded by a young man
named Weed Thursday night.
The despatch alleges that Weed returning unexpectedly from a hunting trip, found
Gushee and his wife in a compromising
position. Sheriff Gray and county attorney Prescott left Rockland Saturday to
arrest Weed.
The coroner’s jury at Rockland have
rendered a verdict that the death of Mrs.
Wotton was due to natural causes.
TO GET FIRE WATER.
Woburn’s Fire Bug’s

Motive for Setting

Small Fires.

Wobtjbn, Mass., January

3.—The capbug has at
last been accomplished. His name is J.
Frank Barrett and he confesses to having set two of the seven fires which have
occurred in the hotel and the carriage
house of the Jones stable during the last
two months.
Barrett js a carriage 'washer in the Jones stable, vyhere he has been
employed for some uuic. He is about 33
years of age and exceedingly intemperaate. His motive for setting the fires is
not known, but it is thought that he
wanted to get out the fire department
and during the time get treated to drinks
in the barroom.
All the tires except
ture of the Central House fire

Washington, Jannary 3.—The following is the forecast of the weather for
aj
New
England: Snow flurries; colder; are blessed and placed upon the altar,
the priest sprinkling them with holy
winds becoming northwest.
the
water, after which he
Boston, January 3.—Local forecast for grate with his associatesapproaches
and presents
New England: Generally fair weather them
lighted to the postulants, who»re- two occurred at times when lilrelv tn Vie
and colder until Tuesday; westerly and ceive them, kneeling on the steps of the discovered
quickly and easily extingrate, where they remain until a prayer guished.
northwesterly winds,
is offered, and then a sermon in English
was delivered by Father Charland.
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL.
Local Weather Report.
Following the sermon the postulants are
conducted by the Mother Superior again Portland
PORTLAND, ME, January 3,1P02.
People Who Travelled hast Week
A
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I A Remarkable Case!

Rev. 6. W. H. Clarke, Chaplain of the
Vermont Senate, cured of

Barometer. 29-508
Thermometer.43.0
Dew Point. 42.
Humidity. 00.
Wind. S

29.049
37.0
22.
82.
S W
7
Velocity. S
Weather.Cloudy Cl’dl’s
Mean daily ther.. .40.0!Max. vel. wind. 44 SW
Maximum ther.. .44.01 Total precip.0.34
Minimum ther
3G.01

The

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, January 3, taken at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
state
of the weather:
the wind,
Boston, 34°, SW, cloudless; New York,
26°, W, clondless; Philadelphia, 24°, N

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,

W, cloudless;

Chaplain

derful medicinal power of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA.
And we
would here state that ms father
and brother tooth died of Kidney Disease.
St. Albans, Aug. 3,1891.
That I, G. II. W. Clarke, of St. Albans,
Vt., a Preacher of the Gospel in the 31. E.
Church, 31ember of the N. II. Conference
84 years, and of the N. E. Conference 16
years, have been afflicted with the

KIDNEY COMPLAINT FOR 15 YEARS,
and for the last 4 years

so

badly

as

to not

permit me to take a regular Charge, but,
reading of the wonderful cures of Kidney
Trouble by DANA’S SARSAPARILLA,
I was induced to procure it for myself. I

Washington, 20°, NW,
cloudless; Albany, 24°,fSW, cloudy;
Buffalo, 12°, W, Snowing; De-troit, 16°,
SW, cloudless; Chicago, 16, S, cloudy;
St. Paul, 20°, SE, cloudy; Duluth, 10°,
SE, snowing; St. Vincent, —missing;
Huron, So. Dak., —36°, NW, cloudy;
Bismarck, —28°, NW, cloudy; Jacksonville, 40°, W, cloudless.

BRIEFLY TOLD.

have taken six bottles with very satis-

and I feel quite sure
it will bring a
permanent enre. In fact,' I am so
much improved that I expect to take

factory results,

that perseverance in

taking

another Charge.
I will also state that
finrf ivr T

waa

one
otlaplfoil xritli

year ago last

VALVULAR AFFECTION OF THE HEART
caused

by

overwork, and my breath became so short that it was very difficult for
me to walk, even with a cane.
The Physicians said I must be very careful about

walking

or exerting
myself. DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA very soon relieved me,
and I am now
entirely FREE from
HEART TROIJALE.
I feel that
DANA’S SARSAPARILLA has producresult.
this happy
To the Great Head of

the Church be all the glory. I am 79 years
of age, and have been in the Master's'serv-

ice

more

than half a century.
Gratefully yours,'
G. W. H. CLARKE.

No. 23 High Street.

EATER.—Under date of Oct. 1st, Mr.
Clarke writes that he has taken a
Charge at Fairfax, Vt., and attends
three meetings on Sabbath, two
meetings during the week, visiting his
parishioners on foot, walking some
days 8 or 19 miles. This is wonderful
for a man 79 years old, that has been a victim of disease for years. He closes by saying “ It is in my heart to praise God’from
whom all blessings flow.’ ”

Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Me.

“sWTHERN PINE
Timber,

Plank and Flooring Boards.

Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices
DEE KING, WINSLOW & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME, HEAD BROWNS WHARF

The report of a battle between Garza’s
forces and United States troops is confirmed but particulars are still lacking.
Ralph H. Warren, captain of the Princeton foot ball team, who disappeared from
a friend’s house in Washington last week,
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He is said to have been deranged.
A despatch from Sebastopol, says that
within a fortnight two divisions of infantry have been sent to the Austro-Russian
frontiers, and that since August, nearly
90,000 men have been massed there.
Herrick, the New York Central brakeman whose neglect caused the disastor at
Hastings has given himself up. He has
been placed under $5,(XX) bonds.
Train
despatcher Ossman is under $2,000 bail.
It is reported from Washington that
the Chilian government may agree to arbitration in the present dispute, and that
in that case, President Harrison will recommend Minister Romero of Mexico as
arbitrator.
It is reported that tlie body of Sawtelle
the murderer lias been secretly taken
from Great Falls, N. II. to some place in
Maine.
It is believed that Sawtelle’s
skeleton will eventually iind a place in
some museum.

A Boston Record reporter who has
been talking about passes with General
Manager Furber of the Boston & Maine
sums up what he learned as follows:
“The writer left with the impression that
it will be as difficult for any man, not
connected with the railroad service, be
he the President of the United States or
a humble reporter upon a newspaper, to
obtain for some time to come an interstate pass out. of the Boston & Maine, as
it was in olden times for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle.”
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small bench upon which are laid the
robes and outside dresses to be worn by
the postulants. These dresses are the
same as those worn by the nuns with the
exception of the veil which is white,
thus the ceremony is sometimes called
“the ceremony of the white veil.”
The
dresses are placed before the grate and
blessed by the celebrant, by sprinkling
holy water upon them, after which they
are borne away and the veils
brought in
and a like ceremony derformed.
After several cliant3 are rendered the
postulants returned, accompanied bv
attendants and approaching to the foot;
the grate they make
of
a
geneileetion and ax-e blessed by the priests,
and
arc
then
adorned
with
the
white veil. Postulants no
they
longer
now stand fully clothed with the
religious habit of novices. Three years now
stand before them in which to prepare
themselves for the final step of taking
the black veil.

Weather Observations.

following testimonial from
a gentleman so widely known, and
beloved by all, and who holds the
position of
in the Vt.
Senate, should be regarded as the
most positive proof of the won-

i-h:

religious habits, which they are to assume in place of the secular dress now
worn.
Upon their retiring from the
church the saciistan enters bearing a

...

VALVULAR AFFECTION OF THE HEART!

~ —

to the grate and a responsive exercise
takes place, after which the postulants
courtesy to the celebrant and retire
accompanied by the superioress and her
assistants, to await th^,.blessing of the

8 A. M. 8 P. M.

REV. G. W. H. CLARKE.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
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A Snow Blockade In New Mexico; A Portland
Gentleman’s Letter.
The Ohio Senatorial contest.
New York clergyman calls railroad managers
“
murderers.
Fifteen drowned in a collision at sea.
Warlike preparations at San Diego.

r

!

—Social Notes of National Interest.

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, January!2.—The date for
the marriage of Miss Mhttie E. Mitchell,
daughter of Senator Mitchell, of Nevada,
to the Duke de la Rochefoucauld, of
of Paris, is February 11..
On Thursday, January 7, the marriage
of Miss Frances Burnham Wood to Mr.
Eugene F. Arnold, of Washington, will
take place at Newark, O. Miss Wood is
the only daughter of the late Major General Charles R. Wood and niece of the
late Justice of the Supreme Court of the
United States, William B. Wood.
Daniel T. Warden, son of the late rearadmiral, the hero of the Monitor Merrimac light, will be married to Miss Emeline B. Ncilson, daughter of Captain
Robert Ncilson, in Washington January
7th.
The marriage of Clinton B. Fisk, son
of the late Clinton B. Fisk, once Prohibition candidate for President, to Miss
May Isabel Taylor, will take place in

Washington

in

February.

Portland and Other Maine

People.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Perkins, of Maine,
are at the St. James, Jacksonville, Fla.
TO FREEZE OR NOT TO FREEZE?
It. G. Pulsifer and family, of Auburn,
are guests at the Travellers, Jacksonville.
Icemen Anxiously Watching the Dirty Ice
J. M. Drummond, of Maine, was a
Iu the Kennebec.
guest at the Fifth Avenue, New York,
this week.
Hon. Arthur Sewall.. of Maine, was
Augusta, January 3.—This afternoon among the guests at the- Fifth Avenue,
the Kennebec was freo from ice and in during the week.
Mrs. Richard Cheney and Horace
every prospect oi gooa conamon tor
of Belfast, weroe at the Fifth
Cheney,
freezing, but the Saturday rains caused a Avenue, during
the week.
freshet and now the ice above Augusta
The Fulda wnicli left for Genoa today,
dam to Waterville lias gone out. A cold had
its
cabin
among
passenhers Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Chisholm and
snap might cost the icemen thousands of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. .Iordan, of Portland.
dollars by freezing this debris in the
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. James, of Portland,
fields.
were guests at the Normandie, Washington during the week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Manchester, of Maine,
Fairfield Booming.
were guests at the Bingham.
[Special to the Tress.]
Portland people at New York hotels
Waterville, Sanuary 3.—Fairfield is this week, include: D. B.
Andrews,
booming. All the mills are rumiing full M. W. Clark, Holland; E. M. Emery,
blast, for the recent rains and rise in the Earles; C. H. Fuller, Sinclair; J. J.
H. D. Green, Imwarrant a
most prosper- Mitchell, Sinclair;
Kennebec
H. Green, Imperial; G. P. Hall,
perial;
Contracts which would have
ous winter.
Sinclair; G. E. Duncan, Holland; W. R.
been turned away are now being rattled Wood, Holland; II. S. Nichols, Gilsey;
A number of the T. livers, Sturtevant; L. H. LeValley,
out in quick metre.
Glenna; S. Simon, Hoffman; E. L.
leading business men, with Mr. Charles Smith,
Sturtevant; J. I. Mackey, Grand
Luce at their head, arc making a strong Central.
movement to locate one of the largest
From Augusta: G. W. Conway, Metroshoe factories of the state in this town. politan; J. Thompson, Metropolitan; J.
Devonshire; J. F. Hill, Astor.
Three thousand dollars has already been Watson,
From Bangor: J. Price, Metropolitan:
subscribed or pledged towards building E. G. Adams, Continental; R. R. Chamthe factory, which it is proposed to erect bers, Grand; B. I. Rice, Holland; F. O.
Buzzell, Astor.
on the island near the grist mill, where
From Bath: G. H. Clark, Astor; A.
the power to diive the machinery could
Hallett, Astor.
be furnished at the lowest expense.
From Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. J. MontSt. James; F. Sefton, Bartholdi.
gomery,
J. O. Whitney’s Loss.
Fx-om Scarboro; C. S.. Hirner, Westminister.
[Special to the Tress.]
From Belfast: II. P. Thompson, Astor.
Gray Station, January 3.—The buildL. D. M. Swett, of Portland, was a
at
of
J.
O.
were
Whitney,
Dry Mills,
ings
guest at the Fifth Avenue, New York,
totally destroyed by five at 3 p. m., Sat-, this week,

What the

Superintendent

Says

Work of His Office—Statistics

of

Fully

the
and

Carefully Collected—Ever Growing Popular Demand for I.ocal and Minute In-

formation-Cost

Proportionately

Less

than that of Previous Enumerations.

Washington, January 3.—In
to the

a

report

Interior,
2, 1891, Superintendent

dated
Porter

Secretary

of the

December
of the census bureau estimates that the
cost of printing the eleventh census as at

present mapped ont will be, relatively
less and certainly no more
than the tenth census. This estimate is
based on the law as it now stands. Al-

speaking,

lowing

for the amonnt of money

uncx-

pended, says the report, the per
capita cost of the eleventh census up to

from the cautious admission of tho railrord officials that a delay of at least that
duration was imminent.
Wo found it a typical Western hamlet
on one side
only of the railroad tracks
and consisting of a straggling line of saloons and stores with about a dozen
adobo dwellings scattered over tho plain.
Hunger finally drove us in search of
food, and seeing on tho front of one of
tho low buildings tlic words “Hotel by
M. li. Ship” painted in characters which
nearly covered the rectangular surface,
the more adventurous of
our party
started out through the snow drifts to
see what could be
procured in the way
of food and drink. The hotel has lately
changed hands, and the new landlady
was not altogether
prepared for such an
unusual number of guests as poured in
upon her, and the resources of nor larder
were taxed to the utmost.
In fact the
first meal exhausted the supply of certain articles, and the quality of the beef
furnished at the next meals deterred any
further attempt at satisfying our hunger
in that quarter. Recourse was had to
crackers and cheese and Eastport sardines obtained at the general store of the
settlement.
Thirty weary hours passed by, relieved
only by the advent of additional trains
bound in the same direction as we were
pointed, and the diversion of watching
the ineffectual attemps of the railroad
employes to get on to the iron a derailed
locomotive, which had left the switch
opposite our Pullman car. Two locomotives assisted in the work, which was
P/11T1pH
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GRAVES HAS COMER
If the 5Ien Who Took Rim to foil
Arc To Be Believed.

HE ACCUSES LAWYER BALLOU OF

PROMPTING THE DEED.

Ballon

Is Said To Have Shipped

the Verdict of
-The

Guilty

Prisoner’s

He Has Admitted

Nothing

Has
Have

to

When

V/as Announced

Counsel

Deny

that

Guilt-Graves Now

Say-Kcported

to

Killed Himself,

Denver, Col., January 3.— Deputy
Sheriffs Means and Wilson, who conveyed Dr. Graves from the court house
to his cell last night, state that on the
way he confessed the crime of which ho
accused, and said that Daniel 11.
Ballou instigated it.
“When wo left tho

was

house,” said Mr. AVilson last night,
Graves took my arm. I asked him if
he wished to drive over, and he said ho

court

tools and appliances neceswne umlr
nnri
sary in such an emergency. Fish plates, nrpfprrrfl Vn •vv'illr
old sleepers and broken plank finally
a
Means
deal.
foil
back
trembling great
this date has been 9.78 cents while for
accomplished the job, and the train a little behind us. As we went
the tenth census it was 9.93 cents. In- started toward
along the
which
we
Raton,
place
doctor
to
of
the
began
speak
east;, and
cluding the amount paid enumerators reached in about four hours, only
to
learn
that
asked
what
there
were
more
tieI
of
his
chances
in
thought
and supervisors, the total cost of the colrailed locomotives ahead of us anti an
the
to
coart.
I
told
appeal
supreme
lection of data for the eleventh census that a
force of three hundred men workhim I did not think his clianeo was of
has been $3,000,385.
Superintendent ing on each side of tho mountain had not much account.
I added i thought the
Porter
that
not
says
only v/as been able to clear the track and get a best thing he could do was to make a
the cost of collecting the statistics of passage through the tunnel which is confession of the whole
thing, as he then
a mile long and 7622 feet above
manufactures, mines and mining, vital nearly
the level of the sea. We had, however, might have a chance to receive executive
statistics, ect., increased under the pres reached one’
He said: ‘Ballouhas brought
of the regular “feeding clemency.
cat to authorizing the superintendent of
me to the gallows.
1 know I am going
stations”
on the line and had the satisthe census to withdraw the S9hedules
to my death place.’ I said: ‘What do
faction
of
eating the first well cooked
from the enumerators and use other and
mean?’ He said: ‘Ballou was worse
rqeat we had tasted in thirty-six hours. you
more eitiicient methods, but that the
than I; twice as had.’
pay IIow
are
we
here
it
is
to
long
likely
stay
for collecting theithe agricultural sched“The Doctor then said he had sent the
ules was likewise increased by Congress. difficult to say, as the railroad officials bottle of
poison, and that Ballou instimaintain
a most rigid and uncompromisShould the eleventh census, therefore,
the whole affair.
I turned round
gated
silence
on
the
the
subject, professing
show when completed, a slightly in-* ing
to Means and said: ‘Do you hear what
creased per capital cost, it will, the densest ignorance as to the progress made the man
says,
George?’ and Graves
at the front, and apparently considering
superintendent says, be due to the ever
turned around and, spreading
stopped,
statements
as
of
unworthy
out his arms, told the whole thing over
growing popular demand for local and conjectural
minute information and to better work, their position and dignity.
again.”
At
the
of
have
time
we
present
writing
better methods and better pay allowed
A reporter called on Dr. Graves in his
for collecting manufacturing ande agri- been delayed about fifty hours. Rumors
and
told
him
he
was
alcell,
cultural schedules. Sup. Porter express- come from the front that we may get out
to
have made a confession.
leged
of
this
but
credence
little
place to-night,
es the belief that the census work
He refused to deny that he had
prop- is
given to them, especially as seven west done
er can all be linisished and ready for the
so, putting it in Ibis way: “I havo
bound trains are understood to have the
printer by the close of 1S92 and that
more to say until I seo Judge
nothing
of
and
at
cross
us
this
will
way
the total cost, exclusive of printing right
Furman.”
It is stated that Macon and
among which are said to be one Furman used
and
collecting statistics of farms, station,
every effort to prevent Balor two Raymond Excursion trains whose
homes
and
will
not
mortgages
lou from coming to Denver, as they
are
their
taste
of
first
having
exceed $7,000,000, or a trifle over 11 cents occupants
the climate of “American Italy.” And feared he would prejudice the case. Dr.
per capita as against a tot^l cost of about
all this detention has been caused by Graves insisted that he should come.
$5,000,000, or about ten cents per capita yet
Tonight, Judge Furman emphatically
a snow storm which in
the east would
for the tenth census, an increase of one
denied that Dr. Graves made the above
be considered a serious matter to
cent.
This, he says, will finish up the hardly
confession to the deputy sheriffs. Dt.,
work within the next 12, or at most 18 railroads, but hei-e has proved an in- Graves refused to
say anything in regard
obstacle
for
than
two
more
months, in accordance with the original superable
to the matter, excepting that ho was enplan and ’without a single outright or days on account of a lack of suitable ma- tirely innocent and desired to bo left uneven partial failure.
1 he increased cost chinery and equipment to open the road. disturbed in liis cell.
Colonel Ballou
of the eleventh census will be less than The snow plows are enough to make lias not been seen here
and it is
today,
the increase between the cost of the a State of Maine man smile as he thinks said he
soon after the verdisappeared
of
the
of
those
in
use
at
porportious
ninth and tenth census. The work of
dict was rendered.
When Dr. Graves
home. They are attached to the cow
tne omce is wen auvancea, anci iourteen
was searched at the jail last
night, three
of the twenty-five divisions of the census catcher of the locomotive and consist of or four small vials were found on his
iron
moulded
to
the
form
plates
requisite
office will have ceased to exist soon after
person. They contained a colorless fluid
the new year sets in, work having been but for real work in plowing through a which the doctor said was
entirely harmsnow bank are practically useless.
completed. Three other divisions will
less. This incident led to the story that
else
to
some
of
the
Having nothing
do,
exist only in name and in the aggregate
Dr. Graves had attempted to commit suiparty visited the general offices of the cide.
employ but 15 or 20 clerks. The office iuciAwcH
This is denied by his keepers.
liium
tviciiiL
wnica
^ompiiny,
force of the coming year will bo concenThe doctor is confined in a cell made of
are located at this place.
This Company,
trated on population, agriculture and
ir on work, and the guards on duty
which represents four or five million of open
manufactures.
can see every move he makes.
A conDutch capital, owns 1,700,000 acres of
stant guard is kept over him.
Judge
land
which is covered by a Mexican grant
A SNOW BLOCKADE.
Furman says he will do all in his power
and a United States patent, the validity
-' I
to procure another trial for the doctor.
of which has been confirmed by a decisSome Fliaaeg of a New Mexico Winter DeThe judge claims that tho doctor is a
ion of the Snpremo Court at Washington.
scribed by C. F. L.
and if he had had enough
This is one of the few Mexican grants poor man,
to procure the necessary witnesswhich have been confirmed by the court money
es the verdict would have been different.
of last resort. The Company’s property
Raton, 1ST. M., Dec. 16, 1891.
The Verdict.
The readers of the Press may be in- is an empire in itself, running into twro
terested to know what the climate of this states, Colorado and New Mexico, and
Denver, Col., Jannary 2.—At 0.45 tocomprising valuable agricultural and night, the jury returned a verdict ot
part of New Mexico is in December, and timber lands,
with
delarge
together
guilty of murder in the first degree
as I am enjoying an enforced stay at this
posits of coal and other minerals includ- against Dr. T. Thatcher Graves, charged
station on the Santa Fe railroad by rea- ing the precious metals. One hundred with the murder of the late Mrs. Ilarnaand
miles of telephone lines conson of a snow blockade, I will
emplyy nect twenty
the general office of the company t>ysome of my leisure time in giving them
with outlying stations. Five saw mills
READY AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE,
a general idea of the subject.
We left are in constant operation, supplying a
Los Angeles last Saturday noon, and large portion of the spruce and hard pine Cruisers at San Diego Obeying Orders
lumber used in that region. A large
should have been at Denver* yesterday
Quarters for Artillerists.
irrigating system connected with lakes
instead
of
that
we
have
been
morning;
for storage of water has been constructed
San Diego, Cal., January 3.—Cruiser
side tracked for two days past at Wagon and some of the best agricultural lands
Mound and Raton, awaiting the clearing in New Mexico are now offered for sale Charleston began taking on supplies and
the Company with permanent water ammunition
from the cruiser San Franof the tracks from a heavy fall of snow, by
rights for twenty dollars an acre. With cisco this
Xo order has been
which wre are assured is unparalleled at the mild climate of New Mexico
morning.
(in orthis season.
Snow has fallen to the dinary seasons) the eoffdition for success- received yet beyond that requiring the
ful
and fruit culture arc as good vessels to be
ready for sea at a moment’s
depth of about sixteen inches, imd to the uerefarming
us m
any pa it oi me soutmvest notice. It was
of
an
Eastern
man
not
does
seem
a
reported last night that
eyes
which v,'C have yet seen, except the Pecos
General
McCook
had made arrangements
serious
it
but
has
and
Southern
obstacle,
very
proved Valley
California, which for
quarters for three companies of artil
sufficient to block the great Santa Fe arc seldom troubled by frost and snow.
lery shortly to be oidered here.
C. F. L.
Railroad, so that five passenger trains
FIFTEEN MEN DROWNED.
are at a stand still on cither side of the
CALLED DEPEW A MURDERER.
Raton Mountains. We had made a good
British Bark Cut Down by a Steamer
Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr., on the Disaster
run from Los Angeles, passing through
Winch Did Not Stop.
at Hastings.
tho beautiful San Bernardino Valley,
London, January 3.—A steamer, beacross the Colorado River at the Needles,
to bo the lied Star liner Noordlieved
New
3.—Rev.
Tbomas
York, January
over several mountain ranges more than
which
sailed from Antwerp yestera
made
attack
land,
on
Dixon,
Jr.,
vigorous
7000 feet above tho sea, skirting the land
New
for
the
officials
of
the
York, ran down the British
New
York
Central
day,
of the cave and cliff dwellers, the reserbark Childwell, off Wielingen lightship,
vations of the Moqui and Navajoe Indi- railroad today in an addressdelivered in
and cut her to pieces. The bark sank
ans, and finally had passed over the Con- this city.
He pronounced tho recent and 15 of her crew were drowned. Tho
tinental divide and the more elevated
railroad disaster at Hastings, N. Y.\ as steamer continued on her voyage, withGlorietta Mountains beyond, and as we
out offering assistance.
The Great Eastreached Las Vegas were congratulating one of the most brutal and devilisli perern Company’s steamer Ipswich rescued
tho
in
formances
annals
of
railroad
ourselves that we had only one more
and remainder of the crew of
mountain pass to go through before get- crimes. He accused Mr. Depew and the captain
bark
the
to the only remaining
railroad
other
Central
officers
of
clinging
murder
ting into the plains country. Here we
mast.
learned that the snow had been falling and asked w hy they should not be put
continuously for forty-eight hours and on trial for their lives. The faidt, Mr.
had ceased only the night previous. We Dixon declared, was in hiring incompetent men at low salaries and refusing to
were told that this was an unprecedented
use a block system of signals because it
of
this
in
the
famous
history
experience
winter resort, but as we had received w'as expensive.
this assurance at every turn in our wanThe Pension List.
derings during the preceding two weeks,
which had been prolific in annoying
Washington, January 3.—Tho folincidents, wo had become somewhat lowing Maine pensions have been granted
skeptical as to the uniformity of tho cli- today:
mate in New Mexico, and the advantages
original,
which tho region afforded as a permaW.
Johnathan P. C. Fall.
Gustavus
Parker,
nent place of abode. The weather was
mild and the snow melting fast under the
ADDITIONAL.
hot rays of tho sun, and we were assured
Jones 'Whitcomb.
Wm. A. Newton,
that wo had nothing to fear from the
original, widows, etc.
fall of snow so far as the further progress
of our journey was concerned. Wo were Mabel I. Strout,
Harriet Gage.
therefore quite unprepared for the an- Mary A. Bragden.
nouncement which awaited us as the
Mexican News.
train drew up at the station at Wagon
City of Mexico, January 3.—Tho govMound, 44 miles beyond, that we could
go no further at present as the road was ernment press insists that Garza is causblocked by the snow and the situation ing no trouble.
further complicated by tho derailment of
Official telegrams from Guatemala anPure.
two relief locomotives which had been nounce that tue elections in that countr y
to
clear the path for us. We Friday passed of quietly.
sent ahead
A cream of tartar baking powder. H Igkest of
The press of Salvador unanimously apbegan to look about to see what sort of a
all In leavening strength.-Zafetf U. S. Coven*
place Wagon Mound was to pass the next proves of reciprocity with the United
twenty-four hours in, as we gathered States.
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There is no secret in what
it is made of; there is a
knack in making it.
That
knack is Scott’s Emulsion.
There is a book on careful living that you
ought to
read. Shall we send it ? Free.
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PERFECT AMD IMMEDIATE RELIEF

IN CASES OP PAIN AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound ts acntevms the most
triumphs, astonishing many who have occa
•loo to use it by the certainty with which it relieve*
them of their sufferings, both externally and in "'em
clly. It is safe and certain in its action.
IX>r Burnt, Boi toning, Beys' 'las. Inflammation
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whether they
the Christian

faith or not.
“Faith in the old axiom that held its
own for a long time—‘The Bible and the
Bible only is the religion of the Protestant’ (I think that was Chillingworth’s
saying), has been disturbed very rudely
within these fifty years of my observation, and the Bible is now only one of
the great foundation stones to faith in
God and in all goodness. There is a
growing disposition to welcome truth
from whatever quarter it comes, whether
it falls into harmony -with something in
the saci-ed Scriptures or not; and also to
believe that the new truth of today is as
divine as the old truth of 2,000 or 8,000
years ago. So that all great sacred
truths as we find them and take them to
our hearts are winning an authority and
a love among us as deep as that we feel
for the ancient Scriptures.
“When we see an error in the Bible or
a statement that cannot be verified by
the standards of truth wo hold now, we
say so without fear and without reproach.
The foundations of religion, therefore, are much broader than they were
when the axiom was accepted. Emerson
said that ‘One accent of the Holy Ghost,
the heedless world has never lost,’ but
the people are listening still for the same
accents, and are eager to hear them and
to blend them with those of the old time.
“I have no doubt that the wider dissemination of a true Christian literature
must have that outcome, but 1 naturally
question whether a trood deal that coes
under the name has a perfect right to it.
At the same time it is to be said for all
the churches and denominations, that
they are trying to get nearer to the heart
of Christ; to understand his life and
mission and to care less and less about
doctrinal differences and distinctions.
“I never find a man, a good, true man,
even though ho is not ready to
aGcept
the Christian faith, who is not ready to
confess that pure goodness is the root of
the noblest life; not genius, but goodness; and that is the inmost heart of

Jesus.”
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Very Fancy
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tianity means, no matter
are living what is called

Scott fc Bo wne, Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
Hew York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion ol cod-Uver
oil—all oruggists everywhere do. (1.
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In a scientific and educational view,
in the field of discovery and exploration,
in the domain of mechanism, the arts,
commerce, and all industries, results are
palpable. We can see and touch them.
But what amid the boundless activity of
the age that has supplied our outward
wants has been the progress of spiritual
life? Iiow wages the war between
Christianity and crime and selfishness?
Which is the winning side?
Rev. Robert Collyer, in answer to
questions I put to him, said:
“I think that at no time of my life
have I observed such a deep and abiding
interest in religion as I notice now. So
far as it turns on the words of Christ,
‘Ye shall know the truth and the truth
shall make yon free,’ there never has
been so eager and devouring an anxiety
with reference to the Christian faith as
at the present time.
People everywhere
are reading and thinking and trying to

spread his plasters or gela
tine-coat his pills. He knows
that such work is better done
in a factory.
Some try to make an Emulsion of cod-liver oil; but they
cannot make one like Scott’s
Emulsion—uiey’ll find it out
some

Been So

grading.

Lowell, Rflass
does

Christianity

[Special Correspondence.]
New York, Dec. 31.—A question of
Ibiding interest, frequently discussed by
thoughtful men and women, is whether
the world in its religious aspects is
standing still, growing better or retro-
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“What are your views with reference
to missions?”
“I am used to say that I do not think
so much of the missions to the heathen
as the great majority of men and women
do who make such splendid sacrifices for
them, because I think they are founded
on a false alarm.
It seem3 to me as if a
large number of persons had rushed
through the streets shouting ‘Fire I’
‘Fire!’ only to find there was no such
fire when they reached the spot. But so
far as Christianity can rescue the heathen
from the hell upon earth in which so
many of them live, and can lift them
out of their degradation and misery into
a nobler and truer life, I believe in
Christian missions with all my heart.
That is what they are doing more and
more.
They are more and more disposed, as I think, to let the old cruel
alarm that if the heathens are not rescued from their heathenism in this life,
there is nothing but eternal damnation
for them in the life to come, go down
the wind, and I am glad of it.
“Christianity, as it will be when it
1__i_ij_t:___
a
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LIFE INSUltANCE COMPANY for
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mas, will win the world, but it will take
into full fellowship the old fakir 1
heard of in India in the time of the great
Sepoy rebellion, who found an English
child alive in the thick of the carnage ol
a town—the only living thing.
He took
it in his arms and made for the nearest
English post, defending it by the way
until he was sorely wounded. When he
reached his destination and carried the
child in and laid it down before its
friends, and they subscribed what to
him would be a great sum of money as
a reward for his bravery, he said he
wanted none. Cut he added that when
peace should come again over the land
they might take the money and make a
well at a certain place, if that pleased
them, in order that the weary, wayworn
traveler might be refreshed, and then he
went his way and they saw him no
more.
That man would not have to
stand outside the Christian pale if he
could not accept the Christian faith c:

for Child- dogma.

$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50.
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“I said to

missionary who had been
many years in Egypt, a good Presbyterian, in Illinois, ‘Tell me, on your honor
a

of what faith the best man was you
found in Egypt.’ ‘The best man I found
in Egypt,’ he said, ‘was my instructor in
the tongue. He was a Mohammedan,
but he was the straightest, fairest and
cleanest man I saw in the valley of the
Nile.’ ‘What will become of Mm?’ I in-

salvation.’ Christianity

will
grow great enough to accept a man and
never ask a question in the course of
time. Jesus said, ‘Other sheep 1 have
that are not of this fold.’ He meant, as
I believe, men like that.”
“Speaking of hell, have not many
men ceased to regard it as a bugbear?”
“Undoubtedly. Mon. who are very
good and sweet fellows laugh in their
sleeve and often openly when the thing
is propounded to them in the old fashion. They do not believe it, and they
do believe they can find no authority
for it in the Bible, as it has been promulgated in some of the Christian sys
terns, and if it could be proven today by
the Word that it is all truth, they are
ready to say, with Theodore Parker, ‘So
much the worse, then, for tno Bible.’
“We are slowly but surely coming to
accept tho grand central truth that God
is love and God is light, and in him is
no darkness at all; that men will be
weighed by their character and not by
their opinion.
Why, even the light that
is beginning to gleam on us touching
the transmitted troubles and depravities
of our human nature is going to make
us more pitiful and tender toward those
who are their victims, as Jesus was to
the publicans and harlots.
“Education is exerting a most wholesome influence.
I never have any trouble among men and women who are
educated, in a broad and practical sense,
and 1 think the whole tendency of what
one might call onr religious education
takes that trend now. Education, however, in the special dogma of a church
and its system makes men narrower and
more bigoted.
The bright and cheerful aspect is this, that all the great popular channels of education which reach
the people far and wide are of the broader and liner sort.
I never saw a great
magazine or sound public journal of any
kind that does not possess this characteristic. The novel, which is so popular in our time, is also of that quality,
broad in its sympathies, calculated to
reach the heart’s finest tissues and make
us feel the touch of humanity.
“A few years ago, being in Luzerne
in Switzerland, I saw a notice that there
was going to be a Protestant service in
a Catholic church on Sunday.
I attended and found that the service was conducted by a Presbyterian minister from
Greenock, in Scotland. The sermon was
on the example of Christ and what it
was to follow Christ.
Touching miracles, he said the age of miracles has not
passed and gofio, but is still in full
force.
Miracles continue to heal the
sick, give sight to the blind, feet to the
lame and strength to the palsied in the
hospitals. These miracles are just as
great and divide in their way as any
the world ever saw.
“When the discourse was finished I
went up to the minister and, taking his
hand, said, ‘I have also a miracle to reterms of

Rev. Dr.

damned,’ was the
accepted the

answer, ‘because he has not

Coughs

croup,

cured

‘Ho must be

quired.

port—a jrresoyterian service in a itoinan

Catholic church and

fair and
true to a confirmed heretic.’ That is the
way it is going. Our thinking is broader, our sympathy for each other is
broader and we all look forward to the
time when there shall be one Lord, one
faith and one baptism, and all the
churches and all the sects and all the
men and women within them, and vast
numbers outside them, will be branches
of the living vine.
“One church now says, you must believe in me as the true branch, because
I am the oldest another, you must bej
lieve in me because I am the newest; a
third, you must believe in me because 1
am nearest the water; a fourth, because
I am farthest away. One says, you must
believe in me' because 1 am most in the
shadow; another, believe in me because
I am in the sun. One says, believe in
me because every twig on this branch
of mine is trained up on the ecclesiastical trellis work, and another, because
every twig'is left to find its own twining
in its own fashion. There is only one
great truth to tell about them all—what
sort of fruit do you bear, and how does
that compare with the fruit borne by
the other branches? The fruits of the
spirit, the apostle says, are love, joy,
peace, long suffering, gentleness, pa-
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Prince Bismarck has placed himself in
an awkward position.
When in power
he procured the passage of a law which
forbids any Prussian minister or embassador to publish documents of any kind
relating to public or official affairs without the express permission of the empeHe has just finished the first volror.
ume of his memoirs, but the
young
kaiser refuses to sanction its printing,
and the one time autocrat of Germany
i is getting a taste of his own medicine,
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Rather than take them in stock, We have made Yery Low Prices
to Close Out the following Lots. Rare chance for proprietors of
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waifs—yea, and girl waifs too—are
picked up by #ie police of every city,
and the oddc fact about it is that the
wildest and most improbable stories told
by them often prove true.
The other day a boy of fourteen, who
gave his name as James Sullivan and
his native place as Glasgow, Scotland,
was brought into
Jefferson Market
court, New York, for begging in the
street, and it soon appeared that he had
just applied to Jay Gould for a “pass”
to Scotland.
According to his story he ran away
from his stepmother at the age of seven,
with Maitland’s circus, and soon got to
be a skillful bareback rider. From mere
restlessness he left the circus and crossed
the ocean as a stowaway. He had since
returned to England and crossed again
to New Yock and had then “beat his
way" over the railroads to a town in
A.
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gave him a d.c$lar and a pairofboot3
and advised bfiip to go homo.
If he was rpi^ancing he did it well,
for he namep> all the towns and railroads in
order, told a
and did not
straight story
break down or contradict himself under
the most
cross examination.
But when they $ook his picture and told
him it was to ,be mailed to Scotland and
he was to follow or go into a reform
school he fell to weeping at a great rate
and swore that if he was shut up he
would kill himself. He wanted to travel
“with a circus or something.” He was
sent home.

th'fsir..,.proper
throughout,
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Marl-ct Clouse Site.

St. Paul has made up her mind to get
the national Democratic convention this
year, and has already begun to build for
it. She will not only have a splendid
hall for the convention, capable of seating 12,000 people and giving standing
room for 2,000 more, but a small additional cost will furnish a permanent
hall for all sorts of conventions and
gatherings and as nice a music hall as
any in the country. All this at a total
cost of $120,000.
A citizen’s committee of 100 did the
preliminary work, a select committee
of the city eouncil co-operated, the
money was secured and the market
house site selected, and then the archi-
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Maricopa Loan & Trust Go.,
Phoenix, County of Maricopa,
Territory of Arizona, on tho 10th dav
December, 1891.
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RESOURCES.
Loans secured by first liens on
real estate.$260,051.80
Loans on collateral In possession
of company. 112,952.36
Real estate acquired by foreclosure
28,832.08
Past due loans remitted for but not
pd to us..
16,643.77
Past due int. remitted for but not
to
us.
pd
4,527.60
Furniture and Hiftuues.
8,000.00
Current expenses,.,...
2,228.40
Due from sundry persons........
361.80
Due from Bank and : Bankers.
901926
t'asli deposited in National Banks
377.66
Cash on hand... ..
6,726.58
School
Warrants.
8 581 14
County
Cash lrom real estate loans paid in
....
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The Auditorium fronts on Seventh
street; Wabasha and St. Peter streets
are on the sides.
The seats begin at the
platform below the level of Seventh
street and rise so rapidly that each
commands a perfect view of the platform. By the ventilating arrangements
150,000 cubic feet of air per minute will
be forced into the front part of the hall,
and flowing back will assist tho hearing.
The farthest seat will be but 140 feet
from the speaker on the platform, and it
is claimed that every word can be hoard
with perfect distinctness. The forward
seats are easily removable, and a dancing
hall of 100,000 feet square is thus provided for. Exits and entrances are sufficient for the greatest hosts, and finally
the structure is to be fireproof.
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Do not pay the

big profits
have always
whiefi
jewelers
and Cabinet Photographs, all the
char&ed.
latest styles.
Silver Picture Frames for Card

_
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A. R. & E. A.

OF INTEREST
DOTEN,

Real Estate and
$50,000
In large

to

—

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.
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EXCHANGE

PAPER.

FLEiSGHMAN&eO.
dec30
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BOYNTON,"" |
547 Congress St.

Solid g?old risijss-* tor
diiMreii from 50c to

$1.00.

WE SOLICIT
ueela

ONE TRIAL.
dim.

mturo orders.

Itooms 3 nut! 4, Joso Building,
NO.

—

By arrangement with Mr. C. A. Beekford, the
business of Fielschnutn & Co’s in tin- state of
Maine, will from and after Jan. 1.1802, be conducted and managed by Kleisehmnn & Co., direct. Regular and prompt deliveries of tresli
yeast can at all times be relied on, soliciting

ILoan

or

COMMERCIAL

xo

Grocers & Bakers

Loans.

jul

time

1st.

540 CONGRESS ST.
T. O.

New Year.

we

J. b

expert.

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.

Evil Times for tho

Sparrow.
The sparrow; is now getting into trouble in Europe as well as iu America.
The bird does so much damage to the
barley fields fo the duchy of Saxe-Cobnrg-Gotha that the close season for
sparrows is abolished, and they may ba
killed at any
of year.

to make a change in our
offer our entire
will
stock of Dry Goods at cost for the next
60 days. No such chance to huy nice
fresh goods at cost was ever before
offered in Portland.

PIAPffOSo

January

A

AND

ACCOUNT BOOKS.

Proposing

business,

until

ORDER.

-FOB THE-

We have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Pianos for the
trade.
Holiday
All of our instruments are carefully selected

Evenings

send for Catu*

w
-—

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

Open

or

3 Free St- Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
decl‘4
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.
dtf

St),

DRVGOODS

CABLER,
HENNBNC,

au

see

$. THURSTON,

HARDMAN.

by

ORGANS

TUNING TO

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
called on. All discussion
soon narrowed down to two
designs—
one presented by the firm of Millard &
Joy and the other by C. A. Reed—and a
whole day’s debate took place before the
council could dually decide. Mr. Reed’s
plan was the one accepted and work is
to begin at once.
The main whlls of the present market
house are to be used, and a new structure of iron
steel will be added, with
balcony and gallery. Ten thousand
square feet otfder the galleries will be
reserved for cotomittee, toilet and telegraph rooms, and above tho central floor
will rise a spffendid dome. This, with
the radiation of seats and aisles from the
platform, will"make tho acoustics perfect, according to tho opinion of ex-

perfection.

logue.

I. SH 1 SB Co.
AT COST

were

these in

ALSO
Come and

__BOSTON.Jan2,4.5

PIANOS.

J

PIANO HOUSE
Supplies

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,

$20.

t

NAUGHT CAN.

uary 12. and February 2. To 3t«xlco only, returning by way Santa Fe. February 23.
The Sandwich Island..
A Par tv will sail
from San Francisco, February 4, foi the Sandwich Islands and the Great Volcano of Kilauea.
Washington, Old Point Comfort, and
Richmond; Parties will leave Boston Jan. 8,
Feb. 5, May 6; also five parties for Washington
only Jan. 8, Feb. 5, March 11, April 1, May 6.
Special Train Through Europe, the party
to leave New York by the French line Feb. 20.
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
particular tour desired.

Elyin Watches,

more

3PI-A.2STO P

Excursion, to 3Iexico and California. Jan-

Street.

&

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER thatt a
really good

both ways, and allow entire freedom while on
the Pacific Coast. They may be used returning
on Any Regular Train until July, with a
Choice of Four Different Route., or with any
one of N ino Returning Parties under Special
Escort.

Gentlemen’s'Solid Silver Stem Wind*

ing

Be

more

January 14. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
February 3. Via New Orleans and El Paso.
February 11. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
February 23. Via New Orleans and El Paso
(Jlavdi Gras Trip).
March io. Via Chicago and Santa Fe.
The tickets cover Every Expense of Travel

BOYNTON,
Congress

St.

AUGHT]7

CAN

Via New Orleans and El Paso.

January 13.

} Directors.

(Signed.)

547

Congress

Rogers & Bros. A1 star brand
Knives, Forks and Spoons.

Special Pullman Vestibuled Trains, including
Palace Sleeping and Dining Car., will leave
Boston for California as follows:

§451,570.54

ROBINSON, Notary

547

CALIFORNIA

4.50

3,273^00

Territory of Arizona, 1
County of Maricopa, ss.
j
I. T. W. Hine, Manager of the Maricopa Loan
and Trust Company and R. W. Goding and M.
E. Spaulding, two of the Directors of said Company,do solemnly swear that the above statement by us subscribed Is true according to our
best knowledge and belief.
Subscribed and .sworn to before me this 11th
day of December, A. D. 1891.
HERBERT F.
dec30

BOYNTON,

WINTER

A

4,997.23

—_
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ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED.

Capital stock paid iii .,..$100,000.00
’..
Surplus found..
20,000.00
Profits undivided..
Demaud deposits subject to cheek
Certificates of deposit.
Bills payable.
Loans paid but not remitted for...
Loans and discounts sold and guaranteed.

—1

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

$451,570.54

LIABILITIES.

eoditwly
i-!

—

3,273.00

»

$10, $11, $1*2, $15,

tects

*

i

AUDITORIUM.

A. Commodious Structure to Rise on the

••••

463 CONGRESS STREET.

dec26
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PAUL’S

..

..

searching

ST.

pair
pair
pair
pair

1 Lot 11-1 Heavy White Blankets (worth $2.00)
only
1 Lot 12-4 White Blankets, ought to be sold for $5.00 at
pair
1 Case 11-4 Lamb’s Wool Blankets, the most popular we ever sold,
finest assortment of borders, usual price $0.50
4.75 paii
only
1 Ci©fCll-4 Saftnorf Colored, weigh 0pounds, worth at least $3.00 to close at 2.25 paii
1 Casa'SilYer($raof 10-4 at
......
dOc. paii
only
1 Case Silver Gray, extra quality, in this sale
1.00 paii
1 Case 10~1 Dark Gray, weighing 4 pounds, only
1.19 paii
1 Case 11-4 Dark Gray, weighing 5 pounds,
1.48 pair
only
1 Case 11-4 Medium Gray, usual price $3.00 at
2.25 pair
I Case 12-4 Medium Gray, usual price $4.(X),
2.75 pair
only
1 Lot
beautiful borders, down from $4.50 to
15,05 poll
Light4«j«ay,
Small Lot tfS* <k»Mfornia Gray, worth $6.50, only
4.50 pair
The Balance of Our Blanket Stock Not Included in the Above Lot Will be Found
Attractive and at Popular Prices.

j&%

ness.

n'/T?I

r>0o.
69c.
$1.00
1.25
3.75
in the

....
....

weight, perfect goods

PREPARATIONS.
■

BLANKETS.

-rTWwjafflfftllfMl

Slock Surpassed If None.

tience, goodness.”

Why He Can’t Publish.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Wanted

SteKtndri Transportation.
The restiy^s discontent of these times
is shown in the*
great number of very
young people rushing about the world
and
trick the youthful
mind can devise. Almost every day boy

a sermon

“In a general way, doctor, don’t you
think the world is growing nobler and
better?”
“Surely, surely,” was the reply, in
that earnest tone which men use when
they leave no doubt to be implied, “al
though we are too close to the clash and
clang of things to realize the full sig
nificance of the fact. It is well illustrated, however, by old John Evelyn,
who said that when he was in Holland
—it was somo time in the Seventeenth
century—he went up into the bell chamber of a great cathedral and was sorely
hurt by the noise of the bells, but when
he went away a mile or two and heard
ringing their soft, sweet notes, the very
air seemed rich in harmony. There was
no discord then—no
Sweet bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.
“And this is what we should all try to
do now and then.
“Some time ago I received a letter
from a friend in England, whose mother
had just died at a very great age. All
her life she had lived in a quiet nook
among the Yorkshire moors, and my
friend wrote that during her last years
she was forever thanking God that the
world had grown so much better since
she could remember.
She had watched
it with wise eyes, living in a quiet place,
and she had but one story to tell when
the end drew near of the betterment of
all things:
“
‘God's in his heaven.’
“
‘All’s right with the world.’
“
‘When we are right in it and believe
in him and do his work.’ ’’
Felix G. de Fontaine.

_MISCEUAXEOrS._I

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

BOYNTON,
047

Oonsress

Itlakc the
one of n»y

j for him.

Street.

hoy happy by baying

$8 Waltham Watches

BOYNTON,
B47

|

Oongroas

Street.

Ladies' 8olid Gold
Waltham & Elgin, $25,

Watches,
28,30.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
lias already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than six
Million Dollars and a large
surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

MISCELLANEOUS

EAR OR “SO EAR?”

_

a

good

car

But nothing will give an
question but a musical
musician is also competent

TO

answer to the

trial, and

a

or

Absence Is to

Be Ascertained.
Anton Soldi on the Trial of the Voice and
on the Examination of
Instrumental

Beginners—Tho Dangers
Vocal Study.

The experiments of Lydia E. Pinklinm
that years ago gave to the world that blessing, the Vegetable Compound, were mado
through a feeling of sympathy for the afflicted of her sex. Sho discovered that
all the diseases of woman have a
orjgin, and therefore may have a
That cure is known in all
common cure.
parts of the civilized world, and an average
of 100 letters per day are received from
grateful woiften.

nearly

common

"'■1

11 ....

Early

ICOPYRIGHT, 1891.1
Musical study is 60 universal
among
Americans that anything bearing
upon
the subject in any degree
may bo said
to have in a particular sense a
popular
interest. M usic is chosen for an accomplishment when languages, athletics,
art and kindred studies are subordinated
or ignored.
It is, indeed, the most popular of all accomplishments. It is also
the accomplishment in
regard to which
more
misconceptions tefcist and in the
history of which more illusions are
shattered than any other that might be
named.
No one who has yy^tched musical students, whether they bq.one course dabblers or passionately serious laborers in
the schools on both sides of the Atlantic, has failed to note the distressing
number of cases in which the singer or
player lacks not merely general talent

A WOMAN EEST UNDERSTANDS A WOMAN'S ILLS

|B

of

hit

is sold by all Druggists as a standard aror sent by mail, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of SI.00.

ticle,

two 2-cent stamps tor Mrs. PinUham'sV
beautiful 88-pane Illustrated book, emitted V
"GUIDE TC HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE."
1
It contains a volume of valuable information. M
It has saved lives, and pay save yours, r

(Send

Lydia

E.

Pinkham.Mad. Co., Lynn. Mass.

iul
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IS

YOU?

THIS

DO YOU FEEi. SICK ALL
OVER?
IS YOUR BODY SORE?
CAN’T YOU RELISH YOUR
MEALS?
HAVE YOU A DRY COUGH?

DO YOUR LIMBS ACHE?
ARE YOU BILIOUS?

'*

IS YOUR STOMACH SOUR?
THEN YOUR LIVER IS OUT
OF ORDER.

ANTON SEEDL,

but the

USE THE GREAT
KICKAPOO INDIAN SAGWA.
GENUINE UNADULTERATED

h

INDIAN MEDICINE.
PREPARED BY THE INDIANS

y

THEMSELVES FROM ROOTS
HERBS AND BARK.

KICKAPOO

INDIAN SAGWA

For Sale at all Druggists.

p

INDIAN SALVE. An
Excellent Dressing for Fever Sores. Cancers,
•»
Piles, and all kinds of Indolent Ulcers. This
Salve is made of Real Buffalo Tallow, combined
with Medicinal properties of healing Herbs,
Roots, Barks, etc. Only 35 cents a package.
Oct it. Don’t be without it

KICKAPOO

Jj’31

FMW&wnrm

primary necessity—a trustworthy ear. If only those people studied music who were drawn to it by inclination there would still be many deluded aspirants.
Everybody’s experience furnishes illustrations of would-be
enchanters who have “no ear.” But
the number would be comparatively
small if the students were not pushed
forward by admiring and ambitious
parents and friends, who exhibit an
unconscious tendency to delude the
object of admiration.
Singers are
pushed by the best training that money
can buy; they squander fortunes in
New York, in Paris, in Leipsic, and
have a debut upon which the highest
expectations are keyed, and in the critical hour their voice, modulated by
every trick of art, is found to commit
the fatal sin of “flatting.” The singer
has no ear. He or .she can never be
great.

>

!«'

V.

..

A similar experience* is noted among
instrumentalists. With great dexterity,
obtained by a refinement of drudgery,
they are deficient in that sense of perfect tune, and in middle life, perhaps,
the true source of their mediocritv is
discovered.
How many ambitious parents have
asked themselves: Has my child an ear
for music? How can I discover whether
my child has an ear for music? Before
engaging teachers or squandering
money in training is there not some
way in which I can discover whether
the effort and the expenditure are
worth while?
The question was put to me the
other day under circumstances that interested me in a satisfactory response.
I determined to go to headquarters for
an answer.

I first called

on

the

distinguished

where Liszt shone with other celebrities of scarcely lesser luster—Anton
Seidl, leader of the German opera.
Anton Soldi’*

I

Sold

Opinion.
Anton Seidl was seated at a desk in
the snug study of his house on West
The room was
Forty-Third street.
obviously the "den" of a musician; and
of a German musician. Between the
windows hung a portrait of Wagner.
Beneath was a full length photograph
of Mme. Mutema. A fine engraving of
Bismarck hung over the mantel.
Mr. Seidl wore a
f}ark smoking jacket
faced with fur. He sm0ed a little when
I told him what it was%hat brought me
there.
"You ask me," he said, "what people
are to do to detect the musical ear, par-

tmt

Everywhere

Je8

/

j(l

__._-

unpardonable.”

“How do you test the ear?” I asked.
Without answerim* dirApt.lv Sior
rani said:
“Thera are three things to be decided
in the case of one who wishes to be a

has he or she the ear? Has the owner
of the voice the sense that we call an
ear for music? Third, has he or she the
musical organization?
“The voice and the ear are readily
tested by the sounding of a piano note
or phrase which the pupil ill asked to
repeat. For instance,” and Sig. Errani stood behind the piano and struck
a note somewhere in the
upper part of
the middle register. “Sound that.”
I said I didn’t sing.
“Never mind, try that."
I tried.
“Good; now try this one." It waa an
jctave or so lower.
I tried again.
“Right. Your ear is correct."
This was worth coming for.

Watches,

Street.

Warranted to keep

Sig. Errani, .coming
from behind the piano, “you may see
that, so far as the process is concerned,

the ascertainment of the ear is quite
simple. In the case of the instrument
the process would be reversed. The instructor would sound a vocal note and
ask the pupil to find it on the piano.
With the violin it would be less easy to
test the ear in a short trial, but in any
case the readiness of a good ear could
be found with more or less readiness.”
Sig. Errani said that in his opinion
children’s voices should be trained with
greater care than was ordinarily considered necessary.
It was not only
true that an unwise and unexperienced teacher could permanently ruin
a voice, but even the most cautious
training was dangerous at a very tencler age.
big. JrGrram did not think pupils should have their voices trained for
singing before they were fifteen, save
in the light chorus work, perhaps.
Instrumental training, which did not tax
the physique, might naturally begin
much earlier without danger.
Vi«tob Sims.

graph.
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Whist in Washington.

For Billoos ana NerrotiE Disorders. 8
“Worth

a

Guinea

a

Box" but 10IJ

for 25 Coats,
BY AM. DRUGGIST!.

$

|
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Silver

Watches, every

Street.

Chatelain
one war-

ranted, $6, $8, $10.

went on
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BIG. ACHHiLE ERRANL

fcicularly what parents are to do when
interested in the education of their
child. 1 suppose you know that this is
In one respect a difficult question, and
one at the same time that leaves very
little to say
But it seems to me that
there is nothing to be advised except
this, that the parents shall seek the
judgment of a musician. I do not see
what else they can do. I know, too,
that this is not a completely satisfactory course in every case, for I suppose it is true that many teachers take
pupils knowing that they have not |

Whist is all the rage in Washington
this -winter. It is fashionable not simply to play whist, but to play it scientifically, or at least to think you do.
Mrs. Harrison and her daughter are
learning, a large number of senators
and representatives’ wives are enthusiastic in the game, and a bright little
woman from Boston, a Miss Clapp, is
making hay while the sun shines. She
is a professional teacher of whist according to Cavendish. Her charges are
two dollars a lesson, and she teaches
four persons in a class. That makes
eight dollars per lesson. But she gives
three and sometimes four lessons per
day, and Miss Clapp’s income from
whist is at the rate of $150 per week.

____•
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been recognized. At the height where
Lieutenant Mansfield took leave of his
balloon the cold was so intense that his
hands became numbed, and he felt that
he would be too chilled to manage the
apparatus if he went any farther.

singer. First, the voice—has he or she
this physical qualification?
Second,

“I do wish I could put the bab) to
sleep," said Mrs. Dukane, after an
hour’s unavailing lullaby practice.
“Suppose I send for John L. Sullivan," suggested her husband.
“Do you mean the prize-fighter?"
“Yes."
“Why would you send for him?”
“Well, he has often put grown men
to sleep. He ought to have no trouble
with a mere baby."-—Chronicle-Tele-

good time, $4.00.

I

“Is it not easier to detect a good oi
bad ear in a vocalist than in an instrumentalist?”
“It certainly is. In the case of a L. Duvall, a
voice trial the musician has only to play
wealthy Chicaor sing a brief
passage—a few notes— goan. The party
and ask the pupil to follow. A few will start
very
such trials of the voice will indicate beshortly and will
yond doubt whether a beginner has the land near the
necessary foundation of a true car.
equator, on the
“Of course, there might bo cases
♦west coast of Afwhere the ear was not perfect and
rica. There two
where a general trial might seem favorL. garner.
bands of natives
able, but no person whose ear, whose will be
one
in
organized,
charge of each
sense of harmony, was seriously deof Professor Garner’s white companions.
fective could possibly escape detection
will be kept some distance apart
in such an examination, simple as it is. They
the march of 200 miles into the induring
“In the case of a performer the case
terior. This precautionary measure is
is undoubtedly somewhat different.
made necessary by the frequent cases of
When the trial is not through the voice
treacherous combinations from which
but through an instrument it cannot be
African explorers have suffered.
finished in one effort. Nothing but
Arrived in the juiigle, Professor Garmusical study will bring out the ear dener will take up his abbde for days at a
fects of a pupil who does not sing. In
time in an immense steel cage, so cona few lessons, particularly in the case
to be safe from the attacks of
of an instrument like the violin, the de- trived as
fVio fiomn dfinizfvns
t.hn format
Ac o/-lfeet will appear if it is to appear.
he
ditional
will
be
safeguards
provided
“But there j$ no rule that anyone
could set down for finding that a per- with the latest firearms, as well as an
ammonia bag, the fumes from which
son had no ear, any more than there is
will be sufficient, it is believed, to tema rule for finding whether a person has
strangle any wild beast which
porarily
positive aptitude. Either trait will apdesirous to strike up too inmay
appear
under
trial
a
pear
by person competent
an acquaintance with the
timate
to make that trial.”
professor. There will also be telephonic
and electric bell connections between
Signor Errant's Views.
I next sought the opinion of probably the cage and each of the camps. Prothe most prominent and popular vocal fessor Gamer will have near him at all
teacher in New York, Sig. Achille times a phonograph which will record
Errani, who was for twenty years a the “remarks” uttered by the gorillas,
successful singer in Italian opera at which he feels certain will undertake
Milan and in this country. When Patti to investigate his abode. In the forks
first sang “Traviata” in America Errani of a tree near by he will have a snap
camera which, will take a picture whenwas her tenor.
The room in the Twenty-sixth street ever Professor Gamer shall press a buthouse in which Sig. Errani greeted ton. The result of these investigations
will be awaited with interest.
me is lined with portraits and souvenirs.
Among the portraits is that of Minnie
Military Cso of the Balloon.
Hauk, who was Errani’s first pupil.
“It is certainly very important,” said
A remarkable ballooning feat has been
the ex-tenor and distinguished teacher,
accomplished at Boinbay with the view
“that the judgment on the capabilities of
illustrating the importance of aeroand endowments of a musical beginner nautics in
military operations. Lieushould be carefully and frankly given. tenant Mansfield ascended to a
height
No teacher who values his reputation of
11,400 feet, and tJieh came down by
would give a false judgment on a pupil’s means of a
parachute1, guiding his maear or voice.
You can’t blame parents chine to
bring him1 down close to the
for their willingness and eagerness to
spot where he started/ His ascent occudevelop their children’s talents or to de- pied 7 minutes 34 Seconds and the develop what they believe to be their tal- scent about a quarter of an hour. As
ents.
Their mistake, if they make one, he descended
every part of Bombay beis pardonable.
The mistake of the camo
visible, and any position
distinctly
teacher who asked for his judgment is
UUVW

CLOAK
We should be pleased to scud you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.
COBEY, JlILLIKEJf ft CO.,
(Members N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and
see us.

eod3m

decll

FUR LINED CIRCULARS Marked Down from $5 to $50 each. Prices
ranging from $25 to 7Q. As these poods were all purchased before tho advance in prices of fur it makes the mark down much
greater, practically, than
appears above.

QUILTED LINED CIRCULARS $20 to 38.

must nave been

taking.—Chicago

from

A leading actress remarked to a reporter,
“The last time I played here I was worn out,
but Lydia Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound, lias
since made a new woman of me.”

Little Oscar, hearing his parents speak of
Beethoven, asked:
“Mamma, who is Beethoven?”
“A composer,” replied his mother.
“And what is a composer?”
“A man who makes music.”
The next morning an organ grinder struck
up in Pie street.
“Mfnrna,” exclaimed Oscar, eagerly, “there
is Beethoven!”—Kural New Yorker.

Castoria t

Laura—Yes, I know she has

a

$1

at all

E. MORGAN &

Druggists.

SONS, Prop's,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ap!5eod&wly

ior

but you were the last one I should have expected to tell her.
Flora—She’ll look at it so much now that she
will be cross-eyed within a month.—Indianapolis Journal.

No 309 1-2

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases

given up
a

as

“Don’t you know how to do it, dear?” asked
young husband, as they gazed solemnly at the
turkev.
“Yes.” said she, “it’s au quite clear, but it
says ‘First clean your turkey,’ and I was wondering whether one shook) use toilet or regular
scouring soap.—Chicago Xews.

All the above garments
and Materials.

fresh,

cure.
Dr. Reed will not ask you

any questions In
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Heed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afllic ted with a disease ora
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office everyday Including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. in. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, §1.00.
my22d9m
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How Frances Got More Chicken.
“I want some more chicken,” said four-year,
old Frances at the dinner table.
“I think you have had as much as is good for
you, dear,” said her mamma.
“I want more.” And Frances pouted.
“You can’t have more, now; but there is a
wish-bone that you and mamma can pull. That
will be fun. Ton pull one side and 141 pull the
other, and whoever gets the longer end can have
her wish come true. Why. baby, you’ve got it.
What was your wish Frances””
-1 wished for some more chicken,” said Frances.

promptly.

Kiie got it this

time.—Exchange.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla stops the nauseous discharges of catarrh, and cures the complaint.
Mr. Bingo (rushing in) —The barn is bnrnlng
down! Quick, where
is, the fire extinguish'
Mrs. Bingo (excitedly) -ft’S locked up in the
closet, and the key is In tttb pocket of my other
dress upstairs.
Bingo (resigned)—Then let the barn burn.—
Cloke lteview.
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Popular Shapes
Children’s Gardetermined not

piece Very

#

FUR SHOULDER CAPES
them out every

All Marked Down to

prices

that must close

one.

Marked Down to

correspond

CAMEL HAIR SHAWLS $5>

with the

Capes.

marked down from

$6.50-

LONG SHAWLS $4.50.
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LADIES’ MACKINTOSHES (New Line) Newmarket Style, I’uff Shoulders, Silk Lined Capes, thoroughly Vulcanized, Seams can never come apart,
warranted water proof. Marked Down from $|5 to|2RUBBER CIRCULARS

All Marked Down to Close Out.

This advertisement means just what it says, THAT WE ARE DETERMINED TO
CLOSE OUT THE PRESENT STOCK OF GOODS IN OUR CLOAK DEPARTMENT. We expect to make a Large Sacrifice, and have marked the
prices so
Low that people will bo tempted to purchase for next season’s use in
many
cases, as they can well afford to do.

Congress St.

J. R.

Office of Board of State Assessors, 1
Augusta, Dec. 19,1891. f
Notice is hereby given that the State Assessors will be in session at City Building, in Port
land, the county of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
the Cth day of January, A. D., 1892, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon to secure information to
enable them to make a just and equal assessment of tike taxable property in tne several
towns in said county, and to investigate charges
of concealment of property liable to assessment,
as required by law.
BEN.T. F. CHADBOURNE.) Board of
FRANK GILMAN,
State
}
OTIS HAYFORD,
) Assessors.
dec21
dtd
BUSINESS CARDS.

WM. M.

MARKS,

Card

Book,
1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly attended to.novlleodtf

B. D. & H. M.

-POH THE

HOLIDAY_TRADE!
We have

a

complete line

of these Standard Odors among which
the following:

YLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB,

LILY,

Zjaw,

Street.

Byron D. Vcrrill,
Harry Mighels Verrill.
Portland, January 1,1892.
janldlm

BERRY,

Book, Job and Card Printer,
NO. 37 PLUM STREET.

CEORCE

C.

HOPKINS,

Counsellor sit

Law,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Organization of Corporations a specialty.
au2(>
dBm
8S 1-3

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Casco Bay Steamboat

ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE VALLEY,
FRANGIPANNI, CLOVE PINK,
AND NEW MOWN HAY.

We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our
patrons fooling that they
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome
stoppered bottle containing a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 ceuts.

GrESO:iF£.C3rIIS C.
3ao Congress Street.
uec-“*___
......

J.

WINTER

HARPS WELL STEAM BOAT GO.
and after Nov.

2,1801, steamer MERRYwill leave Orr’s Island
ON CONEAG,
for Portland and

at 0.40

intermediate landings.

RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 A m.

_ISAIAH DANIELS,

octldtf

dtf

K.
LOW

LIBBY'S
PRICES!

General Manger.

ON

MEN’S WINTER UNDERWEAR.
To Close Out the

DR.

WARNER'S

CELEBRATED

At Wholesale Prices.

Surplus Stock.

CAMEL'S

HAIR

HEALTH

The value of these goods us a
health-giving
known to need comment.

UNDERWEAR
agent is

Fine Australian Wool Underwear marked Down to

too well

$1.50

20 dozen Natural Wool Underwear.

fine, heavy goods, made by the Bennington Mills, Vermont, and worth
regular sale $1.75 to bo closed out in this sale at $1.25.
One Lot

Company,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, (5.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, (5.lo p. in.;
for Little and Great Diamond, Treietlieu’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m.. 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING.
oetSOdtf_ General Manager.

a. m..

CASHMERE

WILD

--

STEPHEN

are

VERRILL,

Counsellors At
Middle

dtf

REBUTS mm

-AND-

PRINTER,

LIBBY,

Congress Street,
_Wy

very
Toothache, faccachc, Inflamed and Sore
Eyes, are certainly cured by Pond’s Extract:
sold in our bottles only.

and

to

||

5

All Marked Down to Cost or Less than Cost.
One
Pine SEAL PLUSH CLOAKING marked down to $12.60.

I have the best Nickel Alarm Clocks
In the city, and I will warrant them to

absent-minded

Herr Schmidt is an
music
teacher. One of his pupifii asked him “At what
o’clock do you want me to come to your house
to-morrow to take my lesson?”
“O vel, clioost come ven you gets ready; but
pe sure you vasli on time, for I don’t vant to be
kept waiting.”- The Christian at Work.

are new

to

$2

$3

to

ranging

Boynton,

II i

Success follows the use pf Hall’s Hair Eenewcr
for grayness and
baldr.es^.

Prices

CLOAKINCS

a

*

each.

Marked Down from

Marked Down from

incurable, 1 will lake them to make

191

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for coughs and colds.
Ask your druggist for Ayer’s Almanac.

|0

to

CLOTH NEWMARKETS
ranging from $|2 to 20

£J. B. Reed. MUFFS

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

97

pretty nose,

$.5

to carry any over.

35c. and

PRINTERS’
:

from

CHILDREN’S CARMENTS at$3to 15. Some of the
ments are marked at less than 50c on the SI.00 as we aro

Mother

sighed,
Doctor prescribed

Down

PLAIN CLOTH CARM ENTS
ranging from $3 to 20.

JOB

Baby cried,

Marked

FUR TRIMMED GARMENTS Marked Down from $3
hne, high cost goods). Prices ranging from $|0 to 35.

STATE OF MAINE.

Tribune.

CLOAKS
$16
50.

PLUSH

WIT AND WISDOM.
Lewellyn, a Little Lord Fauntleroy darling on
the North Side, saw an Indian for the first time
the other day. He gazed in speechless wonder
at the noble red man’s swarthy face and hands
for some moments, and then said:
“Papa, what an awful long vacation that man

DEPARTMENT.

We propose to Close Out all the goods in our Cloak
Department, consisting ot
Ladies’ and Misses’ Cloth Garments of all kinds, Ladies’ Plush Cloaks, Fur Lined
Circulars, Quilted Lined Circulars, Fur Capes, Muffs, Cloakings, Shawls, Mackintoshes and Rubber Circulars.

keep perfect time.

The Man for the Job.

BOYNTON,
Boys’ Nickel

con-

sisting of himself, Dr. W. G.
Patrick, of Nashville, and Mr. R.

a

MW&Fnrmly

Congi’ess

expedition

MISCELLANEOUS.

J. R. LIBBY’S

Professor R. L. Garner, of Roanoke,
Va., about eight years ago conceived
the idea that monkeys have a language
of their own.
Investigation demonstrated to his satisfaction the correctness
of this theory, and he has organized an

judgment.”

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

TALK.

7

>

make sucl. a trial.
A musician
should give his honest judgment in suen
a matter, but we are all human, and I
suppose some of the judgments are not
strictly honest. Probably the desire ol
the parents to discover talent sometimes influences a false judgment, perhaps a compromise, that is an uncertain

“Now,"

leader, who sat at the feet of Richard
Wagner, who as a young man played at
those famous
Wagnerian musicals

MONKEY

Professor Garner Will Penetrate Into Central Africa for That Purpose.

to

How Its Presence

RECORD

Superior quality

Natural Wool

in

Underwear,

Marked Down from $1.25 to

$1 00

Several Broken Lots of Fine Underwear.
Worth from $1.00 to

$1.25,

all to be closed out at the

One Lot Camel’s Blair
Broken Lot Tuxedo
Broken Lot
1 Case

Heavy

Fancy

Underwear,

Ribbed,

Random

Random

one

price

75 cents

worth S8 cents,

marked down from

at 62 cents

75 to 58 cculs

Underwear, plain

Underwear, Ribbed,

marked

50 cents
down

from

50 cents to 30 cents.
This unusual sale of Underwear is made to relieve an overstocked
rather than to pack the goods away for another season.

department,

we shell offer equally
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT VO. in connection with this sale,
J
good values in

THANTOM will leave Portland
STEAMER
1 ier for
Freeport, touching at Falmouth

Foreside, Cousens, Great Chcbcague and Littlejohns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South L reeport at 7 a. m., touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9. 1891.
II. B. SOULE, Manager.
sept2dtf

anv

as

LADIES’ ADD CHILDREN’S UNDERWEAR.

J. R. LIBBY,

-

Congress

St.

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

in the country
of
tho result
obtaining on
election day a bigger majority than had
ever been given a Republican gubernatorial candidate in an off year. His congressional candidacy in the third district
is now developing the same kind of
strength, and apparently in tho same
localities. The reason for this is well explained in a letter written by Hall C.

phenomenal strength

DR.

LYMAN

ABBOTT.

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

How the Editor of The
Does His

FINANCIAL.

_EDUCATIONAL.

towns with

HOME

Christian Union

Literary Work.

LSpecial Correspondence.!
New York, Dec. 31.—The extreme
sensitiveness of the religious atmosphere
of this country is shown by the furore Will receive
maall^Q Crayon portraiture; also
created by the omission of a small word in Academic l>|aA\inff from cast and from life.
Studio, 34 First National Bank Building, Portr
Wash., 20-year Gold 5s
in the address of the Rev. Dr. Dyman
land. Me.
dec3l>eodlm
Abbott in Boston the other day. TiiQse
Wis., 20 year Gold 5s
Burleigh of Vassalboro, one of the most familiar with his views received with
6s
W. Va.,
.
tion of six weeks.
,
prominent farmers in the State, and much incredulity the report that he had
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
Neb.5s
in the Waterville Sentinel. Mr. declared unbelief in the divinity of Jesus
shot periods may have the addresses of their published
Christ. Knowing how closely he conSt.
.7s
Paul, Minn. .
Burleigh says:
papers changed as often as desired.
forms to the orthodox view of the
The
of
this
farmers
district admire Governor
4s
.
Advertising Rates.
111., 20-year
for many reasons, la st ol all, perhaps,
Saviour, they felt that he must have
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first Burleigh
because lie is a plain, everyday man of the peo- been the victim of some error. The
Neb., 10-20-year . 5s
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inser- ple. There is in his whole makeup no trace of
of
a
corrected
report
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
St. Louis, Mo.
6s
...
Every other snobbery. He lias none of the elements of an speedy publication
aristocrat, lie does not look down upon a man
of his address with an omitted “not” in(lay advertisements, one third less than these because lie works for a living or because
lie is
4s
Mass.
•
.
serted was, a3 our readers doubtless re- will receive
rates.
not able to wear us good cluiucs as some of his
1st,
The
Governor
is
the
lihnseli
one
of
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week, neighbors.
4s
member, a confirmation of their suspi.
.
Marblehead, Mass.
hardest workers in the Stale. His home is one
first week; half price each succeeding week.
of tho most hospitable in Maine. Hundreds of cion.
Mass. ... 6s
53
Special Notices, on first page, one third ad- farmers in this .State have been entertained
In consequence of this unhappy exthere in years past with an unostentatious cor5s
.
ditional.
Tex., Gold
perience, which is simply a repetition of or Thurston’s Piano Honse, 8 Free
tluit came of sincerity. They felt that
Amusements and Auctions Sale, $2.00 per diality
several
befallen
Dr.
Abbott
on
the Governor and his family were glad to see what has
Kansas City,
20 year . 4s
Street Block, Portland.
square each week. Three insertions or less them amt to extend to them the courtesies of a other
he is obliged to exercise
d6m
aug27
occasions,
beautiful
and
unaffected
home
life.
Kas.
6s
singularly
.
.
$1.50 per square.
It would lie
to know how many far- the utmost care in granting interviews
•‘A Square” Is a space of the width of a mers of tills interesting
district have been inside the houses with members of the
.
6s
Mich.
.
as
Menominee,
press. He insists,
colmnu and one inch long.
of any of his competitors.
i
whatever
is
that
a
The farmers of this district are intelligent
preliminary condition,
Minn.
.
5s
.
Wants, To Lets, For Sales and similar admen. They are not very likely to he drawn to
put into his mouth shall be submitted to
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance, the support Of any man
who slaps them on the
6s
.
Iowa, .
Not
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed ad- back a little before the caucus and ignores them him for revision and correction.
0.
os
vertisements under these headines will bo socially tor the next two years, if indeed he ever long ago 1 had occasion to obtain his
recognized any of them in that connection. views on certain Biblical
He
charged at regular rates.
questions.
San Antonio, Tex.
They UaVe learned from experience that they
6s
.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square will find Governor Burleigh the same cordial,
the interview with the greatest
granted
sincere
man
lor first insertion, and 50 cents per square for unaffected,
»s
every day in the year.
xoieuo, u.
He is always accessible to any citizen of Maine, readiness and courtesy, thus creating a
each subsequent insertion.
in
or
see
and
rich
or
to
with
the
wiio
desires
market?
contrast
Iowa
low,
5s
high
...
poor,
brusque
him and always ready to extend every one fair
manner with which some men
insolent
ami courteous treatment. There is no veneer
Sioux Falls, Sa. Dakota 5s & 7s
receive correspondents. But he asked
about him.
La Salle, 111.
...
5s
Again, the farmers of the Third District ad- me to show him the manuscript or proof
December-2,1801.
jj
mire Governor Burleigh for his absolute integof
had
said.
It
was
with
he
what
know
him
to
be
a
man
of
his
So.
Neb.
great
.
6s
.
word,
rity. They
Omaha,
CHAPTER 34.
MONDAY, JANUARY 4.
with ail independent judgment and the courage
that I complied with the repleasure
of Ids convictions. ’1 hey know him, too, to be a
.
6s
.
AN ACT to provide a Board of registration to Butler, Ind.
clean man in all the relations of lile. He is botli quest, which was the smallest possible
the Cities of this State
Rhode Island has begun work iu ear- a tomiieraiiee and a temperate man. He not return that I could make to his kindness.
.
6s
SectJ. A board of registration is hereby es- Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
nest to rid the state of tuberculous cat- only preaches abstii.euee but lie has practiced
He is an extremely busy man. and the tablished in each city of the State, which shall
itailnis life.
Mich.
.
.
7s
have the exclusive power and authority to de- Gladstone,
tle. But Massachusetts still does nothtime that ho thus gave was a serious in- termine the
qualifications of voters therein, and
«ILL
©
LOYAL
I
RltiE.
TO Hi3
exclusive power to make up, correct and revise
fraction upon his regular duties.
ing, or practically nothing.
the list of voters in each of said
and
As the editor of The Christian Union shall perform all the duties and havecities,
exclusive- COUNTY
Governor Ii:.i is now Senator Hill. But An Educated Mobinrk Indian Who Han
all
the
the
municinow
exercised
and the pastor of Plymouth church in ly.
powers
by
Attained Wide Celebrity.
officers of said cities in making, preparing,
Governor Flower will undoubtedly get
0.
.
5s
he has much to do. It is a pal
Brooklyn
voters thereand
list
of
the
revising
all
Of
the
self
made men of America
correcting
the benefit of his advice from time to
wonder that he can do it. Ho i3 not by in under chapter four of the Revised Statutes
.
5s
County, Ind.
few have won their way to success
or any other statute relating thereto.
time.
Indeed, it is intimated that Hill
means the large,
strong, robust
difficulties than has Or- any
Harrison
against
greater
Ind.
.
6s
County,
man
that his predecessor,
The undersigned having been appointed and
expects to run his administration for
onhyatekha, of Canada. Oronhyatekha Mr. physically
Knox
Tenn.
commissioned
a
Board
for
the
of
.
is
tall
and
6s
him.
was.
He
County,
Registration
Beecher,
quite
is a full blooded Mohawk Indian, born to
Voters for tills city under said law, hereby notiand
he
looks
as though his
slender,
Lucas
0.
4 l-2s
the rank of a chief among the band upon
The Auburn Gazette reports the Clevehealth was rather fragile. Yet it is, I fy all persons claiming the right to vote in this
the reserve near Brantford, Ont. His
Carlton
Minn.
.
7s
County,
city at the municipal election of March next,
land sentiment as strong in Auburn as
people wore among those who upheld the
that said Board will be in session at the times Russell
Kas.
.
6s
.
the Argus thinks it is in Portland.
County,
The cause of Britain
during the Revolutionand places below mentioned, for the purpose of
Luce
Mich.
Bangor Commercial should now testify prv war and who, under their great chief,
.
7s
County,,
receiving the namjes of said persons and formas to tho condition of Democratic sentiThyendenaga, retreated from their seting lists thereof. 1
111.
.
.
5s
Ogle County,
tlement in the valley of the river which
ment in that town.
Collector’s Room, Odd Fellow’s
bore their name and settled in Canada.
Mr. Springer proposes to adopt the
Oronhyatekha had no advantages over
Block, Jail. 5,. 6, 7.
free raw material racket, and, instead of other Indians, except in an insatiable
.
6s
room, Hose House No. Great Fjalls, Mont...
bringing in a general tariff bill, to put thirst for learning and a never failing
of
hard
work.
He
his
got
early
Iowa
.
.
6s
1. Jan. 8, 9, 11.
through the House several bills remov- power
education in the training school for the
•i
ing the duty from articles of general
0.
5s
...
Hours to be froqi J. to 6 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,
children of the reserve, which education
consumption like wool.
Undoubtedly included an
Pride’s , Corner and Duck Pond,
excepting
to
Wash.
the
trade
.
7s
apprenticeship
this will bo a much easier performance
where the hours vfihl be from 1.30 to 5.30, and
of shoemaking. His parents expected
Cook
111.
5s
Austin,
from 7 to 9 p.m.
than to unite the Democrats on a genei'- him to
✓
work at this trade, but he ran
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any peral tariff measure, and it will have less
6s
Harlan, Iowa ...
became
a
from
home
in
and
away
pupil
sons or classes of persons have decided on a
tendency to betray the wide difference of the Wesleyan academy at Wilbraham,
Gold
7s
.
personal registration, and every person must Pullman,
opinion in regard to the tariff which still Mass. He subsequently studied at Kengo before the board himself, or his name will be Kansas City, Kan.
.
.
5s
exists in the Democraticparty.
left off.
yon college, in Gambier, O., and at the
So Dakota
.
6s
Toronto university.
Voters from any part of the city may register
Gov. Hill’s efforts to make himself
at any place where the board is in session.
When the Prince of Wales made the
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
solid with both the advocates and oppon- tour of the Canadian provinces in 1860
Bonds.
be
ready to answer where naturalized, when
he
visited
the Grand River reserve.
ents of the free coinage of silver have innaturalized and before what court.
was
selected
the
counby
and Rock Island
gloriously failed. Senator Stewart one Oronhyatekha
Every voter must state his name, residence,
DR. LYMAN ABBOTT.
of chiefs to present the address to the
of the principal senatorial advocates of cil
of
of
occupation, place
occupation, place
birth,
Street Railway Gold
6s
son of the “Great Mother,” as the Moam told, very good, as it enables him to
free coinage, has written to him that
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted,
hawks have always called the queen. get through a vast amount of work dur6s
married, residence of wife and family. It is to Seattle Street Railway
“the restoration of silver to its place as
The prince was so struck with the bear- ing the year. He does not, however,
be hoped that every citizen will present themWis.
Water
Co.
6s
Ashland,
money has been delayed for more than ing of the young man that he made inspend much time in the offices of The selves on the days named, in order that the reg15 years by excuses, many of w hich
Iowa
Water
Co.
6s
to
Waterloo,
learn
how
he
could
befriend
Christian Union, although they are un- istration be made complete.
quiries
were more plausible than those you prehim. Being told of Oronhyatekha’s do- usually attractive, and would go far toCHARLES 3VI. WATERHOUSE,
,
Fredonia Kas., Water Co.
6s
CHARLES E. JACKSON,
sent, and that the people have come to
ward reconciling one with the hard lot
6s
Sedalia, Mo., Water Co.
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.
the conclusion that persons who are
of journalism. He gives, I believe, only
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dtianll
Water
Co.
6s
two days a week—Monday and Friday
Pittsburg, Kas.,
good in making excuses are worthless
—to
office
the
chief
burden
of
advocates of free coinage.”
work,
the management of The Christian Union
The crime ef which Dr. Graves has
devolving upoa Md. Hamilton W. Mabie,
his able and accomplished assistant.
been convioted was a peculiarly deliberdetailed
>•and
The editorial rooms in Astor place are
of
The Board
ate and cold blooded one. The sole moRegistration
perhaps the finest in the city, with the will be in session until further
tiee of it was money.
Graves in some
exception of those of The Century and notice at
No. 13, City
way had gained complete mastery over
possibly those of The North American Building, commencing DecemMrs. Barnaby and had induced her to make
Review. They are in the first place adber 39, during the following
a will in which she left him a large sum
mirably lighted, a feature that is too
of money. But while Mrs. Barnaby lived
often
in the construction of hours.

Subscription Rates,
Daily (In advance) 86 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
60 cfiits a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip-

INVESTMENT^

MISS E~ W, THURSTON,

Mewton,

pupils September

MONUMENT ST.,

Cambridge,
Dallas,

Mo.,

Wichita,

City of Westbrook.

Notice to Veters

Winona,
Dubuque,
Dayton,

HENRY'S

HI

Famous

Minstrels!

30—Stellar Celebrities—30

Omaha,

ITP1L OF EICHBERG,

£ATReT~

MONDAY, JANUARY 4th

Wheeling,
Chicago,
Lincoln,

TH

PORTLAND

The Star Tronpe of the Period I

CSTY BONDS.
Seattle,
Ashland,

*

ADDRESS

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

COMPANY
<x OLD 4's., D ue 1937.
As this

is

Company

earning

large surplus beyond
est and paying 6 per

a

interdividends on the stock, these bonds
are a desirable investment for
Trust Funds. These houds can
be registered if desired. Price
9$ 1-2 and interest.

Ill HENRY, Sole

the

BANEEES,
dec21

Management!

Proprietor

and

Mgr.

Prices 25, 50 and 75c.

cent

MOB®1 MOULTON,
Cor. Middle and

Beautiful Costumes!
Popular Comedians!
Gorgeous Settings!
Selected Performers!
Superb
Cultivated
Paraphernalia!
Singers! Philharmonic solo Orehestra! Talented Musicians! Grand
Military Baud!
Business

Exchange Sts.
dtf

SPECIAL

ENGAGEMENT!

Two Nights Only

Friday

Saturday, January

and

8 and 9

Saturday—Matinee—Suturday.
Davis and Kvogh’s Rollicking.

Rattling, Rip-

Koaring Musical Farce,

HUSTLER.

THE

All the Merry Comedians! All tlxo Sweet SingGreatest
All the Great Dancers!
ers!
Gathering of Singers. Dancers, Comedians, and High-Class Specialties
ever seen on earth.
Prices as, 50 and 73 cent*.
_

"

—

THE

Board of

PRESS.

Registration

of Voters.

Stuart,

■

I3TH ANNUAL BALL
-OF THEO

County,

L

H

Due

Juniutry 1, 1892,

will bo

paid

Tickets

STH

at

Exchange Sts., Portland,

Creston,
Canton,
Oakesdale,

County,

Wash.,

Chamberlin,

Corporation

FREDERICK F.

Concert Co.,

of Voters.

Send for circular giving

descriptions

prices.

ffoom

The pdiilic reception room is
comfortable
furnished,
handsomely
chairs standing here and there and beautiful pictures adorning the tinted walls.
offices.

with arsenic.
His
scheme succeeded, but his nerve deserted
him and a large part of the evidence on
which he was convicted was really fur-

whiskey poisoned

by

himself.

That it

was

Just off this room is the office of Dr.
Abbott. If it is not large there is plenty
of room in it for literary work. Instead
of a table Dr. Abbott has a handsome

very

na.k rnllpr-tnn ripsk

strong is clearly indicated by the prompt-

DB. ORONHYATEEHA.

with which the jury returned their
verdict, the tendency of juries in such
cases
being invariably to give the
prisoner the advantage of any doubt and
to find a verdict of gnilty only when the
evidence is overwhelmingly against him.
There is very room for doubting that the

Eire for an education, the prince invited
him to spend a term at Oxford. And so
it came about that the young Mohawk
was enrolled at the great English university and studied under Dr. Acland,
the prince’s physician, who was also professor of medicine.
Graduating as a
full fledged doctor of medicine, Oronhyatekha returned to Canada and began
to practice. He was uniformly successful and made both reputation and money.

ness

verdict is right. Of course his counsel
will not rest their efforts in his behalf
with the verdict of the jury. Every sort
of technicality which ingenuity can sug-

gest will be resorted to to save his neck,
and it is possible that they may succeed.
The, registration imbroglio in Waterville, like the Dutchman’s wife, seems to
got no better pretty fust. Mayor Jones
still continues to refuse to appoint a Republican member of tho board, and the
chairman of the board still refuses to
call the board together. If this deadlock continues until the day of the municipal election there will be no legal
voting lists and consequently there can
be

legal election. Then a serious
question will arise as to the status of the
present city government; whether it can
lio

hold
not, out of which will come
much had blood, which may seriously retard the progress of the city and throw
everything into confusion and anarchy.
Whether tho Mayor can justify liimsell
by the strict letter of the law in refusing
to appoint another Republican membei
of board we do not know. Possibly he
over or

we are inclined to think the
of
weight
argument is against him or
that point. But clearly he has not complied with the spirit of the law until he hat
appointed a Republican who will serve,
For any bad results from his refusal
to appoint he will he clearly responsible, and it may be that the responsibility
will be so serious as to make him sometime in the future very tired.

can,

though

In his host campaign for the governor
ship Gov. Burleigh developed an almosl

Chicago,

ignored

the will profited him nothing and so he
concocted a cold blooded scheme to put
her out of the way by dosing her with

nished

N. W. HARRIS &

auv

*

uu

hxouquu

umuu^

uio

by their unfortunate love of drink led
Dr. Oronhyatekha to become a strong
advocate of total abstinence. He has
been for years recognized as one of the
ablest men in the Independent Order of
Good Templars, and at the last meeting
of the supreme lodge of that body in
Edinburgh, Scotland, he was chosen to
the highest office in the gift of the order, that of right worthy grand templar.
The doctor has shown unusual zeal as a
“joiner.” Secret organizations seem to
have a strong attraction for him. He is
a prominent Orangeman and Freemason.
He is himself the founder of a benefit
society, the Independent Order of Foresters, of which he is the chief officer at
a salary of $8,000 a year.
Dr. Oronhyatekha is proud of his Indian blood. Though his business is in
Toronto, his home is on the reserve in
Thyendenaga, near the western extremity of Lake Ontairio.
A portion of the Mohawk Nation settled there on their arrival in Canada instead of going west to the Grand river.
Oronhyatekha has a beautiful home in
the midst of his own people. He married a woman of his tribe, a granddaughter of the great chief Thyendenaga. They have a daughter and a son,
the latter a student of medicine. In
their home the Mohawk language is
used, and Oronhyatekha, though an educated man of the world, honored among
the white people, still shows in his conversation enough traces of a foreign accent to let all who meet him know that
English is not the language which comes
readiest to hie tongue

Hptp Kpjitpri

in

a

IV!.

9 A.

Except 1-2 Hour from

energetic paragraph or article for The Christian Union or receiving
some contributor with a manuscript, or
discussing with some writer a question
of social reform or phase of religious
thought.

brute to

Capital $600,000.

dec28

dtf.

average London endures tweneach winter. Last year the
fogs
ty-five
number reached fifty.
an

It was a nun go in the case oTThe firemen
called out by the incendiary who set fires because somebody would set up the drinks.

WATER

N.

SUPPLY

Y.,

Principal

Gnarantced.

OF MARINETTE, WIS., Cs.

Eight day, Cathedral Gong Imitation
Principal
French Clocks, $4.50.

aud
—

EATING

A HEARTY DINNER!
I

J you have that feeling of distress, or perhaps
t £ou ®re,,a sufferer from Heartburn, Acidity, I
i Gastric 1 ressure, Indigestion or kindred Stom- 1
l ach Troubles; If so,

•

|

|

32

dec8

Exchange
°

PEPSIN
for 81.00.

Street.
Utl

Deposits in

TROCHES'
j

iiyiis

J.B. BROWN & SONS,

DU CHAILLU
Author of “The Country of the Dwarfs,” “Wild
Lifo Under the Equator," “The Viking
Age,” “stories of the Gorrilla
Country,” and “Tlie Land of the Midnight Sun.”
SUBJECT—“Travel.

Bankers'

rica—Discovery

INVESTMENT-SECURITIES.
of the

nov24

Cheque Bank,

‘Ld.’

LONDON.

dtf

ALLENTOWN & BETHLEHEM

mx:.,

1824.

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

deposits.

Af-

In Equatorial
of the Gorilla, Etc.”

ILLUSTRATED.

318 Middle Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

Agents

Jan. 8th

By the World Renowned Explorer, Writer
and Lecturer—Mr. Paul B.

dtf

I

Reserved Seats 50 and 75 cents. Admission
35 cents.
Children aod Pupils of all schools,
25 and 35 cents. Now on sale at Stockbrldge's.
Half fare and late trains to all holding Du Ohalllu tickets, on M. C. R. K., G. T. ft’y and P. & It.
Railroad.
Jan. 13th—Dudley Buck Quartette and others.
Jau. 30th—Powers and Whitney Quartette.
Jan. 38th—Sir Edwin Arnold.
jan2diw

Class Commences at

GILBERT’S,
Monday Evening, Jan. 4th.

First

Mortgage 6 per cent

GENTLEMEN, #3.80, LADIES, #1.80
For Six Lessons.

Assemblies Every

JULY

X,

340 Washington St. Boston.

IIIfiliiSiF

Both Principal and Interest payable

70
in

Boston.

PRICE, PAR AND INTEREST.

FRED E. RICHARDS k CD.,
BANKERS,
98

Street.

•'

Dividend Per Annum.
Authorized Capital
92,000,000
Capital paid in
1,200,000
Surplus (June 30, 1801) over
100,009
Price Stock to-day
10*
Sale of Stock will cease after Jan. 31st next.
OltOAJilZED ET 1883.
Paid Dividends of 5 per cent per annum for
4 1-2 years.
Paid Dividends of 7 per cent per annum
since July, 181*0.
Average Dividend since organization over
(l per cent per annum.
at close of last fiscal

f

Exchange

/

10X1.

Interest Jan. 1st and July 1st.

3

Thursday Evg.

Mass. Real Estate Co.

GOLD BONDS,

FTnds

Surplus

year,

over

*100,000.
Semi to or call at the office for Information,

Subject

—

to

Portland 4’s duo 1902-1912.
Portland 6’s due 1907.
Saco 4’s due 1901.
City
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City
Itang'or 8’s due 1894.
City
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899,
City
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’n due 1909.
City
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2*8 due 1919.
City
Calais Water Co. First Mort. o’s duo
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central It. It. Consol Mort. 7’s
duo 1912.
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Cleveland
• I
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding. Itching, Chronic, ltecent or Hereditary. Tliis remedy has positively never been
known to fail. $1.00 a box, 0 boxes for $5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
«
of
purchaser
box^s, when purchased at one
time, to refund t,ha/$5.oo paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by w. IV. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, til Monument Square, Portland, Me,
oct28eodtf

Jan. 12.

Popular !

Friday Even’g,

our

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

City
City

Incorporated

HALL, Tnesday Ere.,

5th

on

time

City Cable Railway First

THE-

MIKADO LAUNDRY,
5 Myrtle Street, Near City Hall.

Sale,

roiiTijiLi^riD,

Rifles,

Concert from 8 to 9.
Music by Chandler.
Gents tickctsTTSOc; Ladies. 25c.
dec3i><l2w

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

We Offer,

Sure you. 25 cents per box, 5 boxes i
Of druggists or by mall.
I

BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.

O'■

—

decaaeodlm

BANKERS,

TRY DR. BRONSON’S

!
t

—

H. M. PAYSON & GO.

MHMII

|

I'OB SALE BY

OF THE

AT CITY IIAT.lL,

’i

JK>'

I AFTER

Interest Guaranteed.

At CITY

W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALIEN, Cashier.

City Water Company

St.

—

RICHARDS, President,

FRED E.

DUE

and Interest

3rd ANNUAL DRILL AND BALL

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

COMPANY

6’s.

__decaidlw

Sheridan

RAPID TRANSIT G01PANY,

$5,000

BOYNTON,
Congress

Jamestown,

Mockridge tickets.
Note—The doors will be kept closed <i lift tig
the performance of each number on the programme.
6th Stockbrldge Jan. 28th, by Sir Edwin
Arnold. Tickets 50, 75 cents and $1.00. Now
on sale.

awteodam

dc30,Jau2-4

$15,000

50 cents. Now on sale at Stockbriflae’s Music
Store. Halt fare on the railroads to all holding

Me.

St., Boston.

1 to 1.30 p m.

Portland, Dec* 37, 1891.

547

York,

Reserved seats 75 cents and $1.00: admission

Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of $100, $200, $230,
$500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws by Bank Examiner of Maine Supervised.
Seventeenth year of business.
Never a day's delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.
For further particulars apply to

---

tale College.

“Alma mater” is rarely forgotten by
those whose college days have been
pleasant and whose subsequent lives
have been prosperous.
It appears by
the report of the treasurer of Yale college, which has just been published,
that the gifts received during the year
covered by the report amounted to the
largo sum of $343,395. The gifts range
in magnitude from $100 to $50,000.
On

P.

ARTHUR F GERRISH
MONROE A BLANCHARD
JOHNS. RUSSELL,
Board of Re istration of Voters.

an

The most of Dr. Abbott’s work is done
in his large and handsome library in his
Willow street residence in Brooklyn.
He chooses this place, 1 suppose, so as
to be free from the constant interruption
to which he would be subjected in his
office at The Christian Union. He sets
apart for himself certain hours that are
not to be invaded except under extraordinary circumstances. It is in no other
way that he can get the time that he
must have to prepare his sermons and
to reflect upon the policy that he must
pursue in regard to the great church intrusted to his care. Far different as he
is from Mr. Beecher, there has been no
falling off in the regular membership
and the parish work of Plymouth church.
Indeed in some respects the work of the
church is larger and of a different character from what it used to be. Dr. Abbott
is greatly interested in charitable and
social reform work, which has taken a
much wider range than was thought to
be possible or proper in the days of Mr.
Beecher.
Franklin Smith.

6

for the purpose of receiving the
names of all persons entitled to
vote at the next Spring Election.

most comfortable library chair, he may
be found on the days he is in the office

writing

to

State
M. 70
dec30

New

CO.,

MAYO-RHOQES,

Prima Donna Soprano;
BELLE WARNER BOTSFORD,
the talented Violin Virtuoso;
MR. ARTHUR BEKESFORD,
the great English Basso;
MISS HATTIE MOCKRIDGE,
Pianist and Accompanist.

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

dec20

Artists' Combination.
the well known Tenors

MRS.

TIIE MIDDLESEX BANKING COMPANY,

98

an

WHITNEY MOCKRIDGE,

INCREASE YOUR INCOME.

EVERETT SMITH,
Exchange St., Portland,

—

II O € K R I D G £

dtf

Paid up

AT

Grand Concert by the Whitney

TALBOT, SEC

dec31

Davenport

Registration

STQGKBRIDGE,

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Jan. 6th,

Me.

1

Upper

Gent and Ladles 50 cents.

—

WOODBURY & MOULTON

«

SCHOOL. BONDS.

admitting

_jUDl___(bit

the office of Messrs.

Cor. Middle &

Ber.eiolentSociety.

City Hall, Thursday Even's, Jan. 7.
Music by American Cadet Band.

liipal Security Gcuiuany

_______

BONDS.
Muskingum County,
Portage

Portland Longshoremen’s

—OF THE-

->

rrr 12 are about to add to our

laundry business
stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy
also
a
and
choice line of tea. All goods
Goods,
are imported direct from China, and arc of the
finest quality.1
We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.
*

a

Please Call anti See ITs.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
deem

d3m

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

Mort 5\s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

All “errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches. tired, weak and aching
eyes, imi>crfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

SWAN&BARRETT,
BAftMERS,

A. M.

186 Middle Street,
dec29

Portland, Maine.
at!

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.

G48 1-3 Congress St.

CONSULTATION FREE.
jan24

eodtf
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ADVERTISEMENT._|

A

DRY

j

ADVERTISEMENT.

NEW

NEW

ADVERTISEMENT._

|

NEW

APVEKTl'SfrMEXT._
~

| _NEW

BANKRUPT

AND

-

Spot Cash.

For

FANCY

-

on a

j_NEW

~

ADVERTISEMENT._

OF

GOODS

-

BIT

LARRABEE

-

At 50 cts.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT.

STOCK

PURCHASED

MANSON

j

ADVKKTDEMENT.

Dollar.

Will Be Placed

on

Sale

TODAY, Jan. 4th.

‘(ft
■

Every piece of goods will be marked
in plain figures, at a small margin above
the bankrupt price. All goods to be sold
for CASH.

NO GOODS EXCHANGED.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
will be closed one hour at noon

store

the
for
We

the purpose of re-arranging stock.
shall be ready Monday morning with an
extra force of clerks, so that all customWe
ers may be promptly waited upon.
propose to make prices on this stock
which will turn it into money at once.
When purchased the stock consisted of
Dress Goods, Small Wares, Cloaks, Millinery, Jewelry an* Boots and Shoes. We
have disposed of the Millinery, Jewelry
and Boots and Shoes, which leaves us
only the Dry and Fancy Goods and
Cloaks.

DRESS GOODS.
1 lot of Half Wool Dress Plaids, 5c
yd. Regular price 15c.
25c Double-fold Gray Striped Mohairs,
13c yd.
60c Gray and Brown mixed Dress
Flannels, 1$ yds. wide, at iI9c yd.
Dress Goods that usually retail for 50,
62b snd 75c, such as Bedford Cords, India Twills, Cashmeres, Henriettas in
Plaids, Striped and Plain colors, 35c yd.
Dress goods that usually retail for 87ic
and $1 in Camel’s Hair, Homespuns, 45
and 50 inch Serges, etc., 59c yd.
rrt___1
JL liW VJ

aiu

DOTVtUl

-il_

T __•_*
JU
L/aiL^CVlUO

VUIVi

Colored Dress Goods which wc have not
space to mention. It will pay you to examine this stock as early as possible to-

day.
One lot of Double-fold
Cashmere 21c.

Cream

White

BUCK DRESS GOODS.
There are over $1200 worth of Black
Goods to be sold at 50c on a dollar, in-

cluding

Mohairs,
Alpacas, Serges,
Twills, Drap D’ Almas, SeDastopols, Henriettas, Stripes and Brocades.

]

in Black and

White, 2 Spools for lc.
Spool Cotton, 500 yards on a Spool,
spool.
Spool Linen in Black and White,
yards on a Spool, 2c spool.
8cent quality best Engisli Pins,

wide, $1.07 yd.
$1 quality of Black Satin,

45c

yd.

Colored Silks.
All shades Colored Satins, 17c yd.
Colored Surah Silks, 21c yd.
Colored Faille Francais in all the desirable shades, 21 and 24 inches wide.
8pieces Colox-cd Velveteens 25c yd.
$1 Colored Silk Velvets, 55c yd.
$1.50 Colored Silk Velvets, 85c yd.
There are small lots of Silk Plushes in 15
and 18 i.n widths in all desirable shades.

We

are

of A/ilr

100

qualities.

GENTS’ FURNISHINGS.

GENTS’OUTING FLANNEL SHIRTS

Buttons
of all kinds, will he sold at
and 4c per dozen.

1 lot in broken sizes,

yard.

quality

Black Silk

Gimp,

50c

goods

8c

37 1-2 cent quality Black Silk Gimp
15c yard.
50 cent quality Black Silk Gimp, 19c

WHITE SHIRTS

yard.

A larofft vflrifit.v nf Gnlrtrnd Silt ftimns

■■

<

ouu

will be closed at almost your own price.
Silk Girdles, in Fancy Colors,
50 cent quality, 15c
75 cent quality, 25c.
Soutache Braid, in Colore, 22 yards in
a piece, 18c piece.
600 yards of Vienna Hat elastic at
1 l-2c yard.
White Feather Edge Braid, 12 sticks in
a bunch, 25c bunch.
50 boxes Silk Cord Ruching, 15c box.
A large quantity of RuchinS from 3c
per yard up.

iaj auu

iaj it

ojiuuicr

our

means

a

regular

1 lot Gent’s White Shirts, sizes 12 to

14, 25c each.
Our regular 50c Shirt, 35c.
Our regular 05c Shirt, 39c; or two
Shirts for 75c.
During this sale, in order to more
thoroughly introduce the Senator and
Bonanza Shirts, we shall give to every
purchaser of six shirts, either Senator or
Bonanza, one extra shirt free.

Double thick White and Cream Enve4c. bunch.
Octavo Note Paper, 5c quire.

HANDKERCHIEFS.
From 1c each to 50c.
These are in small lots.
There is a large lot of Ribbons in this
Bankrupt Stock, on which we shall
make prices that will close every yard

Monday.

UMBRELLAS.

Gent.’s Hose.

The prices will be made so low on this
stock that almost every one can afford

1 lot of Gent’s 25c Hose at 13c pair.
A number of broken lots of Gent’s
Hose, in different qualities, on which we
shall make ridiculously low prices, in
order to close out the first day.

an extra one.

Misses’ Fast Black
Natural Stick Handles, 39c.
1 lot

One lot of Suede Lace 5 hook, in Tans
embroidered backs, all sizes, 49c.
One lot of Foster Hook Kid Gloves,
55c per pair.
There are innumerable styles and
qualities in Mousquetaire and Hook
Gloves which we have not space to mention.
Our customers are advised to call early
today as many of the lots are small and
may be closed out.

1 lot of Gent’s Night Shirts, trimmed
on front with red and blue cord; sizes 14
to 17i, at 39c each.
1 lot of Gent.’s Night Shirts, collar,
cuffs, and front trimmed with red or
blue feather braid, made of the best
quality Fidelity Cotton, 59c each, all
sizes.
<
1 lot of Gent’s Night Shirts, made of
extra line cambric, with silk embroidered fronts, in white and colors; collar
and cuffs trimmed in white and colors,
at 69c each; sizes 14 to 18.
This is the
best bargain in the lot.

lopes,

umbrellas,

246 Middle Street, Comer of Cross Street.

Keefers, with gilt
and 10, $1.98

8

each.
Dark Blue Diagonal Cheviot
sizes 6 to 12, $2.39 each.

Reefers,

Dark Blue Diagonal Cheviot Reefers,
with gilt buttons, sizes 4 to 10, $1.08.

yards long, $1.09.
3 yds. long, $1.39.
Turkoy Red Napkins, Plain, Figured
and Cheeked, 23c doz.
Piles and piles of Linen, Glass Linen,
Huck, Tidy, Honey Comb and Turkish

Plain

$1.39

Blue
each.

Blue

sizes 6

jeefers,

Reefers, bound
12, $3.98.

4 to

with

Light Checked Reefers, with
collar, sizes 6 to 12, $3.39.

Astra-

chan

Black Beaver Reefers, trimmed with
6izes 12, 16 and 18, $4.50 each.

cord,

Blue Beaver Reefers, with Astrachan
collar, ages 12, $4.50 each.

Light Tan Cheviot Reefers, sizo 12,

$4.99.

LADIES’ & CHILDREN’S RUBBER
CAPES.

Gray Diagonal Reefers, with English
collar, ages 12 aud 16, $4.98 each.

1 lot of 115 Ladies’ Rubber Circulars
lined with genuine rubl>er, in Checks,
Plaids and Stripes, regular £2.25 quality,
98c each, all sizes.
57 Children's Rubber
Circulars, in
sizes from 32 to 40, in fine Checks and
Plain colors, at 79c each.

Dark Plaid Newmarkets, ages 4 to 8
years, $1.98.
Dark Plaid Newmarkets, extra fine
finish and quality, size 4, $4.75 each.

Garments, plaid,

Children’s

$1.59.

Children’s Brown
and 6, $3.50.

size

SHAWL DEPARTMENT.

a

Lincoln

County

Teacher.
STATE SUPERINTENDENT LUCE ON
THE CHICAGO EXHIBIT.

Election of Officers for tlie Ensuing Year
—Fomation of the Maine Teachers’
Club
trict

Resolutions Relating
System, Prohibition,

to the Disand

Other

Matters.

session of the Pedagogical
was
held
Saturday forenoon in
Society
Like its predechurch.
Square
Congress
Mr. G. I.
cessors it was well attended.
of
Schools
at
Superintendent
Aldrich,
The final

gave the first paper on
Methods in Arithmetic. Is was listened
to with attention, and highly commended.
The next topic related to the exhibi-

Quincy, Mass.,

6

as we

our

customers to

Reefers, with Silk

rolling collar, $3.98

orna-

each.

rolling
to

44,

$0.98 each.

Black Diagonal Newmarkets, tninmed
with braid, sizes 32 to 42, $10.50.
Black Cheviot Newmarkets, with English Capes and pearl buttons, sizes 04 to
44, $9.98 each.
Ladles'

Silk

Circulars

lined

with

Quilted Satin with genuine coney collar,
sizes 38, 40 and 44, $15.50.
Silk Circulars, fur lined,
and edges, trimmed with
38, 40 and 42, $17.50.

and Furs.

do not wish to benefit

We advise

enumerate.

Coney Collar
Coney, sizes

Extra fino Seal Plush Sacques lined
with satin, seal ornaments sizes, 34, 36,
42 and 44, $21.
Seal Plush
each.

Garments size

38, $10

competitors.
make an early examination of the
our

LAERABEE,

«

■

•

er

we

Black Diagonal Cheviot Koefer, with
collar and Pearl buttons, sizes 33

Shawls,

but a few of these.
There
1 lot of Ladies’s Black Cheviot Reefers, with four silk ornaments on front
and shawl colar, $1.98 each.

department you will find some
which you will purchase, whethyou need the goods or not

Tan

ments and

are

customer,

G.

Light

$3.30

and Children’s Garments

In this

iUlBSPA

which

1 Dot of Double Brested Reefers, in
Brown Serge, sizes 32 to 42, $1.98.

Cloaks, Circulars, Plush Garments

bargains

lOLS Ol

sizes,

LADIES’ GARMENTS.

IN THE BASEMENT.

Linen Department.

UI

styles.

Reversible Bordered Beaver
Shawls, $4 each.
23 All Wool Beaver Shawls, in Tans,
Grays and Browns, $3.98 eagli.

We have not space in which to enumerate the different qualities of Blankets,
and Comfoi-ters, and Quilts. An early
examination will more than pay you.

2000 yards of Frujt of the Loom
Bleached Cotton, 1 to 10 yards in each
piece, G l-4c per yard.
40 pieces of Unbleached Cotton, at 2c
per yard.
In this line of goods the quantities
were small and will probably be sold
during the first day.

"

$1.13.
7 Heavy

IN THE BASEMENT.

ri<

one

All Wool
Double Shawls,
each.
8 Brown and Gray Plaid Single

LUST

in broken

have not room to enumerate; they are
all New Garments made in this season’s

$4.39.

Beaver, Coney, Astrachau, Nutria, Wool,
Seal and Opossum.

DOMESTICS.

Garments,

We shall copy from the Invoice Bill
the prices for these goods, as the stock
is so largo that we must dispose of the
entire lot this week.
4 regular $1.25 Shoulder Shawls, all
Wool, 79c each.
8 extra large Shoulder Shawls $1.09
each.
Black
All
Wool
Double Shawls,

In this stock there were about 50 Muffs
in price from 50c to $5.00.
Also a few Ladies' Shoulder Capes, in

IN THE BASEMENT.
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tion wliicji tlie Schools of Maine are to
make at the Chicago Exposition. Mr.

And third there will be state and town
The Study of Local History.
reports and catalogues, circulars, etc.,
Much more ought te.be made than is
Luce, the State Superintendent of ; to show the workings of our school sys- made of local history,
grange how it is
Schools, outlined a plan for this. Those tem and its results.
neglected. One school house iu my
who attended the Philadelphia ExhibiFourth, the actual work of the schools town is situated on the spot where a
tion of 1876, may remember that Maine’s will be shown
objectively in examina- ; garrison house stood in Indian war times.
exhibit of school work there consisted of tion
papers, etc., bound in volumes after The garrison was attacked several times,
school work, examination papers, etc., the manner of the exhibition at Phila- and no spot in the country has a more
bound in volumes. Mr. Luce’s plan for
thrilling history. Yet a lady who attenddelphia.
ed school there tells me that she never
Chicago is more satisfactory and elaborPresident Fernald, of the Maine State
heard any of these things mentioned in
ate.
He believes that Maine should make
College, showed to what extent the State school, though the children were made
a good exhibit, to show what our schools
college and other similar institutions to commit the dates and leading events
are doing, and to give
of King Philip's war. She said' further
something for could assist in the exhibition.
that she supposed they never had a
educators
in other states to study.
Mr Dunton, of Lewiston, made some
teacher who knew any oi' these things.
While not extensive it should be
valuable suggestions as to the contri- In another district in the 6am
county
butions which the common
Comprehensive and Graphic.
schools was a garrison house where a part of the
men having been surprised and killed or
There will be first a series of attrac- could make to the exhibit.
I
captured by the Indians.
tively drawn charts showing the distribuOnly Twe Men Were Left to Fight.
Patriotism and the Schools.
tion and effectiveness of our common
A woman with a baby in her arms kept
schools, high schools, academies, normal
Mr. H. K. White, Principal of Lincoln
wateli all night in the watch tower—that
schools and colleges, as a whole and in
Academy, Newcastle, took up in his baby was my great
grandmother. No
detail. These charts will bo colored like
paper on “Patriotism” some points of one ever
of
thought
mentioning the thing
the maps in the census report, and will
very general interest, and treated them in school. This same
grjgat grandmother
show at a glance, the diffusion of the in an
independent manner. He thought Haw Arnold on his way
up the Kennebec
various kinds of educational opportuni- the
on
school
buildings a in his expedition against
display of flags
Quebec and she
ties in Maine.
good idea; but doubted whether it lived until I heart! hej' 'tell the story.
Secondly there will be pictures and would last many yeaus. He believed But in a school house
overlooked
plans of Maine school houses, from the that one of the best methods of promot- one of the places where he landed 1 have
heard scholars recite
little district school-house in Aroostook
abjAit tho expediing patriotism was the proper teaching tion ot Arnold without
hint that it was
to the linest modern buildings in the
of history.
What Mr. White said in re- in any way different
ld*tory for them
cities.
than the expedition of Alcibiadcs against
gard to local history is worth quoting:

■

j

v$*}ch

it

to ques- j

Phipps

j

’Alt*

spirit, it is the most dead and alive place,
Syracuse. I had a chance
tion some children who went to school | the greatest place for gossip, a one-horse
in the district where Sir William
j town, etc.” Wonder if they ever thought
was born.
Think of the story of that j what the Psalmist meant when he said:
man's life and then just try to realize “If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, may my
that those children never heard of him! light hand forget her cunning.”
If a man doesn’t love his town which
Of course these examples could be mul- I
he
has seen how can lie love Ins country
care
for
none
If
tiplied indefinitely.
j
you
of these things, you can't teach history; | which he has nor seen? In a most de
at any rate you can’t make history teach cided sense patriotism begins at home.
Teach the children that their tirsr duty
partiotism.
Not to dwell on the fact that local is to the place where they were borii.
Teach them something of what we have
events appeal more powerfully to the
to be proud of, not necessarily of the
young, while events at a distance are unreal. we at the present time need espec- great West or the sunny South, but what
ially u> be Intel ested in local matters.
Maine, Portlnml, Newcastle,
The virtue of seeing and appreciating
be proud of.
has
to
Mako them underthings near at hand is a cardinal one.
The children have long enough been stand that, a common man is better off
ta ught about the glorious laud of some- here than in most other places. I wish
where else. I wouldn't teach scholars wo could more
justly paint with prule, as
to slug "I love tliy rocks and rills,” and
to our country school
the
say,
politicians
same
that
this
tell them the
day
panicu- ;
lar spot “isn’t tit for a white man to live i houses, our roadN, arid some other things,
in,” and that Maine is a good state to j but it is well to impress it upon tlio young
that patriots do not necessarily "stand
emigrate from. I have
still ami point with pride to what someSmall FaHh in That Man’s l’atriotlum
body else has done.
who cries down his own state and his j
We have had so much done for us that
Wo have all heard of the j wo almost forget that we are in the world
own town.
to do for ourselves, not to grumble at
people who are extremely solicitous for j wrongs and imperfections, Cut
to set
the salvation of the heathen and neglect I about making things better. W'hat
right
the common morals of their own fami- have we to iiud fault because everi/thiwj
lies. The tendency isn’t by any means I was not done for mi* We have no reason
confined to religion.
Men who would j to mention wrongs except as wo try to
called ! right them. No important duty is "permost
resent
being
hotly
unpatriotic will say to you: “This formed for our country by an indiscriminate criticism of the present order of
town
hasn’t
the
least
once

j

Some Ideas of

4

Newmarkets, sizes

—

TEACHING PATRIOTISM.

12,

to

Cheviot

cord, sizes

Towels. You will do well to examine
this stock early as the best bargains will
go first
1 lot of Chenille Tabic Covers, i yd.
square, 69c each.
1 lot of Fancy Table Covers 1J yds.
square, fringed, 39c each.

PURS.

p

the

MANSON

1 lot Turkey Refl Damask, 19c.
1 lot very best Imported Cardinal
Damask, 3? l-2c.
1 lot of Cream White Table Covers,
with Pink, Blue and Old Gold borders, 2

KID GLOVES.

Gent.’s Night Shirts.

STATIONERY.

Plain Blue Cheviot

buttons, sizes, 4, (5,

*-*m**v*

«

MUtu

gn at cut on the prices of
stock in order to reduce it.

1 lot of Misses’ Reefers, iu sizes from
12 to 18, in brown and gray stripes,
$2.21 each.

CARDINAL AND TURKEY RED
DAMASK.

we

j
j

29c each.
1 lot Jersey Outside Shirts, 39c each.
A small lot of Gents’ Cambric Shirts,
two collars and a pair of cuffs, all laundered, 25 c. Broken sizes.
A small lot of Gents’ Blue Ribbed
Shirts and Drawers* J$9c each.
Our customers well know that we carry the largest stock of Gents’ Underwear and

lc, 2c, 3c,

Gimp Trimmings.
25 cent

regular

privilege of limiting the quantity of Goods sold to
many different lots of goodg which we have not space to

reserve

There

2c

There were no prints in this stock but
shall continue to sell a fair quality of
Chocolate Print for 3 3-4c per yard.
Best quality of Cambric finished Shirt1 lot Ladies’ White Swiss Ribbed Un- ing Prints, 3 3-4c per yard.
It is a well known fact that it is cusdervests, sizes from 2 to 5, regular 50c
tomary for retail dealers to give orders
quality, 17c each.
1 lot of Ladies’ Gray Swiss Ribbed Un- for Cotton Dress Fabrics several months
dervests, regular «2£c quality, 25c each. in advance of the season.
This was the case in this stock, the
1 lot of Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests and
goods
being delivered a few days before
in
all
69c
each.
Pants,
sizes,
we purchased the stock.
There are many other small lots of
70 nieces new Spring
Ladies’,, Misses’ and Children’s UnderStyles in Dress
Gingnams, in very pretty designs, Dreswear. which will be sold for less than
half price, in order to close out the den make, never sold less than 12jc. We
shall sell them at a small margin less
stock.
than manufacturer’8 price, 10c per yard.
1 lot of Ladies’ All Wool, Fast Black
In’ Medium aud Dark Colored Dress
Hose, linished scams, 13c pair.
there are about 50 pieces of
Ginghams,
1 lot Ladies’ Half-Ribbed, All Wool the
best makes, and the price will
very
all
Hose,
sizes, 16c per pair.
be 7 c per yard.
1 lot of Childrens’ All Wool, Plain and
50 pieces of Toile Africaine, 82 inches
Ribbed Hose, finished seams, at 16c per
wide, fast black.
Percale, in small,
pair.
white figures, at Oc per yard,
There are quantities of Hosiery in this
1 lot of Gold Seal, Indigo Blue Percale
stock, including Cashmere, Lisle Thread in polka dots and figures,
9c yard, 32
and Cotton, in fancy cblbrs and black.
; inches wide.
About 5 doz. of Ladies’ White and
1 hit of Toile de Rouen, Indigo Blue
Drab Corsets, in all styc>* except 22, 23
Percale, in Bias Plaids, Stripes and Figand 24, 17c per pair.
ures, at 9c per yard, 8*2 inches wide.
One lot of Health Corsets, the regular
1 lot of Coeheco Black an<l White Per$1.25 quality, all sizes, White and Drab,
in Bias Plaids, 9c per yard.
cales,
•<»<
63c.
This lot of merchandise is all in new
We shall sell what there are of the celeand colors.
brated C. H. C. Corsets with Spinal Sup- Spring designs
1
lot
of
Fleece-Lined
Outing Flannel,
porter, for 39c per pair.
in medium and dark colors, 5c per yard.
All sizes, best quality, of the Coutil
10 pieces of Plaid and Striped Outing
Corsets, Long Waist, fSllk Embroidered,
j^v* jui V|«
White and Drab, 59c.
There is one case of new Spring OutIn this Bankrupt stock there are Pocket-BonkR Piivrrr :inrl CnrH Peihpr in nil
ing Flannels, in regular 12| cent quality.
the latest designs and materials in high Price during this sale, 10c.
We shall sell during this sale the best
grade goods.
This is where more than 50 per cent, quality of Indigo Blue Prints at 5c.
will be deducted from the actual cost,
Regular 25 cent quality of genuine Imported Scotch Ginghams, in a very few
from 5c UP.
stylos, lOc per yard.
10 pieces of White Ground Llama
Cloth, 0 1- lc per yard.

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Hosiery, Underwear and Corsets.

4c
paper.
Cabinet Hail Pins, assorted sizes, 3c a i
1 lot of Gents’ Linen Collars, stand up,
cabinet.
reverse curve, 15c quality. 5c each
space,
What remnants of Lining Cambric I
there are in this stock will ho sold to- I or 50c doz1
1 lot Gents and Youths’ Neckties, in
day at 2 c yard.
12 1-2 cent American Silesia ti l-4c dar k and light colors, regular 20 and 25c
ties, for 5 c each.
yard.
Gents’ 25c Braces, 9c a pair.
17 and 20 cent English Silesia Dc.
Gents’ Mittens, Wool and Kid, Gents’
Crinoline, slightly damaged, 2c yard,
Gloves, wool, kid and leather, from 15c
Plain and Barred in shades of Drab.
up.
A very large quantity of

BUCK SILKS.
There were only two lots of Black
Silk.
1 lot of 24 inch Guinet Black Silk, 86c
per yd.
$2 Black Gros Grain Silk, 23 inches

1 lot of Misses’ Fast Black
Umbrellas,
with Metal Handles, 69c.
1 lot of Ladies’ Fast Black Umbrellas,
Natural Stick, 75c.
1 lot Ladies Umbrellas, warranted fast
black, Gloria, Metal Handles, 69c:
There are nearly 200 umbrellas in all

Baste Cotton

|

public

j things. So far from showing streugth
i ami independence it shows weakness. It
j takes a strong mind to see the good and
i have faith In tho possibility of improve*

j
!

j
;

I

I
f

!

i
!

mont in

spite of the bad.
The most useless man for the country
is ho who sums up his politics by saying
‘‘both the great parties are corrupt; ft is
hard choosing between; I let politics
alone.” Teach scholars that they have
no more right to let
politic# aione than
they have to let daily labor alone.
linitliii-M Session.

The following officers were elected for
tho ensuing year:
President—A. K. Richardson, Cast Inc.
Moo President—O. M. Lord. Portland.
Secretary and Treasurer—M. II. .small Nor-

way.
l'.xeciuive Cumti!ii!»#-A. K. Richardson, O.
M. l.ord. H. M. Kstatnook. ti, A. Stuart, Mary
A. Snow.
Advisory Board--8. O. Jordan, I.. Barton, p.
C. Bussell, Sarah M. Tavlor
Councillors—H. A. PnrlnKton. \V. Bets’.
i
| Hyde. O. M. Lord, K. I*. Sampson. U. 11. Piles
(L A Robertson Miss .Mary A. Snow.

j

The Resolution*.

The committee

on

through Principal

Resolutions reported
II. P. .Snow, of Yar-

mouth Academy.
The resolutions condemn the district
system of schools; commend tiro vigorous manifestation of professional
feeling;
favor tho movement for a course of professional reading: call for more efficient
COXIINUKU OX SI-VIII
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TEACHING PATRIOTISM.

SUMMER
Dh,

C

GEORGIA.

IN

Georgy, I love to sing your
praise,
When the green is on the melon and the sun i>
on the blare;
When the birds are pantin, chontin, an Jos'

ONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE.

of town schools; that, legislation be secured to permit committees
to elect teachers to servo during the
pleasure of the committees; urging an increase of tcmperanco instruction; commending the movement to establish
school savings banks; urging the estab-

supervision

summer time in

rantin ’round the rills
With the juice of ripe blackberries
pin from their bills!

jes'a-drip-

Dh.the summer time in Georgy, when through
leaves of green and brown
the bright an violet scented dews jea’ rain their
richness down
On the oool an clingin grasses where the fickle
sunbeam slips,
In the famished lily puckers up its white re-

lishment of school libraries; favoring
instruction deprecating cruelty to animals; favoring some instruction in the
science of agriculture; thanking the city
of Portland, railroads, etc., for courtesies

splendent lipsl
Dh,

summer

timo in Georgy, with the glory in

the dells.
Where the rare and rainy incense from the
fresh’nin shower swells,
An o’er the bars to twinklin stars floats twilight’s sad farewells
tn the lowing of the cattle an the tinklln of

extended.
President Sampson thanked the citizens of Portland, Superintendent Lord,
and all others who had helped make the
affair a success.
The committee to examine the system
of school savings banks was appointed
as follows:
Messrs. Mitchell, of RockStetson
of Auburn and Chase of
land,
Belfast.

their bells!

Dh,

summer

time in Georgy, when ’neath the

listonin vine.
Where the purple mornin glory on the honeysuckle twiDe,
The whippoorwills were slngin their notes of
love an bliss,
An to my lips were clingin the lips I used to
kiss.

Maine Schoolmaster’* Club.

After the final

TIME

Btay, like a dream eternal, while dearest
dreama-depart,
An rain your honey sweetness in showers

of the society, Messrs. Parsons, Lord and Mitchell
reported a constitution for the Maine
Schoolmaster’s Club, and it was organized with the following officers:
President—Pres. Wm. DeW. Hyde, of Bowdoin College.
Vice President—Professor Drake, of Pitts-

adjournment

’round ray heart.

Pshaw! I’m gettin so pathetio my eyes can
hardly see;
Oh, summer time in Georgy! You’re the best of
times to me.
—Frank L. Stanton in Atlanta Constitution.

field.

Secretary—J. K. Danton, of Lewiston.
Membership Committee—President Fernaid,
:>i Maine State College; F. W. Chase, of Belfast,
and Snpt. Itussoll, of Hockiand.
Executive Committee
The President and
Secretary, cx ojplcto, G. C. Purington, of Farmington; G. A. Stuart, of Lewiston, and E. P.
Sampson, of Saco.

HE KEPT HIS PROMISE.

—

—

No one ever thought that May Forster
would marry John Charrington, but he

The object of this society Is the promotion of education in the State by an
interchange of ideas and the fostering
of acQuaintancesliin amoncr teachers.
THE

thought differently, and things which
John Charrington intended had a
queer way of coming to pass. He asked
her to many him before he went up to
Oxford. She laughed and refused him.
He asked her'again next time he came
home. Again she laughed, tossed her

HOME-

HOME-MADE

CANDY.

blond head and again refused.
A third time he asked her; she said it
was becoming a confirmed bad habit,
and laughed at him more than ever.
John was not the only man who wanted to marry her; she was the belle of our

dainty

reach Paste.-Take half a pound of
sweet, dried peaches cut in small bits
and put in a teacupful of water. Boil
until tender; strain through a 6ieve and
boil down. Stir in a pound and a half of
sugar and boil until a thick paste. Pour
in a pan when partly cool, mark off in
squares. When cold, take up and roll in

village coterie, and we were all in love
with her more or less; it was a sort of
fashion, like masher collars or Inverness
capes. Therefore we were as much

sugar.
Cream Walnuts.-Take two pounds of
sugar, a teacupful of water and boil until it threads. Take from the fire and
stir until white and creamy. Have walnut meats ready; make the candy in
small, round cakes, press w alnuts in the
sides and roll in granulated sugar.

annoyed as surprised when John Charrington walked into our little local club
—we had it in a loft over the saddler’s, I
remember—and invited

“Your wedding?”
“You don’t mean it!”
“Who's the happy Fair? When’s it to
be?”
John Charrington filled his pipe and
lighted it before he replied. Then he
said:
1
“I’m sorry to deprive you fellows of
your only joke—but Miss Forster and I
are to be married in September.”
“You don't mean it?”
“He’s got the mitten again, and it’s
turned his head.”
i
“No, I said rising, “I see it’s true.
Lend me a pistol some one, or a first
class fare to the other end of Nowhere.
Charrington has bewitched the only
pretty girl in our twenty-five mile radius.
Was it mesmerism or a love potion,
Jack?’
“Neither, sir; bnt a gift you’ll never
have—perseverance—and the best luck a
jnan ever had in the world.”
There was something in his voice that
silenced me, and all the chaff of the
other fellows failed to draw him further.
I The queer thing about it was that
when we congratulated Miss Forster she
blushed and smiled and dimpled for all
the world as though she were in love
with him, and had been in love with
him all the time. Upon my word I
thought she had. Women are singular

Butter Scotch:-Take three pounds of
sugar, a quarter of a pound of butter, a
teaspoonful of cream of tartar and the
juice of a lemon; add water to dissolve
the sugar: boil until brittle. Pour in a
large, shallow pan and when stiff work
»ff in squares.
JIaarhound Candy:—Boil a handful of
hoarhound in a pint of water. Put two
pounds of sugar in a kettle, pour the
water over and boil until brittle. Pour
in buttered dishes; when partly cool,
mark off in squares.
Molaste* Candy:-Boi\ two cupfuls of
molasses and one cupful of sugar until
thick, add two cupfuls of butter and
half a cupful of vinegar; boil until brittle. Pour in greasecl dishes, let cool and

pull.
Taffy:-Take a pound of sugar and
four ounces of butter, boil with enough
hot water to dissolve the sugar. Just before it is done add a tablespoonful of
vinegar. Pour in buttered dishes; when
cool, pull and form in little cakes.
SPONGING OUT A HEADACHE.

In case of the ordinary nervous headache from which women suffer so much,

creatures.

We were all asked to the wedding. In
Brixham every one who was anybody
knew everybody else who was any one.
My sisters were, I truly believe, more
interested in the trousseau than the
bride herself, and I was to be the best
man.
The coming marriage was much
canvassed at afternoon tea tables and at
our little club over the saddler’s, and the
question was always asked, “Does she
care for him?’
I used to ask tha t question of myself in
the early days of their engagement, but
after a certain evening in August I never
asked it again. I was coming home from
the club through the churchyard. Our
church is on a thyme grown hill, and
the turf about it is so thick and soft that
one’s footsteps are noiseless.
I made no sound as I vaulted the low,
lichened wall and threaded my way be-

the dress
waist, knot the hair high upon the head,
out of the w ay, and, while leaning over
the basin, place a sponge soaked in hot
water, as hot as can he borne, on the
neck. Repeat this many times, also applying the sponge behind the ears, and,
if the assertion of the writer is not a mistaken one, in many cases the strained
muscles and nerves that have cansed so
much misery will be felt to relax and
smoothe themselves out deliciously; and
very frequently the pain promptly vanishes in consequence.

authority,

an

Every

woman

remove

knows the

aching

face

and neck

generally brought home from a
day's shopping, or from a long

hard
round of calls and afternoon teas. She
regards writh intense dissatisfaction the
heavy lines drawn around her eyes and
mouth by the long strain on the facial
muscles, and when she must carry that

fTrrrwan

advised liv Hie

was

writer

Wflfl

a>. f.VlA

sitting

on

a

low, flat gravestone,

golden August evening.
“My dear, my dear, l

believe that I
should come back from the dead if yon
wanted me.”
I coughed at once to indicate my presence and passed on into the shadow, fully

enlightened.
The wedding was to be early
tember. Two days before I had

CAKE OF MATTING.

sweeping the pretty and economical
straw matting that is growing to bo very
popular with housekeepers during warm
weather, do not use a broom, for it will
In

tear the strands in a short time. A writer

in Sep,
to run
train
was
on
Tho
to
town
business.
up
late of course, for we are on the Southeastern, and as I stood grumbling with
my watch in hand whom should I see
but John Charrington and May Forster.
They were walking up and down the
end of the platform, arm
'in arm, looking into each other’s eyes,
of the sympathetic interest of
rthe porters.
Of course I knew better than to hesitate a moment before burying myself in
'the booking office, and it was not till
the train drew up at the platform that I
obtrusively passed the pair with my

[unfrequented

long-handled

bristle brush, such as is used for oilcloth, is the nicest and will remove the
dust best, for the soft bristles can go into crevices that a broom would miss.
Always, when possible, brush the matting the lengthwise of the grain, and the
strands of straw will not wear and break
as quickly as though brushed across.

Tf.

with the full splendor of the western
Its exsun upon her mignonne face.
at
once
and
forever
ended
any
pression
question of her love for him. It was
transfigured to a beauty I should not
have believed possible even to that beautiful little face.
| John lay at her feet, and it was his
voice that broke the stillness of the

quoted, bathing tho face in water as hot
as it can possibly be
borne: apply the
sponge over and over again to the temples, throat and behind the ears, where
most of the nerves and muscles of the
head centre, and then bathe the face in
water running cold from the faucet.
Color and smoothness of outline return
to the face, an astonishing freshness and
color results, and, if followed by a
nap of
ten minutes, all trace of fatigue vanishes.
--Health and Home.

in tho Housewife says: “A

fnmhifnnAQ

instant that I heard John Charrington’s voice and saw her face. May

dinner party
or evenings amusement, it robs her of
all the pleasure to be had in it. Cosmetics arc not the cure, nor bromides or
the many nerve sedatives to bo had at
the drug shop. Here again the sponge
are

tVl A

same

worn countenance to some

and lint, water

all to his wed-

ding.

Cream Candy .’-Four cupfuls of white
sugar, ono of water, half a cupful of vinegar, one cupful of cream, a tablcspoonful of butter and a pinch of soda. Lot
boil until brittle and take from the fire;
flavor with vanilla. Pour in buttered
plates and pull.

says

us

[careless

I

!

6eir into the carriage that l had

Gladstone and took the corner in a first
class smoking carriage. I did this with
as good an air of not seeing them as I
could assures. I pride myself on my
discretion, but if John was traveling
alone I wanted his company. I had it.
“Hullo, old man,” came hia cheery
voice as he swung his baggage into my
carriage; “here’s luck; I was expecting
a dull journey!”
“Where are you off to?” I asked, discretion still bidding me turn my eyes
away, though I saw without looking
that her’s were red rimmed.
“To old Branbridge's,” he answered,
shutting the door and leaning out for a
last word with his sweetheart.
“Oh, I wish you wouldn’t go, John,”
she was saying in a low, earnest voice.
“I feel certain something will happen.”
“Do you think that I should let anything happen to keep me, and the day
after tomorrow our wedding day?”
“Don’t go,” she answered, with a
pleading intensity which would have
sent my Gladstone on the platform and
me
after it. John Charrington was
made differently; he rarely changed his
opinions, never his resolutions.
He only stroked the little ungloved
hand that lay on the carriage door.
I must, May. The old boy’s been awful
good to me, and now he’s dying I must
go and see him, but I shall come home
in time for”— The rest of the parting
was lost in a whisper and in the rattling
of the starting train.
“You’re sure to come?” she spoke as the
train moved.
“Nothing shall keep me,” he answered;
and we steamed away. After he had seen
the last of the little figure on the platform
he leaned back in his comer and kept
silence for a minute.
When he spoke it was to explain to me
that his crodfat.her. whose heir he was.
lay dying at PearmarsW place, some fifty
miles away, and had sent for John, and
John had felt bound to go.
“I shall be surely back tomorrow,” he
said, “or, if not, the day after, in heaps
of time. Thank heaven one hasn’t to get
up in the middle of the night to get married nowadays!”
“And suppose Mr. Branbridge dies?”
“Alive or dead I mean to be married
on Thursday!” John answered, lighting
a cigar and unfolding The Times.
At Pearmarsh station we said “goodby,” and he got out, and I saw him ride
off. I went to London, where I staid
the night.
When I got home the next afternoon
—a very wet one, by the way—my sister

greeted

me

~e
vv*

words,”
nau

aspeniy, "you

give up

making

such a thundering idiot of yourThere’ll be more wedding tomorrow than ever you’ll taka the first part
in.” A prophecy which, by the way,
came true.
But though I could snarl confidently
to my sister, I did not feel so comfortable when, late that night, I, standing
on the doorstep of John’s house, heard
that he had not returned. Next morning brought a brilliant blue sky, gold
sun and all such softness of air and
beauty of cloud as go to make up a perfect day. I woke with a vague feeling
of having gone to bed anxious, and of
being rather averse to facing that anxiety in the light of full wakefulness.
But with my shaving water came a
note from John which relieved my mind
and sent me up to the Forsters with a
light heart.
May was in the garden. I saw her
blue gown through the hollyhocks as the
lodge gates swung to behind me. So I
did not go up to the house, but turned
aside down the turfed path.
“He’s written to you, too,” she said,
without preliminary greeting, when I
reached her side.
“Yes, I’m to meet him at the station
at 3, and come straight to the church.”
Her face looked pale, but there was a
brightness in her eyes and a tender
ouiver passed about the mouth that
spoke of renewed happiness.
“Mr. Branbridge begged him so to
stay another night that he had not the
heart to refuse,” she went on. “He is so
kind; but I wish he hadn’t staid.”
I was at the station at 2:30. I felt
rather annoyed with John. It seemed a
sort of slight to the beautiful girl who
loved him that he should come, as it
were, out of breath and with the dust of
travel upon him to take her hand, which
some of us would have given the best
years of our life to take.
But when the 3 o’clock train glided in
and out again, having brought no pasBingers to our little station, I was more
than annoyed. There was no other train
for thirty-five minutes. I calculated
that, with much hurry, we might just
get to the church in time for the ceremony—but, oh, what a fool to miss that
first train. What other man could have
done it?
That thirty-five minutes seemed a year
as I wandered around the station reading the advertisements, and the time tables, and the company’s bylaws and getting more and more angry with John
Charrington. This confidence in hia
own powers of getting
everything he
wanted the minute he wanted it was
leading him too far. I hate waiting.
Every one does, but I believe I hate it
more than any one else.
The 3:35 train
was late, of course.
I ground my pipe between my teeth
and stamped with impatience as I watched the signals. Click! The signals went
down, showing that the train would not
self.

6top,

as

station.

it had

no

passengers for

Five minutes later I

our

flung my-
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As they passed out the ringers stopped
—there were six of them—and then, on
the ears expecting the gay wedding peal
came the slow tolling of the
passing
bell.
A thrill of horror at so foolish a jest
from the ringers passed through us all.
But the ringers themselves dropped the
ropes and fled like rabbits down the belfry stairs. The bride shuddered, and
gray shadows came about her mouth,
but the bridegroom led her on down the
path where the people stood with the
handfuls of rice; but the handfuls were
never thrown, and the wedding bells
In vain the ringers were
never rang.
to
their mistake; they proremedy
urged
tested with many whispered expletives
that they would see themselves further
first.
In a hush like the hush in the chamber

I retorted

oecier

1.1_
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and its door was slammed behind them.
Then the tongues were loosed. A babel
of anger, wonder, conjecture from the
guests and the spectators.
“If I’d seen hja condition, sir,” said old
Forster to me a$ we drove off, “I would
have stretchedt him on the floor of the
church, sir, by heaven I would, before
I’d have let him marry my daughter!”
Then he put, his head out of the window.
“Drive like fury,” he cried to the
coachman; “don't spare the horses.”
He was obeyed. We passed the bride’s
carriage. I forbore to look at it, and old
Forster turned his head away and swore.
We reached home before it.
We stood in the hall doorway, in the
blazing afternoon sun, and in about half
a minute we heard wheels crunching the
gravel. When the carriage stopped in
front of the steps old Forster and I ran
down.

carriage,

!

“Great heavens, the carriage is empty!
And yet”I had the door open in a minute, and
this is what I saw:
No sign of John Charrington; and of
May, his wife..only a huddled heap of
white satin lying half on the floor of the
carriage and half on the seat.
“I drove straight here, sir,” said the
coachman, as the bride’s father lifted her
out; “and I’ll swear no one got out of the

carriage.”
We carried her into the house in her
bridal dress -and drew back her veil. I
saw her face.
Shall I ever forget it?
White, white and drawn with agony and
horror, bearing isuch a look of terror as I
have never seen since except in dreams.
And her hair, her radiant blond hair, I
tell you it was white like snow.
As we stood, her father and I, half mad
with the horror and the mystery of it, a
boy camo up the avenue—a telegraph
boy. They brought the orange envelope
tome. I tore it open!”
“Mr. Charrington was thrown from
his horse on his way to the station at 1:30.
Killed on the spot!”
And he was married to May Forster in
our parish church at 3:50 in presence of
half the parish.
“I shall bo married, dead or alive!”
What had passed in that carriage on
the homeward drive, no one knows—no
one ever will know.
Oh, May! oh, my
dear.
Before a week was over they laid her
beside her husband in our little churchyard on the thyme covered hill—the
churchyard where they had kept their
lovo trysts.
Thus was JKScoinplislied John Cbarrington’s wedding.—Temple Bar.
Every season brings a new crop of cough
remedies, but they cannot compete with that
grand, old Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

How She Served the Summon*.

She

bright
pretty, and she
dropped into a lawyer’s office the other
day and asked for work.
“What can you do?’
“Anything a woman of ability can do,
and more than most men.”
“Great opinion of yourself, young
woman,” said an elderly lawyer present.
“Perhaps you think you could serve this
summons.”
“I might,” said she. “May I look at
it? Yes, I will.”
“If you do that you’ll do something
fre’ve Jill been trying to do for a week.
He’s a slippery fellow and his people are
all posted. However, you may try it.
You can afford to lose a little conceit,”
and the lawyer smiled grimly.
At 10 the next morning the office door
was opened and the bright young woman
walked in again.
“Thought you’d give it up, eh? Found
him too slippery for you? Thought bo.”
“The paper is served,” said she. It
was her turn to smile now, and she did
it. The lawyer swung round in his
chair.
“Served. How’d you do it?”
“Oh, it was simple enough. I called
at his place of business, looked around,
priced some materials and then asked if
he was in.
“
‘No,’ said the salesman, ‘but I can
do as well.’
“
‘I think not,’ I said quietly. ‘He has
always served me before, and he understands just what I want.’
“
‘Oh, in that case you might call at
his house. He will be in to dinner.’
“I did call at bis house, dressed in my
best, card case in hand. I sent in my
card and he appeared promptly.
“
‘Mr.-? said I, rising.
“
‘Yes. Yon wish to see me on business?
“
‘I hear you are interested in property in-street?’
“
‘Yes.’
“
‘Well, I have a paper which will interest you concerning it,’ offering him
the summons, which he took with a
smile. He looked at it and flushed crimson.
So did I. Nothing was said. He
controlled his temper and accompanied
me to the door.
“Another field open to women,” was
the lawyer’s only comment.—New York
and

wa3

World.
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gone very wrong with Mr. John, and
he’s tried liquor.
He looked like a
ghost, and in he went with his eyes
straight before him, with never a look
or a word for none of us; him that was
always such a gentleman!’’
I had never heard Byles make so long
a speech.
The crowd in the churchyard
were talking ip whispers and getting
ready rice and slippers to throw' at the
bride and bridegroom.
The ringers
were ready with their hands on the
ropes to ring out the merry peal as the
bride and bridegroom should come out.
A murmur from thechrtrch announced
them; out they came. Byles was right.
John
did not look himself.
There was dust on his coat, his hair was
disarranged. He-seemed to have been
in some row, forthere was a black mark
above his eyebrow. He was deathly pale.
But his pallor was not greater than that
of the bride, who might have been carved
in ivory—dress, veil, orange blossoms
and all.

“Where’s Charrington?”
“Goodness knows,” I answered testily.
Every man since Cain has resented that
kind of a question.
“I thought you might have heard from
him,” she went on, “as you’re to give
him away tomorrow.”
“Isn’t he back?” I asked, for I had confidently expected to find him at home.
“No, Geoffrey”—my sister always had
a way of jumping to conclusions, especially such conclusions as were least
favorable to her fellow creatures—“he
has not returned and, what is more, you
may depend upon it ho won’t. You mark
my words, there’ll be no wedding tomorrow.”
My sister Fanny had a power of annoying me which no other human being
possesses.
“You mark my

Drought

for John.
“Drive to the church!” I said as some
one shut the
door, “Mr. Charringtou
hasn’t come by this train.”
Anxiety now replaced anger. What
had become of the man? Could he have
been taken
suddenly ill? I had never
known him to have a day’s illness in his
life. And even bo, he might have telegraphed. Some awful accident must
have happened to him. The thought that
he had played her false, never—no, not for
a moment, entered
my head. Yes, something terrible had happened to him, and
on me lay the task of telling his bride.
I tell you I almost wished the carriage
would upset and break my head, so that
some one else
might tell her, not I, who
—but that’s nothing to do with the story.
It was 3:55 as we drew up at the
churchyard gate. A double row of eager
onlookers lined the path from lich gate
to porch. I sprang from the carriage
and passed up between them. Our gardener had a good front place noar the
door. I stopped.
“Are they waiting still, Byles?” I
asked, simply to gain time, for of course
I knew they were by the waiting crowd’s
attentive attitude.
“Waiting, ^ir| No, no, sir; why, it
must be over by now.”
“Over! Then Mr. Charrington’scome?”
“To the minute, sir; must have missed
you somehow, and I say, sir,” lowering
his voice, “I never see Mr. John the
least bit so afore, but my opinion is he’s
been drinking
jpetty free. His clothes
was all dusty and his face like a sheet.
I tell you I didn’t like the looks of him
at all, and the folks inside are saying all

Pity the

A very good looking drummer he was,
and he had succeeded in making a great
impression upon the table girl at a Maine
hotel. He paid strict attention to the
girl and to his dinner and his performance was creditable and
thorough in both
directions. But he did not eat his sweet
com. Finally the girl said in her sweetest
tone: “You must have another ear of
com. That is cbld and is not filled out.”
“Oh, no”— but she is gone.
She returned with a steaming ear of
com and then waited
expectantly to see
him bury in the succulent vegetable his
pretty teeth, that he showed with such
charming grace in his smile. He ought
to have known better, but in a spirit of
bravado lie responded to the mute appeal
in that waiter girl’s eyes and set his teeth
into the com. The first mouthful went
all right, the second was a great success,
but the third—we would that our tale
could end here, but it c;mnot.
At the third mouthful, as he darted a
gleam of fond adoration at the girl, his
teeth loyally stayed by the mangled ear
of corn for an instant, then dropped to
the floor with a rattle that sounded in
his ears like the discharge of
heavy arWorst of all, as he madly
tillery.
scratched for them he couldn’t find his
»vvv

»

them from a neighboring table, after a
lady had kindly moved her skirts aside
and revealed the truant teeth. The look
that passed between that girl and the
drummer as she handed him the teeth
had something in it that wilted the bouquet over which it passed.—Lewiston

Journal.

An Adirondack Term.

Healthy summer visitors to the Adirondacks frequently hear a term used by
the natives in describing some of their
city comrades in those delightful and
health giving regions that greatly
mystifies them at first. The people thus referred to technically are called the
“lungers,” who are generally found to
be pretty plentiful.
“Lungers,” pronounced “lnng-ers,” is a word that has
not as yet got into general
usage outside
the range of the pine tree odors of the
northernmost part of New York state;
but its meaning and derivation are soon
perceived and compel instant admiration for their simplicity and significance.
Tiie “lungers” of the Adirondack
regions are none other than the conRlinrnllVAfl
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First National Bank,

The

National

Bank.

Traders’

shareholders of the National Traders’
Bank of Portland are hereby notified that
their annual meeting will be held at their banking room on Tuesday, the 12th day of January,
next, at 11 o’clock a. m., to choose five directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other
business tliat may legally come before the meeting.
EDWAliU GOOLD. Cashier.
December 12,1801.
deel2-dtd

THE

Cumberland National Bank.
meeting of the stockholders
THEtheannual
Cumberland National Bank of Portland

will be held at the banking rooms on Tuesday,
the twelfth day of January, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. m., for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year and the transaction of any other
business tliat may legally come before them.
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.
deedt
Portland, Dec., 11th, 1891.

Annual Meeting Notice.
npiIE Proprietors of Union Wharf CorporaII'/UII'.U

WUH
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Meeting will be held at the office of the wharfinger on TUESDAY,'the fifth day of January,
It02. at2 o’clock in Che afternoon, to act on
the following articles, viz: 1st—To choose a
President. 2nd—To choose a Clerk and other
offlcei s for the ensuing year. 3rd—To act on
any other business that may legally come before them.

NATHAN D ROBERTS, Clerk.
dec28dtd

Portland, Dec. 28,1891.

Poland Paper

Company.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Poland Paper Company will be held at their
office in Portland on Tuesday, the 5th day of
January, 1892, at 3.30 o’clock p. m., for the
choice of directors for the ensuing year and the
transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.
dec28dtjanf>
C. H. MILLIKEN, Clerk.
Portland, December 20th, 1891.

ANNUAL MEETING.

the

natives

apart

from

the

office._2-1.

in want of Pictures from
WANTED—People
$1 to $8, would do well to call
on us.

Plush Goods and Albums; Cuff and Collar Boxes
25 cents and
up. K. 1). REYNOLDS, corner of
Oak and Congress
IB-3

streets._

TITANTED-A good second hand grocer’#
»
coffee mill; also a platform scale m good
order. Address with lowest price J. & 8.. Box
13, Alfred, Me.
31-1
"

buv from $1000
$15,000 worth
NOTICE—Wanted
cast-off clothing; I pay the

To

the

Stockholders
of
the
Island Association.

highest
price tor ladles’ dresses, gents’
aud children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal to 8.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtt

buy $1000 worth of cast-off
pay the highest cash price for
dresses, gcuts’ and children’s clothing,
and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. GOODHAKT. 03 Mlddle

WANTED—To
clothing; I
ladies’

street._auglOtf

WEDNESDAY,

from $1000 to 810,000
clothing, the highest
cash prices paid for ladies’ dresses, also gentleAddress all
men’s aud children’s clothing.
orders to M. DEG ROOT, 141 East Dover street,
to
Portland
for all
call
Mass.
Will
Boston,
orders.
_janldtf

buy
WANTED—To
worth of cast off

A V7ANTED—By a young woman of years’ ex11 pericnce, a situation as bookkeeper assistant or any office work, familiar with Remington Type Writer, best of city references. Ad80-1
dress T. U. O. Press Office.
WANTED.

TIT'ANTKD— In

Portland,

January 13, 1802,

a

on

at 7.30

p. m., for the election of officers for the ensuing
year, and the transaction of sueh other business
as may legally come before the Association.
PHILIP E. TURNER, Secretary.
decSldtd
Portland, December 28,1801.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
The Canal National Bank of Portland, for
the election of seven Directors, and for the
transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held at their
banking house on TUESDAY, the twelfth day
January, 1802, at 11 o’clock a. m.
GEO. C. PETERS. Cashier.
Dec. 11,1891.
declleodtd
__

Annual

Meeting.

A busy woman says she
gives her
mind a complete rest on her
journeys to
and from the scene of her
daily work:
“I close my eyes behind
my hand or
paper and make my mind as complete a
blank as possible.” Another
woman, a
writer, says, on the contrary, “I make a
practice to give my brain over to wandering fancies, often getting my best
ideas while in transit.” Still
another
woman, a busy mother, plans the children s frocks,
“Mentally making over,
altering and combining in a way that is
most helpful to me afterward.” All
of
which shows that this
perennial riding
has come to have an allotted
place and
consideration.—Hc-r Point of View in

New York Times.

King George of Greeco.'waohaTbeen ill
smallpox, lias recovered.

with i

bright,

ac-

wANTED—All

persons in want of trunks or
TT
bags to call at K. D. REYNOLDS, 550
and 558 Congress street, comer of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired: open
evenings until 9.
4-8
LOST AND FOUND.

TTiOUND—Boys,

you can find Acme Skates at
pair, Iamg Reach Skates at 64c.
and
the
pair,
Magic Trick Bank for 10c., at
Page’s Bazaar, 261 Middle street. Hurry up,
31-1
boys. 261 Middle street.

X

49c. per

per

MALE HELP.

energetic man; would prefer
WANTED—An
who has had experience collecting.
one

Permanent position; salary.
& CO., 244 Middle street.

J. F. GERRITY
31-1

young man, who has had
WANTED—A
eral years experience in manufacturing

sev-

business would like a situation as bookkeeper
and business correspondent ; or salesman where
there might be chance of promotion. Address,
M., Press office.
29-1
TO LET.

LET—Very desirable
TO berlana
street.

rooms

at 457 Cum18-4

BE

elegant residence
TO late LET—The
N. C. Sawyer. In Deerlng, is

for lease for

of the
offered

a term of years; possession given
immediately. Inquire of .E. A. NOYES, Treas.
Public Library, 8o Exchange St.
2-tf

mO LET—A very pleasant upper tenement of
X seven rooms In house No. 19 Atlantic
street; rent $15 per month. Inquire of B. W.
11-tf
JONES, 95 Commercial street

MOTHERS

stairs rent of 7 rooms. No. 190 Newbury St.,
both desirable, apply to N, S. GARDINER, 185
Middle St
30-1

THE

Realize the great loss of their children
when young from disease,or lack of vitality, and many times it comes from
carelessness of "the attending nurse,
lie it inherited, climate, or disease developed from carlcssness, there is relief and life is saved by the use of

MURDOCK’S
This is

LIQUID

of many eases that we
ean furnish, to show the value of our
Liquid Food OVER ALL OTHER
TREATMENTS, AND WHEN ALL OTHER TREATMENTS FAIL.

two flats in building No. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA, 6
oct7-tf

LET—One
TO Portland
Pier.
or

Danforth streat.

of
rooms. No. 126
LET—Upstairs
TO Federal
St., opposite Lincoln Park, uprent

8

LET—Lower

rent
No. 168 Danforth
lower rent No. 41 Waterville street, $8.00; lower rent No. 112 Salem
street, $10.00; lower rent No. 24 Newbury
street, $4.00: lower rent No. 87 Adams street,
$5.00. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Vb Ex29-1
change street.

TO street, $18.00;

FOOD.

PERSONAL.

one

OUBLE ENTRY BOOKKEEPER Is open
for engagement after Jam 1st: would accept any responsible position. Address Box
22-2
396, Madison, Maine.
FOR

450 Fifth Avenue, New York City I

f
July 3.’91.
Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston. Mass.:
Gentlemen—X have sent you by mail a photograph of my four children (boys), thinking that
it might interest you a little, as they were all
four brought up on your Liquid Food as their
standard diet, most especially the one on the
right of the picture. "When he was about six
months old he was very sick from having been
given sour milk by a ciireless nurse-in fact was
so bad the physician was unable to leave the
house for two weeks, during which time the
child was virtually dead from want of nutrition,
as he was unable to keep anything whatever
on his stomach.
After trying all the known
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use-the physician,
as a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Food, and from the very first five drops
given he began to rally, and lias been in most
excellent health since.
Whenever any of them show any signs of
weakness whatever we immediately give them
your Liquid Food, and it always acts like a
charm in restoring them to health.
Very truly yours.
ARTHUR J. PURSELL.

Any case that has been under medical
treatment for three months and no relief we will carry free of expense,with
Murdock’s Liquid Food until cured or
made better.

RENT.

RENT—The modern and convenient
hi house No. 171 Neal St.,
eight rooms, steam heat, good cellar, well
BENJAMIN
lighted. Apply
SHAW, GlVi Ex30-1
change St.
lower tenement
FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.

Dressmaking—Mrs.
ol Boston, has oi>eued

sres

j. r.

late
at 590 C«ng-

sawyer,

rooms

Street.4-1

a bottle of my famous Blush of
Roses to-day ol YOUR DRUGGIST, and
If It is not exactly as represented I will return
the 75 cents. Miss Flora A. Jones, South Bend,
Indiana.
4-1

LADIES—Buy

LET GO AT COST-Rather than carry
over my Imported and Domestic Woolens,
Trousers from $5 up, Suits from $20 up, Overcoats from $20 up, for cash only. Perfect fit or
no money.
F. W. GROSSTUCK, 10 Free st.
31-1

TO

FOR SALE.
cost, rather than carry
FORmySALE—At
Fail and Winter Woolens. Trousers

over

from $o up, Suits from $20 up. Overcoats from
$20 up, for cash onlv. Good fit or no mouey.
F. W. GROSSTUCK. 10 Freo street.
2-7
SALE—The desirable 3 story brick
house. No. 79 State street, near Gray street;
contains 9 rooms, bath, furnace heat; in perfect
order. Will be sold low to close.
N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle street.
31-1

FOR

SALE—Old

Colonial mahogany Inlaid
a good trade.
Call at
29-1

FORSideboard for sale at

223 Newbury st.

FOR SALE.

mere

What Three Women Do While
Rldlns.

a

ooy wno is wining 10 wo:k. axperience not necessary. FRANK W. BUXTON,
Cor. Chestnut mill Oxford streets.
30-1

annual meeting of the Cumberland County Agricultural and Horticultural Society
for the election of officers for the ensuing year,
and other legal business will be held at Harding’s Hall, Gorham, on Tuesday, Jan. 5th, 1802,
at 10 o’clock a. in.
Per Order,
D. F. WHITTIER, Secy.
dec30
det

There

is a sort of distinction in being a
lunger
that naught else can give, and though
the word thus evolved by an admirable
philological fitness seems to have a touch
of rugged brutality in it at first sight,
yet there is, after all, a kind of rougn
sympathy iu it that is redolent of the
soil.
As the pulmonary knowledge of the
Adirondack people increases in minuteness, as it doubtless will, one may expect to hear the more detailed designations of “one lungers,” “half
lungers,”
etc., though this, it is believed, has not
yet been observed.—New York Tribune.

grocery store,

uve

tt

Diamond

annual meeting of the Dkimond Island
TnEAssociation,
will be held at the Municipal

Court Room at City Building,

to

to

oi

cash

^——————

benefit of their lung troubles, and who
form a class by themselves in the
eyes
of

or
over
some stock

o

fViif Wnv

huntsmen and pleasure seekers.

small Farm.
Must
from Portland;
one with
and fixtures preferred.
For further particulars, please address FARM,
this

rent,
WANTED—To
8 miles
not be
7
a

rilHE annual meeting of the stockholders of
A the First National Bank of Portland, will
be held at its banking rooms on Tuesday, the
12th day of January. 1892, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
for the purpose of electing seven directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them.
JAMES E. WENT,KEN, Cashier.
decl2dtd
Portland, Ee., Dec. 11,1891.

THE

Poor Drummer.

%/

WANTED.

This building was formerly the Free Surgical
Hospital for women, and supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston (now their
works). Over 3000 women were treated in six
years at a cost of $1.00 a day, including operations—which would amount to over $100,000—
to prove the value of Nutrition as found in
Murdock’s Liquid Food. The last 1000 operations were made with the loss of 5 deaths.

The last 382

with

only

one

operations wore made
death, and consisted of

Capital cases.45
Expiration of the
“
Rectal
26
heart.12
Laceration of CerCurvature.40
vlx.129

Recission of Knee
Joint. 2
neum'.49 Excision and DrainProcidentia .38
age. 9
Vesela Vaginal FisRemoval Carbuncle
tula. 2
of Meatus. 3
Removal of Cysts... 5 Replacing Uterus.. 2
5
Dilation.12
Polypo..
“
Naevus.. 1 Expiration of Labia l
Recto.2

Rupture of Perito-

The women of Jiasnehussctts die, 29,
New York 32, Pennsylvania 30, to the

TJlhe
i

beautiful residence. No. 41 Thomas St.,

finely situated, light, airy and sunny, every
pfeasaut, fine library finished in |>olished

room

Black Walnut, Dining Room in quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, cosy Sewing Room, Bath Room
a gem.
Ornamental Mantles, Electric Bells
throughout.
Speaking Tube. Combination
Steam and Hot Water Heater. Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs In
laundry. Hot and Cold Water, and everything
first class.
land.
novTtlf

Lot contains about 0000 feet ol

Inquire of 8. B. KELSEY.

No. 243 Comine re la 1 Street.

C. L. FOX STUDIO.
Painting, Drawing and Modelling in

Clay

from Life and from
the

1000, annually.

These results show that the value of Nutrition
found in Murdock’s Liquid Food in preventing relapse after operations, as it is ns great
as in curing all classes of disease, as It makes
new blood faster than all food preparations
known, and new blood will cleanse the system
of disease, as well as heal the wounds after

OC T. 5th,

as

operations.

MURDOCK’S

LIQUID
BOSTON.

jly24

FOOD COMPANY.
M.W&Ftf

Insurance Company and as a
the
Institution.
UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMof
is
the
PANY
deserving
support of
Maine Citizens.
As

an

Homo

antique.

AT 478 1-2 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.
$10 a month. Antique nud Portrait Classes,
(1st course). $13 a month, Life and Portrait
Classes (2nd course).
$4 a month, Evening
Class for Antique.
Each course fills the entire day. sepK>eod4m

BOYNTODI,
548

Congress St.

I heard the young lady say she
was in hopes she would have a

pair of Pearl Opera Classes.

A

WOULD

BE

BEATEN.

SWINDLER

Railroad

Receipts.

stock hlglior; firsts 20V28Cj <Stfa Vermont and
« 29e ;A\ estern firsts
New Hampshire
at 27c;
Michigan firsts oo« 20c. Jobbing prices are lc
—

Jan.. 2

PORTLAND,
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland, »8 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 102cars.

He Was Only Trying to Learn the Shell
Trick, but His Scholar Know It.

After awhile the young man with the
white hat and red necktie observed that
a friend of his had posted him on a new

trick,

and he took from his

pocket

Quotations

the

explained:

“I don’t say that I can do the trick
successfully, but after a little more
practice I hope to catch on.”
Half a dozen of us exchanged winks
and spotted him at once for a sharper,
but there was a middle aged man from
Indianapolis who appeared innocently
interested. He was not a green looking
man by any means, but he had a confiding, childish look which would have authorized any stranger to ask him for a
match or the time of day.
‘‘What is the trick?” he asked as he
laid aside his paper.
“Why, it’s to manipulate this pea in
this way—so and so—and this way, until
you can’t tell which cup it’s under,” explained the other.
“That’s a new idea.”
“Yes, perfectly new.”
“Say!” I'd like to learn that myself,”
continued the Hoosier. “The boys down
our way are full of tricks, and I’d like
to get something to astonish ’em.
It all
depends on the twist of the wrist, doesn’t
it?”
“Partly that, and partly optical illusion. Ac. I told you before I can’t work
it yet, because I haven’t practioed sufficiently, but do you think you could tell
which cup the pea is under now?”
“1 think I could,” replied the Hoosier.
“And could you now?” asked the
young man after further manipulations.
“I’m sure of it.”
“How sure?”
liTtT
»

and
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always willing to back my
eyes, I’ll bet ten dollars I can.”
We winked and shook our heads at
him, but his smile only grew more childlike.
“Don’t want to make it twenty dollars,
do you?’ asked the sharper.
‘Td just as soon say thirty dollars.”
“Thirty it is. Just hol’d the cups
firmly down on my knees while I get out
my sugar.”
I took his last dollar, and when it was
up he asked:
“Which cup is it under?’
“This one.”
The cup was raised, and there, sure
enough, was the pea, it having failed to
6tick to the substance inside and be lifted with the shell. The look which came
into that young man’s face was something queer to see, and he kept swallowing as if he had tacks in his throat. He
gave np the stakes without a word, but
sat for a long time like one in a dream
I thought he needed sympathy, and
after awhile I found opportunity to inas

am

own

quire:
“How did it happen that way?’
“That’s what I want to find out,” he
absently replied. “Say, you childlike
Hoosier, take these things and let’s see
what you can do with ’em.”
“Certainly, to oblige.”
He took the cups and the pea, and the
manner in which he performed was
enough to show everybody in ten seconds
that he was an old professional.
“Anybody wish to bet?’ he smilingly
asked, as the pea went hopping about.
Nobody did—not even the young man,
TJ„
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watched and watched, and when the
outfit was returned to him all he could
say

was:

“Well, by gum!”—Detroit

Free Press.

Feats of Carrier Pigeons.

There are remarkable instances on
record of what pigeons have done. A
French bird captured near Paris was
taken to Berlin, 500 miles away, and
kept there for four years. It escaped
somehow, and at once made a straight
line for home, safely reaching the loft in
Paris where it had been reared. Colonel
Cameron relates that he purchased in
Toronto two birds that had never flown
eastward of that place. From Toronto
they were taken to Kingston, 150 miles
due east, and there kept for some time.
They were then sent to Sharbot lake,
nearly fifty miles north of Kingston, to
be flown. Instead of returning to Kingston they went westward 150 miles direct to their old loft at Toronto.
As they had been, in the case of both
moves, conveyed in a closed basket, they
had no chance of seeing the intervening
country, so that sight evidently had
nothing to do with their return. There
are numberless instances of birds in
training making their way swiftly and
safely back over 100, 200 and even 250
miles of utterly unknown territory.—
Denver Republican.
On His Mind.

Pat was a hodcarrier. Long practice
had made him an expert at threading
the mazes of unfinished buildings, but it
had also made him somewhat careless in
his movements.
He had j ust stepped from a ladder to
one of the landings, and after setting
down hi3 load of bricks with a sigh of
Whack!
relief, he straightened up.
his head came smartly in contact with a
heavy beam.
When the foreman passed, a few minutes after, ho saw Pat sitting on a keg,
holding his head in both hands.
“Hullo, Pat,” he called. “What’s on
your mind?”
“The whole top av me head, sir. Oh
my! Oh my!”—Youth’s Companion.
Sorry for God.
A little girl on being asked by her
mother whether she was not glad to hear
that an old friend of whom she was very
fond had recovered from a dangerous illness, replied, “Yes, of course I’m glad,
but Btill I’m sorry for God not to have
his own
way sometimes.”—London
Truth.
_

—

mamma,
so

tonight

Algernon
that I al-

most cried.

Mamma—What, my child, from pain?

Angeline—No,
Texas

mamma,

from

joy.—

Siftings._

Not a ring of gold, nor flowers for her hair
will I give my fair, but Salvation Oil for liei
sore throat. Blit’s a singing bic*

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTKDBY PUXLEN, CROCKER & CO.
WHEAT.

Deo.

|

Stocks and

Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling

Exchange

Quiet

Govern-

and

Steady
ment Bonds Bull but Steady—K&ilroads
and Strong—Stocks Firm With an Active
Business.

At New York money is easy, with no loans,
and closing offered at 3 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper at 4% fed percent Sterling Exchange is quiet and steady with actual business
in bankers’ bills at 4 82 for 60-day bills and
4 84s/i for demand; posted rates at 4
82%ig>
4 80 Ya. Commercial bills 4 81Vi@l 84 ta. Government bonds dull and steady.
Railroads are
active and strong.
<3.
The holiday passed off quietly.
Judging from
the tenor of the gossip the new year opens with
eonlidence in the future unabated, and a very
general belief among intelligent traders and
operators that 1802 will ... give Waft ,street a
much higher level of prices fdr all kinds of securities than has been witnessed in m&rtjr years.
This is the conviction of such powerful coteries
as the Roekfellers ami Vanderbilts, who have
worked iu accord on the bull side and who are
still long of the market.
Conditions are such
that commission houses are anticipating an active business the first cp^r^ifoi 1802,
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 215,600 shares.

Opening.105%
Highest.105%
Lowest.105%
Closing.105%

Jan.
105%
105%
105%

May.
107%

105%

107%

Jan.

May.
50y*

107

107

-v

CORN.

Dec.

51*-i
Opening.... 51%
51%
Highest. 51%
51%
Lowest.../.,. 51%
51-/4,
Closing.51%
Friday—Holiday.
Saturday’s quotations.

51

50%
50%

Feb.

May.

107
107
100%

Opening.105%
Highest.105 Vi
l/owest.104%
Closing.104%

108%

CORN.

Jan.

Feb.

May.

62
52

50%
51
50%

51%
61%

50%

HHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
WHEAT.

Dec.

May.
95%

Opening..' 90%
Closing. 00%

90

CORN.

Jan.
toys

May.
41%

39%

Friday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

May.
95%

90

Opeuing..

Lowest.
CORN.

Portland Wholesale Market.

Jan.

PORTLAND, Jan. 2, 1891.
Flour is quiet and unchanged. Grain is weak
without material change here, while in the leading markets lower figures prevail on Corn, Oats,
Pork and Lard, but for Fresli Beef there is a
stronger feeling, and all grades have advanced;
dealers anticipate still higher figures in the
near future; we quoie sides 5 Vi @7 Vic p lb,
hinds 7V4®10e, fores 4@5c, rounds and flanks
6Vic, rump loins 12®14c, rumps li ft 12e, loins
12(ftl7e, rattles 3Vi@4Vic, backs 5Vi®6 c,
lambs 9c, sheep 7Vi@8e, pork ribs 8c, saugage
8c, round hogs 6 V ,ft 6c.
Poultry quiet, with
receipts light. Butter weak with a downward
tendency. F.ggs easier with a good supply.
The followingare to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Flour.

Grain.

Superfine &

Corn, car lots... 62@63
low grades.4 75@5 00 Corn, bag lots. .67@68
X Spring &
Meai, bag lots.. 65®.66
XXTpring.6 00®5 25 Oats,ear lots...44®45
Oats, bag lots. .46®48
PatentSprng
Wheat... 5 75@C 25 Cotton Seed,
Mich, str’gbt
car lots... $28®28 50
roller.5 37® 5 62
bag lots. $29®30 00
clear do.. 5 15®6 25 Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
ear lyts.. 822® 23 00
5 50@5 65
l'oolcr.
bag lots. $23®24 00
clear do... 5 25@5 37 Middlings.. $23®28 00
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots.. $24®29 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 75@0 00
...

Fish.

Cod—L a v ge
Shore-6
Small do. .5
Pollock-3
Haddock.. .3

Pork,Bucks.$15@15

25

clear... 14 60® 14 75
short ctsl4 75®15 00

25@G 50
00@5 25 Beef .extra
00®4 25
25®5 50;

8 50 ® 9 00

mess...

plate. .1000®1050
Hake.2 00®2 00 ex-plate.10 50® 11 00
Herring.box
Lard, tubs. 6Va@ 7V4
Scaled....
14® 18c tierces... 6V® 7v*
bl
Mackerel,
pails.... 6Vi®12
Shore ls..§ 24®$26
pure leaf.12 @12Vi
Shore 2s..8 14®$16 Hams_10 @10v&
Med. 3s... 11 50®$13
docov’rd.ll
fellVi
Oil.
I
Large 3s..
i rouuce.

Cpe Oran’s. 7
Pea Beans. 2
Medium do.
Ger. ined.. .1
Yellow Eyes.l
Cal. Pea-2
Irish Potut’s
Sweets
2
Onions—Nafives.2
Geese.
Chickens.
Fowls.
....

i

50® 8 25
00®2 16
oo®2 10

jierosenc, rortlaud ref. pet... 6 Vi

Ligonia.

6

Centennial.6*4
Piatt’s Astral.. 8Vi
Bevoe’s brilliant 8 r»

75®2 00
Raisins.
50® 2 06
50® 60e Muscatel.... 1 50@2 50
25
London
50®3
lay’r2 00®3 50

Onpura lay’r.8

®9ya

7
50®2 75 Valencia.
®7V»
Sugar.
13® 15lb Ex-qual'ty tine
12® 15c granulated.... 4 7-16
Turkeys.... 18® 20e Standard do... 4 v*
Extra C. 4
Apples,
No 1 BaldSeed.
Wins.1 75®2 00 Red Top... 1 90® 2 00
ating.2 60®2 75 Timothy.. .1 55®1 60
vap p lb..
8® 12c clover.10 <gl4
do old....
Rutter.
7® 8c
..

..

Lemons.
Creamery.28 o 30
.4 00®5 00 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27«29
Palermo
Messina... .4 00®5 75 Choice.20»21
G ood.19® 20
Malagers...

Store.18^19

Oranges.
.2 75@3 25
Florida
Cheese.
Messina... .0 U0.«o 00 N. Y.fct’ry.12 «13
Vermont.. 12 ®13
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .27®29 Sage.13%®14>*
...

Bread.

Rot Sup.7 Vi ®8
do sq.6V*> «(i
.5 ®6
Crackers
...

Coal.

Leather.
New York—

Light.19®20

Mid weight... .21®2g

Heavy.22«23

Cumberland.4 50®5 00 Slaughter.31® 2
Good d’mg.19®20
Acadia.
6 001 Am. calf.60®70
Chestnut...
50
Lumber.
Franklin....
7
6 00 S’th pine-$30®$40
Lehigh.
I Clear pine—
Coffee.

Rio,roasted... 10®21i Uppers.$58®60
Java do.29®30 Select.§4P®52
i Fine common. .$38®45
Coogerage.
Hhlid shooks & l»ds— ! Spruce.§13 el4
Mol. city -1 8Uod 90 Hemlock.$11,&12
Sug.eount'y90c®l 00 Claybowds—
Country Mol,
Spruce, X.$30®38
hlutsnooksl 15®1 20 Clear.$34«35
2d clear.$25®28
lihd lidgml
No 1.*15®20
32 in. 24®26
Pine.$25^,50
Spruce35in 20®-’2
Shingles—
Softpiue35 20®22
Uarapneki 26®30 X cedar-3 F0®3 75
Clear cedar.3 00®3 25
Hoops 14 ft.
X No 1.2 00®a 50
Hoops 13 ft.
No 1 cedar. .1 26«1 50
Hoops 8 ft.
Spruce.1 25®1 50
Cordage.
Araer'u <§* ife. 1<)®11
ImUimpc®».2 00®2 16
Manilla.... lie 13
Lime -Cement.
Manilla bolt
I UmW csk J 00*1 02
@13 Cement.140*160
rope.
Matches.
do.
Russia
17*18
50
Sisal.7 Vis* 8 Vis Star.fv gross
Dirigo.
39*40
Drugs and Dyts.
Acid Oxalic.... 1 2* 14
Metals.
Acid tart..40*42
Copper48
com.... 00*25
Ammonia .15*20! 14*
25
Ashes, pot....ti8** * 8 Polished copper.
35
Hals copabia.. .6**70 14x48 planislxod,
20
Beeswax.35*40 Kdlts.
6
M sheath....
Rich powders...
27
Rorax.12*14 Y M Holts.
Brimstone.
.2Va® 5 Bottoms.28*30
.—

•.

Cochineal.40*43
('opperas.1Va* 2
Cream tartar....30* 35
Kx logwood.
12* 16
Gumarabie.. .70*i 22
..

Ingot.13*14

Tinstrait*....

1... 22*24
English.23*25

Char. I. Co'..7 00*7 50
I. X.. 9 25*9 55
Camphor.60*52 Terne.6 00*8 60
Aloes

cape.16*26iChar.

1(5*18
Mytrh.52*55 Antimony...
Opium.2 25*2 50 Coke.6 00*8 50
Zinc.7
Shellac.3o*40
60*8 00
15 Vi
Indigo.8 c*j|l,BolderVixVi
Iodine.3

75*84|

Molasses.

Ipecac... ...2oO®2 25!Porto Rico.30*40
Licorice, rt... lS;*20|Barbadoes.32*33
Lai ex.34n40iCienfuegos-38*40
Morphine... 1 95 « 2 20 Boiling.
Oil bergamot! 00<* 4 26',Fancy Ponce.. .39*40

Cod liver... 1 10 * 1 35
Nails.
Kemon.3 25 *3 50 Cask,cut_1 90W2 00
n
2 1"(*2 2o
wire
Olive.1 00 ■£ 50
Naval Stores.
Peppt.3 25 *3 60
n2
00*2 12 Tar |> bbl.. .3 76 *4 00
AVintergree
Potass hr’mde..28*33 Coal tar-6 25*5 60
Chlorate.17 *18 Pitch.3 00*3 25
Iodide.2 86*3 001 Wil. Pitch. 3 00 *3 5
.90 *95 Rosin.3 00«'4 00
Quicksilver,
..

Quinine.81*36 Tupentiue, gal..39«40

50
Rt snake.35*40

gheubarb, rt.75c *l

Oakum.8*

9

Oil.

Saltpetre.10*16 Linseed.38*43
Senna.25*30 Boiled.41*4(5
Canary seed. ...4*4Va Sperm.100* i'l7

Cardamons .1 00*1 75 Whale.fo*G0
Soda, by-carb3 v, * 6% ! Rank.36*45

Sulphur.31/4 *3 | Porgie.oo*35
Sugar lead.20* 22 Lard.65 « 75
White wax... .55*60 Castor.1 25*1 35
Vitro!, blue... .8 *10 Neatsloot ...90c*100
Vanilla,beau. .§10*13 Elaine.26*50
Itetail Grocers’ Sugar Bates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5Vac;confectioners’

7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.

May.

Opening. 39Vi
Closing.

41%

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
l’ar Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
131
Canal National Bank.100
133
Casco National Bank.100
121
123
100
First National Bank.100
102
41
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
43
118
Merchants’National Bank.. 76
120
121
National Kraders’ Bank... .100
123
Portland National Bank... .100
103
105
Portland Trust Co.
110
118
Portland Company.
300
80
90
Portland Gas Company. 50
Portland Railroad Company
'115
120
BON Dk.
Portland City 6s, M’ncip’l various. .100
310
Portland City Cs, R. It. aid, 1907... 123
125
Portland City Funding 4».. ..102
123
Batli City (5s. Mnn. various -.100
105
112
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.310
120
Bangor City Os, long Municipal.118
Belfast City 6s. K. R. ajd. .r...106
107
Portland & Ken. R. R. Cs. 1896_104
105
Leeds & Farmington R. B. (is.105
3 06
Maine Central R. R. 1 st. mtg 7s... .115
117
Maine Central R. R. Coit. 7S.133
135
Maine Central R. R. Con. 4 S.....303
305
Maine Central R. R. skng fluid 6s... 103
3 05
Portland Water Co’s Os, due 1899..108
110
Portland Water Go’s 4s, due 1027.. 95
97
-—.

T

—--

—.

4

00^4

10;

light, 3

85" 4 00.

500; shipments —; native
ewes 3 00i«4 25: mixed at 4 30 «4 80; wethers
and yearlings 5 00t«U 00; Avestern 4 60t&5 15;
poor Texans 2 OOjgS 85.
Lambs 3 75ift0 40.

Sheep—receipts

(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, Jan. 2,1892-The Flour market
is steady and unchanged. AV heat is dull and
easier; No 2 Spring wheat 88%c ;No 2 Red 90c.
Oats lower; No 2 at
Corn firm; No 2 at 39c.
3044c; No 2 AVhit.e 3144 »32ygu. No 2 Rye at
59c.
No 1 Flaxseed
"
864V 87c. No 2 Barley
Hog products declined; mess pork at 7 6244®

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe R.45%
C. B. & Q.109%
Mexican Central. 23%
Union Pacific. 49%
Boston & Maine R.164%
Bell Telephone.x-tlv201
New York and New England R. 43%
do pfd.103
Wisconsin Central. 21

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Jan. 2, 1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
of Government securities:

Receipts—Flour. 15,000 dihLs; wheat, 98,000

bush: coni 154.000 bush: .ways, 119,000 bush;
rye, 15,000; barley, 52,O0oLuah.

36,000 mdsjwhcat, 34,000

bush-, corn. 219.000 bush J-awts, 208,000 bush;
rye, 18,000 bsli; barley, 32,0ou bnsh.
ST. LOUIS. Jan. 2, lfetitf?—THe Flour mar
ket Is were but unchangediAYlieat closed weak;
No 2 Red 9044V 90%c. < 'mvjx weak and declined %,«4ae: No'2 at 3044 V'3lH,4c.
Oats weak
and *'»<: lower; No 2 at III A
Rye quiet and
firm—No 2 at 62c. Barleyjbrm but quiet; Iowa
ss»®p*c;-iuiuii oo^i'icc.

iu*»iuus

vei v

ijuiei

and .shade easier: pork atS.02Va for old, and
10 021* for new.Lard at 5-SO* Dry salt meats—
shoulders 3 77 i long and ribs15 40; short clear
K

»R
at 0 05.
Hams 0 00 «10 50.
Receipts —Flour. 5,000 bbls; wheat, 106,000
bush; corn, 328.000 hush; oats, 50,000 bush;
rye, oo.ooo bush; barley, 8,00o bush.
Shipments—Flour. o.ooO bbls; wheat, 60,000
bush: com, 130,000 bush; oats, 20,000 bush;
rye. 20,000 bush; barley. 0,00 bush.
DETROIT. Jan. 2,1302.—Wheat-Nol White
04
e; No 2 Red cash and Jan $1 bide. CornNo 2 at 41c. Oats—No 2 at 33% c; No 2 White
34c. Rve at 88c bid.
Receipts—Wheat 12,100 bush; corn 30,200
bn; oats, 11,300 bush for two days.
NEW YORK, Dec. 81, 1801—The Cotton
market is nuiat and steady; sales 191 hales; ordinary uplands at 5 1-16c; do Gulf 5 13-16c;
good ordinary stained 4 15-16c; middling uplands 7 13-lhc; do Gulf 8 3-lttc; do stained at
7%c.
_

Havana Market.

HAVANA, Jan. 2, 1892.—The Sugar market lias been quiet this week; holders too high
for buyers; only small business done: Molasses
sugar regular to good polarization at- 2 06Vb(<£
z 18% gold
j> qtl; Centrifugal 92 to 90 deg polarization in nhds, bags afOIT'oxes at 2 93%,aj
3 18% ; stocks in warehonstpi at Havana and
Matanzas 28 boxes, 104,ooo bags and 100 hlids.
Foreign Markets.
LONDON, Jan. 2, 1 SUtVrConsols 95%d for

moneyand^957HCdforth^gccount^^^^^^
ocean STEAMEif Movements.
CC*
FHOM

FOR

TIMK

Numidian
.Portland
f-Liverpool. .Jan 5
Nevada.New Yo.ik. Liverpool. .Jan 5
Trave.Now York.. Bremen.Ian 5
New York .JeLive.ipool
Jan 0
City of Paris
Now York- -.Liverpool .Jan 6
Germanic
Athos.New York, fst Marc, &c Jan 6
.Jan 6
Rhyland.New York .'.'Antwerp
Sueva.New York. .Hamburg ..Jan 7
Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool
Jan 9
Yenezula.New York.. L3guayra
Jan 9
.New York. .Rio Janeiro Jan 9
Seguranica
Devonia.New York. G lasgow
Jan 9
Spaarndam.... New York..Rotterdam. .Jan 9
La Normandie New York. .Havre.Tan 9
Umbria.New York.. Liverpool .Jan 10
Ems.New York.. Bremen... Jan 12
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool .Jail 13
Westerniand .New York. .Antwerp.. .Jan 13
Gleugoil.New York.. Rio JaneiO .jonlS
Cieufuegos-New York, .Cienfuegos Jan 14
Scandia.New York. .Hamburg .Jan 14
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janero J3n 16
Abyssinia_New York. .Liverpool .Jan 16
Maasdain.New York.. Rotterdam.. Jan 16
Saale.New York. .Bremen.. .Jan 19
Jan 20
Valencia.New York.. Laguayra
Capulet.New York.. Rio Janeiro Jan 23
..

...

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

Erie.!.
Erie preferred.75%x-d
Illinois Central..108%

Jan. 2.
116%

*116V3

34

Ind.. Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West.
22%
Louis & Nash.
83%
Manhattan Elevated.
M Ichiean Central.105x-d
Minn. & St. Louis..
9 *
Minn. & St. Louis pfd.20%
Missouri Pacific. 63%
New Jersey Central.111%
Northern Pacific common. 25%
Northern Pacific pfd.71%
Northwestern.lie Vs
Northwestern pfd.141%
New York Central.116% x-d
New York, Chicago & St- Louis. 20%
do pl'd. 77
Ohio & Miss. 22%
tint. & Western. 21%
North American—I. 18%
Pacific, Mail. 37%
Pullman Palace.184%
30 yu

Rock Island. 89
St. Louis & San Frau.
do pfd.
do 1st.
St Paul. 82%
do pfd...123%
St. Paul, Minn. & Mann,.114
St. Paul & Omaha. 48Vs
do pfd.110%
Texas Pacific, new..... 13% *
Union Pacific. 47%
U. S. Express... 50
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 14%
do pfd. 81%
Western Union. 83%
Sugar Trust.. 84%
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point. 14%
U<>

piU...61
Oregon Nav...80 Vi

100
109
117
107

308

MINIATURE
Sun rises .7
Sim sets.4
Length of days ..9
Moon rises .9

ALMANAC, JAN.

Bockiand; Onward, Chase, do; Arizona, Gray,
Castine.
Cld 2d, sell S G Haskell. Richardson, Cadiz.
Ar 2d, barque Levi S Andrews, Love, New
Orleans ; sells C A Campbell. Hall. Newport
News'; 1) M Anthony, Berry, Philadelphia; J I
Snow. Hiuekley, Raritan; Abide Bursley, Seavey, Port Johnson; Virginia. Reed, Pembroke;
Geo Washington, Freetny, Woolwich ; Mary
Sands. Greedieaf, Bath; Cambridge, Oliver,
Woolwich; Napoleon. Smith, Rockland.
Cld 2d, sell Jordan L Mott, Whorf, for Rock-

land.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 2d, seb Clara Goodwin,
Wyman. Charlotte, Fla.
MOBILE—Cld 2d, sch Fred A Emerson, Johnson, Corpus Clirlsti.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 31st, sch D Howard

Spear, Green, Kingston.
FERNANDINA— Ar 31st, sch Win Frederick, Cottrell, Havana.
SAT1LLA—Ar 27th, sch S G Hart, McLean,
Brunswick.
SAVANNAH —Ar 2d, Ebcnezer Haggett,
Poole, Baltimore.
Cld 2d, sell John S Deerlng, Arey, New York.
Ar 2d, sell Abbie Bowker, Puringtou, New
York.

CHARLESTON—Cld 2d, sch Belle Wooster,
Collin. Demcrara.
PORT ROYAL—Cld 31st, sch Addle Charlson,
Preston, Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Sid 1st, sch Jeremiah Smith, for
New Haven.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch Robert G Dun,

Pierce, Georgetown.
Sid 1st, barque Skobelcff. for Havana.
Chi 2d, sch Drisko, Drisko, New Haven, (and
sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 31st, sch City of Augusta. Adams. Portland.
Ar 1st. sch Horatio L Baker, Crowell. Boston.
Cld 2d. barque Grace Lynwood, Gilley, Matanzas; sch Mary E Morse. N-- bury, Cardenas
_A

v

Ml ut.

IT

lvhntiH.il

W

Ka.11

Elver for Rockland.
Returned 1st. sch Messenger. ’* ■'
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Sid 1st, sells J
S Bailey, Boothbay for New York; Clara E Pickering, Marshall, Amboy for Portsmouth.
NOBSKA—Passed by 1st, sch Geo M Adams,
from Philadelphia for Portland.
At anchor 1st. brig Annie, R Storer, Richardson, Portland for Philadelphia.
VINEYARD IIAVKN—Ar 31st, schs Cumberland, Amboy for Porrland; Riehd Hill, Weehawken for Thomaston.
Ar 1st, schs J R Bod well, and Carrie E Pickering, Amboy for Portsmouth; John I Snow, do
for Boston; C li Eaton, Port Johnson for Port
laud.
Ar 1st, sch Maggie Hurly, Amboy for Boston.
Sid 1st. schs Nettie Cushing, Agricola, Ella
B Kimball. M M Chase, Cornelia Soule, Cumberland, Riehd Hill.
Ar 2d. sells Charley Woolsoy. Elizabethport
for Boston ; Cyrus Chamberlain, Amboy for
Portsmouth; Rebecca F Lamden, Belfast for
Darien.
HYANNIS—Sid 1st, sch Douglass Haynes,

Boothbay.

PLYMOUTH—Ar 1st, sch Mary F Cushman,
Calais.
HIGHLAND LIGHT-Passed north 1st, sch
J M Haynes.
i.
i
BATH—Ar 20th, sch Herald of the Morning,
Lewis. Port Johnson.
Sid fm Horse Island ISt, barque Stephen G
Hart, Pierson, Bermuda.

Foreign Forte.
Ar at Port Spain Dee 7. brig Wanbun. Welch,
Barbadoes; 12th, barque Megunticook, Wallace
do; 14th. T W Dunn. Rosy’ Bofcton.
Ar at Ciennfuegos Dee22d, sell Nina Tillsou,
Green. Philadelphia; Jas A Garfield, Fisher,do.
Sid 23d, sch Lillian Woodruff, llodgdon, for
Tew York.
Ar at Cardenas Dec 25. sell Sallie Ion, West,

Philadelphia; 28th, Magjpe Dalling, Dalling,do.
Arjat Havana Dee 20,' sch Sadie C Simmer,
Sumner. Pensacola.
Ar at Sagua Dec 26, brig Emma, Mountfort,
Philadelphia; sch S M Biro, Merrill, Annapolis.
Ar at Digliy, Ns, Dec 29, sch L A Burnham,
from Bear River for Cienfuegos.
Cld at Joggius, NS, Dee 29th. sch Florida,

PORT or

100
1of* Vi

122%

140
18%
340,3
70%

109%
22 '4

84%
104%
100%
9%
21

63%

112*

20%
72

116%

141%
110%
21
77

22%
21 Vs

is%

38%

184
40

89%

8?%
123%
116%
49

110

18%
49^
14%
88%

85%
92%
14%
60

Col. Coal..80 50

Hocking Coal.15 00
Homestake.12 00

Quicksilver. 4
do pfd.22

00
00

Ontario.44 25
Mexican. 175
Could & Curry.
Yellow Jacket. 110
Ophir.3 95
Best & Belcher.
—

Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON, Jan. 2, 1802.—The
to-day’s quotations of Provisions,
Pork—Long cuts 14 00@14 25;
14 003,14 60; backs at 14 60@14
at 00 00@15 00; pork tongues 10

following are
Produce, ete.
short cuts at

75; lean lends
50; butt pork

10 50.
Hams at 9 u. c; small do 10c; pressed hams
ll*A,e.
Lard—Choice 7c p lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb
pails in cs 8Vic.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6c ^ lb ;country do
5c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 27328c;
fancv higher; firsts and extra firsts at 23@26c;
extra imitation ereamry 22 « 23c factory choicee
20@21c; Northern creamery, choice 28@29e;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
24125c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
253.28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 11 Vic; fair to good at 7 <i 1 lc; Western
choice 1 lc; fair to good 8Vi@10Vic; sage at 12
@12 Vic.

Eggs—Eastern extras—@29c; fancy near-by

Fall auil Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p.m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. (gjp-Frelght received up to 4.00
p. iu.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.., or for other
information at Company’s Office,
Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
Je20
-,

Boston Steamers.
FALL

ARRANCEMENT.

FAKE OYLY $1.00.
NEW AND

PALATIAL 8TKAMEH9,

CTHE

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving In season for couneetiou with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, ftc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sunday# excepted, at« o’clock.
J. F.XI8C0MB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent
Manager.
dtf
seplC

Marne

Steamship Company

For

NEW^YORK.

Sch Carrie A Lane, Houghton, Philadelphia—
coal to Me Cent RR.
Sch Ira D Sturgis. Blaisdell, New York—coal
1
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Pochasset, Herrick,iNcw York—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Lottie. Brown, New York-coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Ellen Perkins, New York for Winterport.
Sch Douglass Haynes, Greenleaf, Hyannls
for Wiscasset
Sch Marion F Sprague, Fisher. Boston, to load
for New York.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Boston for Rockport.
Sch Cathie C Berry, Foster, St John, NB, for
New York.
Sch Ada G Sliortland, McIntyre, St John, NB,
for New York.
Sch Jennie Greenbank, Rockland for New
York.
Sch Laura T Chester, Beal, Rockport for Boston.
Sch Nettie B Dobbin. Kelley, Calais.
Sch Ciuderella, Fountain, Round Pond.
Sch 0 M Marrctt, Rockland for New York.
Cleared.
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
J B Covle.
Sch Braiuard Barues, Mehaffy. Baltimore—
Peter S Nickerson.
Sell Joel F Shepherd, Cook, Philadelpliia—
Clark & Chaptin Ice Co.
Sell Jerusha Baker, Chase, Macliias—J H
<
Blake.
,
Sch M J SewaU. Beals, Jdnsport— J H Blake.
Sell Ida, Strout, MilibritfiW—J H Blake.
Sch Laurel, Strout, Franfck«—J H Blake.
j; SUNDAY, Jan 3.

Mail

Arrive;^

Sch .1 W Hawthorne, Hoft'ses, Savannah—hard

Deeriug, Winslow «x Co.
Sch Hannah F Carlton. Bryant, New York—
Sell Emma S Briggs, New York—coal to Win
Spear.
BELOW—Sch Wm Joliet;;
to

ISVUJU^ilvU'

Ameshury, Philadelphia.
Ar at Moville 2d inst. steamer Cartliiginian,
Portland for Liverpool, (and proceeded.)
Memoranda.

Ship Kat e Davenport, from Port Blakely,while
at anchor in Hobson's Bay, Nov 5, parted her
chains and drifted on a muddy shore. She sustained uo damage. Lighters were engaged to

take her cargo.
Millbrklge, Dee 80—During the gale 20th, sell
Hannah Grant broke away from her morings and
drifted into the sclir Billow and then fouled the
sclir Enterprise. The Billow’s mainmaiut was
carried away and also the Enterprise’s jlbboom
and foretopmast. The Hannah Grant stove rail
and timbers on starboard side and carried away
headgear. The sells Northern Light. Bertha V,
and E K Dresser, were badly chafed by pounding against the wharf.
Vineyard-Ifaven, Jan 2—Seh C H Eaton, from
Port Johnson for Portland, which was damaged
by collision with sell Break of Day, will proceed
in tow of a tug.
Sell Break of Day has made temporary repairs and will proceed under sail,
Boston, Jan 2—Soli Abbie Bursley, Seavey,
from Port Johnson, which went ashore on
Georges Island, was assisted, off at high water
without damage.
Apalachicola, Jan 1—Seli1 Dexter Clark, of
Portland, from Point-a-Pitrfe? for Apalachicola,
ashore on the Flag Island Shoals, lias beeu
abandoned to the underwriters.
Loudon, Jan 1—Sell Maria O Teel, of Boston,
has been towed here badly- damaged. She is
now at Gravesend waiting orders.

f.r
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK
Ar 1st, "Sells Helen Keller,
S Ames, Olsen
Hayes. Laguayra, 17 days; 1John
!

CAN CURE THE

From
Portland.

I

Parisian,

21st

^Mongolian
*Numidian,

4th Feb.
18th

From
Haiiiax.
nth Jan.
23rd
6th Feb.
20th

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

SOLDIER.

suffering just

as

I was.

Yours respectfully,
Charles kxox,
Oakland, Maine.

Yfl lUmUE

lU

rKifif r

FOR

—

our faith in
THE MEDICINE,

On and after October l, 1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no gooa you can
rcceivo your money back. Bead guaranty
with every bottle. Wo claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of tbe Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
It is harmless to the smallest
or Morphia.
child ; children like it, and it Is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup, isono genuine unless nearing our
trade-mark, tlie Beaver.

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
Sails Thursday. Dec. 31, noon.
COLON
From San Francisco, 1st ana Brannon Sts.
CITY of RIO DE JANEIRO sails Saturday,
Jan. 23,3 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, ov general Information
apply to or address tue General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO„
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston,
dtf
jelo

DOMINION LINE.
Royal Mail Steamships.
PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL DIRECT.
I

I

From

|
Liverpool.
Steamship
Thur. Nov. 12, OREGON,
*.
20, SARNIA,
Dec. 10, LABRADOR,

From

|

Portland.
Tlmr Deo, 3
Tue.

Dec. 15

"

'•

20

Cabin $40 to too, return §80 to $110; second
cabin §25; steerage §30.
Bristol Service—For Avonmouth Dock.
I
I
From
From
Avoumouth- |
Steamer.
Portland.
|
November 17,
20.

I December

TORONTO,
ONTARIO.

|

COMPANY,

WATERVIELE, MAINE.
TTS&w

Fairforil Southern Pine

Flooring.

It will not sliver
rift sawn flooring.
or splinter and will out-last three ordinary
floors.
Every one who is building and thinks of using
Southern pine should see it.
Write for particulars, or call on
S. H. & >A. R. DOTEN.
40A to 504 Fore and 270 Commercial Sts.
l’ortland, Me.
SeplOeodOms*
This is

a

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary In accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide rauge and
lienee are suited to all circumstances.

5
T

«

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Agent.
nov23
dtf
RAILROADS.

Grand Trunk
On

and After

Railway of Canada.
MONDAY,

Train* will run

us

Dec. 7,
follow*:

1891,

DEPARTURES.
Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 6.10 p. ni. For Gorham, 7.10 a. in., 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.80
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewlsfon and Auburn, 8.25 a. 11.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. ni. From Gorham, N\ H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.00 p. m. I rom Quebec, 12.10 p. in.
TICKET OFFICE

50 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.
Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75: Detroit $18.75 and
S12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit *23.75
and $10.751 St. Louis via Chicago $20 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and
$00.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager,
decs
dtf

Portland via Glen Cove.
Ar 2d, barque Formosa, Slwpherd, Cazones;
selis W J Lermond, Hupper, New Orleans 14
days; John H Cross, Grover,Brunswick; Lizzl 1

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSUliA NCE (*OM PA NY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be Unexcelled in liber*
alitv.
able

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestlbuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
NOVEMBEll
TABUS
TIME
15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street.
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30. 7.45. 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. in., 1.30. 2.15. 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00,
7.30 p. be. 12.15 night. Sundays o.oo,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 0.00 p.
m., 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with (lining car) a. in.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. in., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains-sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via tills lino are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211
dec 22

Washington

street

Portland & Rumford Falls

dtf

Railway.

In Effect November 10, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Cantou for Peru, Dixlield and Mexico; also lor Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
dti
je27

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St, John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On and after November 29. 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. in., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewi?,ton via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and til.SO p. m.
Bocklaml and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and ou Saturdays ouly at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hal low ell and
Augusta, rub a. iu.,*i.io, 5.00 amt til.30
p. ui.
Farmington ami Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.80
a. in., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunswick, 1.13 p. ni.;
and for Rangcley at 8.80 a. m.
Monmouth, Wlnthrop Readtleld and Oakland, l.lo ami 5.05 p. m.
Watervllle via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, ill.SOp. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, ill.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. in.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.13 and ill.30 p. m., aniT on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis K. R. via Dexter, 1.15
ana 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. in.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and til.so p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.80 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. t Night express w ith sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Baugor,

on

Sunday mornings.

White Monntnins and Ouebec. Line.
For Cumberland Mills. Sebugo Lake, Brhlgton, 7'ryehurg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fad vans, St. dohnsbury, Newport
and Me litre* i, ;t.,ifl r
;*..;jo p. m.; Jefferson amt I.snu.»*«r, 8—15 a u
The 8.45 a. in. eoi meets for ; Jl points hi NorlliHt New Hampshire. Vermont,
Chicago ami
Dio West; and with the < -m.dlan Pacific
rJ ranscoutinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points. The 3.30 p. in. train luts
sleeper for Montreal and connects with trains
via "Soo” Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

ARRIVALS

IN rOKTLAND.

From Watervllle and I.ewlston. 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Batli and from Kocklaurt Mondays only,
8.40 a. in.; Montreal, Brldgtou, etc., 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,

12.25 p. lib; St. John. Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Watervllle, Bath. Augusta
and Kocklaml, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, skowhegan, Watervllle and I.ewlston. 5.45 p. ni.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Faliynns, Bridgtou, 8.00
p. in.; N'tght Fiiihnan *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays included.
I*AYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres. and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Gen’i. Pass, amt Ticket Agent
Portland, Nov. 20,1801.
uov24dtf

Boston & Maine R. R.
lu Effect October 4, 1391.
WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30. 5.15, 0.13 p. ill.; Old Orchard Reach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.05. 10.15 u. in., 12.40,
3,30, 5.15, 6.15 p. in.; Ketuiebunk, 7.00. 8.43
a. m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15. il.ln p.
in.; Well*
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.lu p. in.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.43 ;t.
ill., 12.40, 3.30, 3.15 p. in; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro. 8.45 n. in.,
12.40, 3.30 p. 111.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. ni.; Manchester
and Concord (via.South Newmarket ./unction)
7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
111.; S<». Newmarket ,Junctlou, Exeter, Haverhill, I.uwreuce, Lowell,
Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. Ul.. §12.40. 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, .30, 8.30 a. ill., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.53, 4.15 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Capo Elizabeth.
9.00 a. in.; Amesbury, 9.00 a- m., 0.00 p. m.;
Blddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.oo a. m. daily) tu.OO a.
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) 10.00 p. ni.
Boston for Portland, 7.001». in.. (t9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m„ (t7.00 p. m. daily.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConneets with Rail Lines lor New Tors.
South and West.
§Connccts with Sound Lilies for New York,
t Western Division from North Berwick Sunm.

days only.

--u

—

-BETWEEN—
New

rj

For Auburn and

THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA CURE

LINE.

m.

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, tor San Francisco via The Isthmus

Gkxtlemex :
I am an old soldier, and I have been
troubled with my stomach ever since I
came back from the army.
My trouble was
Headache, Distress after eating, Sour
Stomach, Heartburn, Bloating Spells,
and Dizziness: unable to sleep nights.
Some days I would have a good appetite and
would eat heartily; but a few minutes after
I would wish that 1 had not eaten anything,
it would cause me such distress. Such was
life day and night until I used Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. You can all
see from my photograph and from my statement that I enjoy good health. I can now
work every day, and I recommend this
Syrup to everybody, but particularly to my
old comrades, as I know that thousands
are

LINK

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,

OLD, DYSPEPTIC

BLUE

Finest and Safest Trains in tlie World

Steamships.

I

I

—

Quodeh’s

ROYAL

For

Boyal

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.

CLAIMS THAT

0F_PREBLE STREET.

MAINE CENTRAL K. B.

STATE LWE01 A&u“

Jan. 2.

STATION FOOT

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1801, Fasscn
eer trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction
Nashua, Winilhaiu and Kpplug at 7.80 a.
in. uiul 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points Nortli
at 7.30 a. ni. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Hpringvale, Alfred, Wuterl>oro and Saco River at 7.30 a. ni., 12.30 and
5.80 p. in.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
8.00. 3.80, 6.20 and 11.15 p. in.
For We*tl»rook, Cumberland Mill*. Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.50
amlTO.OO a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
11.15 p. ra.
For Forest Avenue (Deeriur), 0.20 n. m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Homme Tunnel
Route’’ for the West and at Cnlou Station,
Worcester, lor Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New Y'ork. via “Norwich Lino” with Boston
A Albany R. R. for tile West, ami with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.3o
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. COKDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland. Me.
3. W. PKTKKS. Sunt.
C. J. WIUGIN, Cen’l Ticket Agent.
oct5
dtf.

m.

Steamers leavo Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 v. m.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
novlO
dtf

PORTLAND.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Mining Stocks.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
Tl>e favorite route to Cainpobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to •steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $24; steerage $20.
SKam-

H^Ut

Sid fm Havre 2d inst, shipr-Sarauel D Carlton,

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Jan. 2, 1892. The following
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

14th Jan.
28th

Arrived.

OiVlLjr.JL/-OlCclUiCl

88

Steamship Co.

FOB

—

31st

Mr. CHARLES KNOX, Oakland, Me.,

piue

From Long Wharf. Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South ny connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip #18.00.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 8'J State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
oct22dtf

International

ESTER R. R.

['OUTLAW &

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

1
Liverpool | Steamships |
7th Jan.
17th Dec. *Numidlan,
“

••

SATURDAY,

50
32'/«

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From

4.

20 %

130%

Portland & Worcester Line.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.

MAAHINE^! NEWS
148
117 Vs
34%

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

Priest, Providence, (having repaired.)

14 Hi , watp. (-1 40
WAler
25 Ulgn
{- 1 57
11
9 ft 5 in
t!de l
41
\.. 9 ft 9 in

112

*Ex-int.
New York

York for-.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, sells Carrie G Crosby, Hall,

..

Dec. 31.
New 4’s reg.110 y*
New 4’s eoup.118
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.108%
Denver & R. G. 1st.licy*
Erie 2ds.107
Kansas Pitcific Consols....... 108
Oregon Nav. lsts.r. 112
Kansas Pacific lsts.109
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.147
American Express....110
Central Pacific.............. 38%
Ches. & Ohio.
20%
139
Chicago & Alton..
Chicago & Alton preferred.,. .100
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.. lo;t%
Delaw are & Hudson Canal Co.. 122%
Delaware.Lackawana & \Vest..l39x-d
Denver & Kio Grande........ 18 %

Heading.

Short rib sides 5 10@5 20.
Dry salt meats—shoulders 4 3744;" 4 50; short
clear sides 5 50v"5 55.
7 75. Lard 6 0744.

....

Boston Stock market.

New York Stock and

Chicago Cattld Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO, Jan. 2, 1802.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 1,500; shipments »00; strong to
higher; natives at 3 05,",5 00;calves 2 50«4 25;
cows 1 40" 2 60; stackers
Hogs-reeeipts 22,000; shipments 8,000:
active, steady to higher, closing strong; rough
and common at 3 7ots3 80; mixed and packers
S 85V 3 9ft; prime, heavy and butchers’ weights

Shipments—Flour,

Thursday’s quotations.

Opening..

i,

—.

Opening... 52
Highest.. 52%
Lowest.51%
Closing. 62

Closing..

turkeys,choice

10c; fair to good,12^Uc; choice chickens
at 15c; fowls ll(&15o; Western dry packed
turkeys, choice 14c; fowls IttalSc; chickens

Domestic Marktcs.

WHEAT.

Jan.

fresh-hilled

Poultry—Northern

1 Bn

10igl3c._A

Thursday’s quotations.

Sal.2Vs@8! Shore.30*33

A Pretty Tight Squeeze.

Oh,
Angeline
squeezed my hand

Staple Products in the

Leading Markets.

shell of an English walnut which had
been cut in two to make two small cups.
He also look from his vest pocket a common field pea and

of

higher.

Heyer, Berlem, Darien; A T Sterns. Kelley,
New Bedford for Philadelphia; Julia S Bailey,
Otis, Booth bay.
Cld 2d, ships Mary L Cushing, Warland, Calcutta; Kenilworth, Baker, for Portland, 0; sch
Grace Gower. Johnson, Greytown.
Passed Hell Gate 1st. sells Eva May, from
Port Johnson for Portland; Annie Gus, New

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, PullCall on or address E. E.
i' mi sleeping cars.
LvjRRIER. New England Agent Southern Pacific Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
L jauld
codly

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Statlou, Congress sheet, and
at Commercial sheet station.
JAMES T. FURBER.
Vice Pros, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS, 0. P. and T. A., Boston
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
ocU
dtf

THE

SCHOOL GYMNASTICS.

PRESS.

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS DINE.

TUBERCUL0SI9
u

A Good Time Enjoyed at the Preble House

The Course of the Maiue Cattle Commis-

troduction.

Saturday.

sioners Commended.

A special meeting of the school committee was held Saturday evening. Present: Messrs. Bradley, McDonald, Webb,
McGowan, Donham and Baker.
Upon motion of Mr. Webb, Miss Bed-

The dinner of the Commercial Travellers’ Association at the Preble Honse
Saturday night was a delightful affair.
The gale howled and the rain beat down
outside, but inside the spacious dining
hall all was light and warmth and jollity.
Mr. White provided and his able corps
of waiters served an admirable dinner,
the menu cards being a card enclosed
between sheets of real parchments held
together with knots of ribbon. At each

The Committee Are

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Discussing

Their In-

AMUSEMENTS.

,<

Portland Theatre.
FIFTH PAGE.
Manson G. Larrabee.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Wanted—Young Men.
American House, Boston.
Special Notice.
Portland & Ogilcnsburg Railway.

was

Soothing Syrup has been
used over Fifty Yoars by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the, bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.
For sale by Druggists in every part of
Mrs. Winslow's

the world.

Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
25c a bottle.

Soothing Syrup.

feb8MW&F&wly
When Baby

sick,

of the Jackson Grammar School,
transferred to the High School, at a
salary of $500, to take the place left va-

low,

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
the appropriate headings on page C.

gave her Castoria.

cant

by

steps

the death of Miss Warren. No
taken toward filling Miss Bed-

were

low’s position.
Mr. Webb then said that Dr. Whittier,
of the Sargent Gymnasium, was present
upon his (Mr. Webb’s) suggestion and invitation, in order that the committee

might ask some questions in regard to
the introduction of gymnastics into the
Portland schools.
Dr. Whittier said he thought in a city
like Portland tho best way of introduc-

When she became Miss, *he clung to Castoria.

system would be to have some person have supervision of the whole
work,
for a time long enough to get the teach-

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

ers

was

When she was

a

wo

Child, she cried for Castoria.

decll

eocl&wly
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

There were twenty-two arrests last
week of which 14 were for drunkenness.
The lastcrs’ union have adopted a resolution endorsing the label adopted by
the typographical union.
The Portland Evangelical Ministers Association will hold its regular meeting in
Y. M. 0. A. Hall at 10.30 o’clock today.
Steeple Jack climbed the flag poles on
the custom house Friday and elevated
the eagles on iron rods above tlio wood.
There is a brisk movement of cabbages
to the Boston market.
The price remains about the same from $3 to $5 per
hundred.
The steamer Dominion of the Dominion line sailed at noon yesterday for
Bristol, direct. She took out 425 head
of cattle.
The Ocean street Sunday School,
Deering, gave their superintendent, Mr.
n

6omc

'N’ow YoarR’ rrift. nf

easy cliair.

n.

hntirL

IN MAS9ACHUSETT9.

ing

a

instructed.
The instructor would
teach the teachers alone, and have a general supervision of the work of the
teachers with the scholars. This is the
method pursued in Boston.
Tho teachers, in half a dozen lessons, could be fitted to begin work with the scholars; but
in order to have the work progress the
instruction of the teachers should continue a year or so. At first, no equipment at all would be required.
The
Swedish system would be preferable in
the lower grades, and the German in the
liifrliPr.

rTlir*. wnvlr

nrmlrl

Tin rlnrw* in flu*

school rooms.
The first year
there would be no coBt for apparatus. A
competent instructor in gymnastics
might be hired to come here two days a
week and do fair work; but Dr. Whittier
thought it would pay the city of Portland to hire an instructor to devote his
whole time. The cost of this would not
be far from $1200 to $1500 a year. In
Boston, the instructor was paid $5000
Fair vrork might be done, howyearly.
an
instructor who should come
ever, by

ordinary

here one or two
the teachers.

days a week, and instruct

plate

pink for tlio buttonhole.
cigars were lighted ex-President

was a

After
Tennant called upon President Loring,
who made a stirring speech, and advisedan increase of fees to $5, and making
every mercantile house join the association.
Other remarks were made by
Vice President John W. Decring, exPresident Blabon of the Board of Trade,
Messrs. J. T. Welch, A. S. Hinds, G. M.
Moore, J. P. Stevens, Willis Chenery and
S. F. Bearce.
The Schubert Quartette
rendered selections charmingly. At midnight the affair closed with “Auld Lang

Syne.”
Portland Steam Railroad Men’s Union.

The Portland Steam Uailroad Men’s
Protective Uuion and invited guests, including many of the officers and prominent members of the Maine Federation
of Labor, met at Columbia Hall yesterday afternoon. Over 100 were present.
T»

x xeviuun
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■

tiiu meeuir'
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«

bueiu was ii uan-

quet, to which those present did ample
jnstice. After the banquet the meeting
called to
order by Councilman
Rounds, who introduced Mr. William II.
Looney in a neat speech. Mr. Looney
was

In the course
warmly welcomed.
remarks, Mr. Looney discussed at
length the question of the reduction of
the hours of labor, stating that 10 hours
was

of his

should be the maximum, and the moveeight hours to be in the
Shorter hours meant
right direction.
more
time
for
intellectual
and
moral improvement, and hence opportunity to prepare for the responsible duties of citizenship. The effect of long
hours of labor upon women and children
from a physiological and humanitarian
ment towards

A

Large Death

Kate

nia and Phthisis

for Which Pneumo-

are

Leading Causes.

I-

Dr.

George ff, Bailey has received the
lowing letters(cpmmcnding the course of

the Maiue cattle commissioners in quarantining Massachusetts cows. The first
is from E. A.
Stone, an inspector of provisions at Ashland, Mass., as follows:
Ashland, Mass., December 31.
Oeor,ye If. Hailey, Portland, Me.:
My Dear Sir—‘I received your valuable paper
today and in reply will sav that you have put
up the bars none too soon". In the towns about
here are several ot the so called cow jockeys,
and I know that
they have bought cows that we
have refused to take at
any price and sold them
m Brighton to
go east; and in conversation with
one. ot them last
Saturday he told me that lie
had been
I told
sending his cows to Maine.
him that the meat went as chopi>ed meat known
be
detected.
Hamburg steak, and could not
He admitted to me that it was so disposed of in
Maine.
My experience w ith one of the cattle commissioners of this state lias been that he took more
interest in cattle shows than he did in the diseased cattle. Last winter I had a bad case of
tuberculosis in a cow that was the property of
the state, l of course condemned the meat as
inspector of provisions in this town, and reports
od the condemning of the herd to him. and he
djd not come. After sending three times to
him, and statingitohim that I should report the
same with
sample pf meat, to Governor Bussell;
lie came ana., said that he should be
afraid to eat the%6at.
He gets his pay. and
that Is all the Tgood he does the state. What
we
want
to
all
law
seize
is; ;i a
cattle
so
or
intended
.j affected
for slaughter. Yniunay have seen my report in
the Boston Daily Traveler. Those are my sentiments in the matter. In 1861, I went South
and with your Maine boys, stood up and was
counted for Uncle Sam and at this time I propose to stand up ip my boots and do my duty
now as then to weed out tuberculosis.
I remain yours respectfully
E. A. Stone.
do
_

Dr. Austin1: Peters, the well-known
veterinarian w’ri'tbs:
Boston, Dec. 30,1891.
Dear Dr. Hailey:— I hope that the action you

have taken may lead to the State of Massachusetts doing something at this end of the line.
Whether It will remains to he seen.
Youry very truly,
Acbtin Peters.

HallC.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MARRIAGES.

CITY’S HEALTH.

>

of Vassalboro, writes:
Vassalboro. Me., Dec. 31.

Burleigh,

Pnuemonia has been claiming many
victims in this city in the last four weeks.
Secretary George C. Burgess, of the
Board of Health, reports the following
causes of death in the city for the four
weeks ending January 2d:
Apoplexy.2 Kidneys.1
Asthma.1! Measles. 1
Brain. J Meningitis.3
Bronchitis.1 Nephritis. 1
Cancer.4 Old ago. 3

Croup. 2 Paralysis.4
Dropsy. 1 [Peritonitis.1

Exhaustion.1 Phthisis. 9
Gangrene.2 Pnoumonta.11
Heart failure.41 Unknown (fell dead) 1
Heart, rheum, of... 1
Inanition. 2[
57
Connting the city’s population at 40,000
—

if kept up through all the months
of the year, would amount to a death
rate of 1S.52 per 1000.
This is much in
advance of the rate for the correspondng period of last year, when there were

tills,

49

deaths,

ratio of 15.92 per 1000.
This is a death rate much in advance of
the four weeks of November, when the
total number of deaths was 44. Six of
these were from phthisis and two from
pneumonia. And November was sickly
compared with the November of the
year before, when the death rate amounted to but 12.07 per 1000.
or a

OBITUARY.
Francis E.

Cummings.

Mr. Francis E.

Cummings died in
city yesterday, aged 59 years. He
__
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time back lias been employed at the United States barge office
as boatman.
He was a member of Portland lodge of Masons.
Ho leaves a
widow.
some

Notes.

My Dear Hailey: The Portland Press that
yon Kindly sent me containing your ame reply
to Prof. Stockbridge, is just at hand and carefully read and I want to say now and here that
it meets my unqualified approbation, and it is
solid, frozen fact, flanging is none too severe a
penalty to apply to such black-hearted scoundrels as will deal in such cattle, or to that other
class who uphold them in it.
Yours very truly,
H. C. Burleigh.

Geo. Wagg, Esq., of Auburn, whose
illness at Somerville has been reported,
died there late Friday night.
General M. C. Meigs, the noted
engineer and quartermaster general of the
United States military forces during the
war, is dead.

ANNUAL ELECTIONS.

Services appropriate to the opening of
the New Year were carried out at Williston church yesterday. In the morning
the pastor preached an appropriate discourse from the theme, “St. Paul’s Watchword of Life,1’ contained in the Epistle
to the Phillipians, 8:13.
The preacher
said: “The past is gone beyond recall,
the future is before us, the present moment only is oirife,” and urged his hearers to strive for
the attainment of all
that is highest and best for themselves
and for others in this fleeting hour.
During the service 14 persons were received to membership.
At the vesper
service exceptionally fine music approdriate to the day was rendered.

—

Mascor.ojpp Tribe

I. O. B. M.

The officers of the next six months

are:

Yesterday

at Williston Cliurch.

Yesterday morning was like a morning
Prophet—H. F. Thompson.
With regard to the ability of scholars
Sacliem—A. T. Brackett.
in late April. The mercury indicated 48
Senior Sagamow^Garri. L. Nelson.
to stand the exercises, Dr. Whittier said
Junior Sagamore—Joseph Craig.
standpoint was chvelt upon.
degrees at noon, and the clouds looked it would be rare that a scholar able to
Chief of Becorf^t-M. It. Williams.
go
Mr. Looney said he believed the fortlike spring clouds.
Keeper of Wampum-,J. A. S. flyer.
to school would not be able to take the
Assistant
Chief'0? Hecords—F. L. Minott.
Mr. Bellows will give his ninth talk in
nightly payment bill should apply to
exercises. The work might begin in the
Seven
candiiMcs
will be initiated this
that
an
the course on literature this evening,
railroads,
employer's liability
primary schools; but he thought it law should be
our
statute books as evening.
Jan. 4.
Members will please attend
“upon
^
would be as well to begin in the intermeupon those of Mbssaceusetts, and that
without further notice.
Eocky Hill Lodge, K, of P.
diate schools with children from 8 to 11
The Eastern Forge Co. has set up a
legislation for the better protection of
Rocky Hill ilb^ge, K. of P., of WoodThe High School girls
years of age.
the lives of railroad employes should be
six ton steam hammer, and the Grand
has elected the following officers:
fords,
might be forced to modify their manner enacted. The railroad
at AugusC. C.—M. O. Connor.
Trunk is building a 1200 foot siding for
lobby
of dress.
V. C.—C. H. Howard.
ta during every session of the
the forge compauy’s new building.
legislature
Prelate—W. A. Turner.
Dr. Whittier visited the Swedish and
is almost omnipotent and, said
M. at A.—George W. Libby.
Mr.
As a compliment to the lady members
German schools last summer.
M. of F.-F. A. Libby.
The
of the Wilmot Whist Club the gentleLooney, is a foul disgrace to the state,
M. of E.—D. H. Keeu.
scholars in both countries, especially in
The Oregon Libel Cases.
K. of ft. and S.—C. M. Legrow.
men will give a banquet at the Preble
Trustee—I. L. Elder.
Sweden, are fine specimens of physical A Munjoy Hill Citizen Suspicious of
In
the
United States District Court,
House Friday evening January 8th.
Representatives—C. W. Foster and I. L. Elder
Witches.
far ahead of American school
health,
Saturday, in admiralty, before Judge
The Diet Mission are supplying 26 paPresumpscot Lodge I. O. O. F.
There is living on Munjoy Hill a popchildren. The girls especially, are strong,
Webb, the libel cases of the Central
tients. The Williston and First Parish
The officers of Presumpscot Lodge,
and even take such exercises as running, ular railway mail agent, who is worthy
Towboat Company vs. the DoWharf
churches supply the food this month.
No. 01, I. O. O. F., were installed Friday
to be immortalized with the Seven
etc.
minion
vaulting,
SleepSteamship Company were called
The December supplies were bountiful.
The physical training has the effect of ers. A lady, the wife of a neighbor, evening, January 1, by their D. D. G. M. for a
hearing. The answer to the declarThe adjourned meeting of the Mechanic
the children mentally. It went into his house the other evening to
ation
of the plaintiffs was not presented
up
brightening
MUSIC
AND
DRAMA.
Blues Association will be held at Columhad this effect in Brunswick and in Bos- can upon ms wire. me House was lit
and one week’s continuance was granted.
bia Hall tomorrow evening at 7.30 p.m.,
HI Henry’s Minstrels.
ton.
It also strengthens them bodily, up and in perfect order; but not a soul
Agent Tenny of the Towboat Company
and final action will be taken upon the
was
within.
But upon a sofa in
stirring
Tonight HiHenry’s minstrels will ap- claims the company’s charges were not
remedying round shoulders, hollow
by-laws.
the sitting room was the mail clerk pear in Portland Theatre.
etc.
The Daily excessive and were acknowledged to be
Two persons were admitted into the chests,
Dr. Whittier said he thought that if sound asleep. The visitor sat down and Press of Lexington, Ky., pays them this just by Mr. Torrance and Port
Captain
Church of the Messiah yesterday.
The
the teachers were enthusiastic, the intro- waited ten minutes for the lord of the
Reid. He says his company made a conadjourned Parish meeting will be held
house to awake or the mistress to return.
The performance from beginning to tract wun iorrance ana Keen tor the use
tonight. The children's entertainment schools would be
end
was first-class and out of the usual
As
neither
of
the
of the Belknap and Warren at $12 per
expected events hap- run of
easy; and SuperintendWill take place Thursday evening.
minstrel shows. The singing and
ent Lord assured him on this point by pened, she said to the sleeper, “Mr.-,
The still alarm from Burrowes’s screen
dancing were very good and HiHenry on hour from the time they went out until
The railway mail the cornet was
that 114 teachers had petitioned are you asleep?”
their return. Moore & Wright make the
saying
simply immense.
factory Saturday night was caused by a
as he rolled over
for it.
agent
merely
grunted,
The
same claim for their boat and Mr. J. J.
will
make
a
at
Minstr<4i
parade
new automatic system which the firm
The board voted Dr. Whittier a vote of and continued his sleep. The lady then noon through the
streets
under
Gerrish, agent of the Mary J. Finn.
principal
are putting into their buildings, the men
thanks for the time he had given the went home, and told her husband. The the direction of Mr.
the
HiHenry
probeing at work on it causing it to ring.
latter collected a party of his friends and
Feeding the Crowd at the World’* Fair.
committee.
prietor and manager.
The visitors to the exposition will be
The committee have not come to any called on the Sltimberer. They 'turned
Notes.
a
lire Saturday night.
The water
fed.
The study of how and where to
the
around
on
but
the
will
hold
the
rematter unpictures
conclusion;
walls,
was left running in Mr. Feeney’s sink
Eyerybody will want to hear DuChail- feed the crowds at the big fair has been
der consideration. If Dr. Whittier’s du- arranged the furniture, and in general lu’s lecture in the
Stockbridge course.
on the first floor, and the cellar was full
an incident of the work of the constructies at Bowdoin will permit him, it may revolutionized the room. They then deThe
Hustler
will
appear in Portland tion department for the past six weeks,
of lime. Mr. Potter discovered the leak
be possible to secure his services one day parted ; and to this day the somnolent Theatre Friday and Saturday next. John
and is as complete as possible. Food
jnst in time.
a week.
This would enable the commit- mail agent does not know whether he is Kernell the witty comedian heads the will
be served in ten of the principal
This is the week of prayer.
At State
company.
a victim of witches or soinnambnlism.
tee to begin the work favorably.
street church, this evening’s subject will
All members of the Hadyn Association buildings in restaurants, private dining
Children’s
are
Christmas
Club
be “Confession and Thanksgiving.”
requested to be present at the re- rooms and over lunch counters. There
At
Sinner,
j PERSONAL.
will be three characteristic lunch counthis evening.
hearsal
the First Baptist, “The Tendency of
The dinner of the Children’s Christmas
Dr. Freeman E. Small has been elected
ters, twenty-seven principal restaurants
Christ’s Dealings with His Children.”
Club on Saturday afternoon was a very
or cafes, and in connection with them
MAINE TOWNS.
adjunct surgeon at the Maine General
The annual thank offering service by
successful affair.
Nearly five hundred
115 dining rooms.
Hospital.
the Woman’s Foreign Auxiliary Society
children
the
dinner of roast turBrownfield.
enjoyed
The supplies will issue from seventeen
Mr. E. L. Stanwood, who has been
of the Congregational churches will be
and
ham,
key,
pies,
cake,
oranges,
apples
are
There
numerous
cases
of the grippe complete hotel kitchens, manned by an
sick since last Wednesday with congesheld in nigh street church vestry at 8.30
President
Eustis
in
none fatal as yet.
made
an approThis
town is
candy.
town,
army of more than 1,000 waiters, cooks
tion of the brain, seemed better last eveto the not suffering as much from this dreaded and scullions. The dining room will
p.m. today. Miss Laura Farnliam long a
priate
speech,
referring
especially
ning.
as most of the towns around us.
death of the late Ira F. Clark, who was grippe
occupy above five acres of space, and it
missionary to Turkey, will address the
Wells and springs are very low, but
Among the “honor men” at Phillips
will be
for above 3,000 people
a
friend to the club. Rev. B. L. the
meeting.
Exeter Academy this year are Winfred always
heavy rain since Tuesday night may to sit atpossible
table
at
one time.—Chicago
Those badges for selling the most
offered
fill
them
to
some
extent.
After dinner
prayer.
Thaxter Denison and Edward Winslow Whitman
Woman’s News.
men are looking
Lumber
for
tickets to the Relief Association of the
a squad of the Portland
anxiously
High School snow’.
Fox of this city. Mr. Denison is in the
They liaye had a line time to
Fire Department’s ball were presented
Cadets, under Capt. Beck, gave a fine parade their
If the Groom TV'ashed HU Hands.
senior class and Mr. Fox in the junior.
lumber and with the usual
to Messrs Burnham and Cady the lucky
The Peake sisters also furnished amount of snofr?there will be more tim
In certain parts of Africa a custom
It is announced that Mr. Oscar R. drill.
music. Miss Jennie Crie, who had the ber turned inter paco river than for some once prevailod
Driver Burnwinners, Saturday night.
(and may still) of the inWish, for many years the popular busi,<,>
ham gave a clamboil to Macliigonne 1
tended bride bringing a bowl or calabash
dining hall in charge,managed the dinner years.
ness manager of the Argus, has been adThe nrosDect for the sweet com in.
after the presentation.
most successfully, assisted
by those dustry looks doubtful. There seems to of water for the bridegroom to wash his
mitted to the iirm of John M. Adams &
•John B. Burnham, the liorseshoer, on
whose names were given in the Pkess be a
feeling anyone farmers that it is not hands in. If he condescended to do so
Co., proprietors of the Argus for many
a paying crop at the present
Preble street, was taken suddenly ill at
last week.
prices paid she then and there acknowledged him as
years.
her lord and master, and moreover
by the purchasers.
his forge a week ago, and was taken
No 46 I. O. G. T., drank the water as a proof of her love
Funeral of John H. Goddard.
A New Offer for the Market Lot.
Pcquawket
Bodge
home insensible.
A consultation of phyhave elected tins’ following officers:
and fidelity, and cases have been known
The funeral of the late John H. GodA syndicate of local capitalists, represicians decided that he had a clot of
N. E.—John Hodyden.
where a copious shedding of tears of joy
dard
took
from
his
former
sented
a
residence
committee
V.
of
8.—James B. Hill.
place
by
composed
blood on the hrain and that his recovery
and
thankfulness accompanied the latter
L.
Finch.
Secty.—Jay
at Cape Elizabeth yesterday.
There was Messrs. E. B. Winslow, H. P. Cox and
w as quite improbable.
Per Secty—L. B. Bean.
act.—San Francisco Examiner.
Treas.—Samuel Warren.
very large attendance of the family and Lewis A. Goudy, offer $5000 for the
The act of Congress went into effect
Trustees.—J. w. Hubbard, E. E. Runnels,
besides
some forty members of
and
Market
to
friends,
lot,
city’s
agree
put up D. B. Surry.
The Buck and the Barbed Wire.
Friday by which all vessels must have
their names carved or gilded or painted Bosworth Post, G. A. R., of which Mr. within three or live years on a portion of
W. C. Green was coming across the
The Death Rate
Goddard was a member.
the lot, one-third or one-half, a building
on each bow and on the stern,
with the
country near Hereford, accompanied by
The number of deaths in this city
The services commenced with singing for manufacturing purposes.
others, when he came up with a large
They do
home port also on the stern. Any vessel
a quartette composed of Mrs. Fellows,
not ask to be exempted from taxes, and for last week was 20, from the following buck deer tangled np in the barbed wire
by
found without these names thus marked
of a neighboring fence. His horns were
Miss Rice, Messrs. Smith and Barnard, if they fail to accomplish their object in causes:
will be fined $10 for every name omitted.
Wards.
so completely tied np in the wire that it
after which Rev. Dr. Blanchard read the introducing manufactures, will forfeit
Diseases.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7-T
Warden Cushman had reason to bewas with difficulty that they were exand offered prayer. The ritual the $5000 and reconvey the lot to the A sthma.
1
f~
lieve that short lobsters were shipped on Scriptures
tracted after a bullet had ended his life.
l
i
the Boston steamers while passing the of the Grand Army was then read by city. They intend to build the factory Cancer.
1
Croup (Mem.)....
i
He
had evidently struggled for many
Cape. He took Thursday night's steam- Chaplain Welch of Bosworth Post, and for light and heavy manufacturing and Exhaustion.*
i
j
hours to regain his liberty.—Tombstone
Heart
er and off Cape Elizabeth boats put 18
-11---1
failure.
3
at the close Dr. Blanchard again offered furnish it with latest improvements.
Heart rheumatism
--11
barrels aboard. The Warden seized and
(A. T.) Prospector.
j
lnauiotion. ____1__
released them. He returned from Bos- prayer and the quartette sang. The floral
Did
Keunion of Students of Shaw’s Business
Age..1-1
ton Saturday, and notified Mr. Coyle offerings were beautiful and included a
1
Paralysis. ____1__
Energy Almost Inaccessible.
College.
1
1
who will put a stop to the business.
Phthisis.
wreath from the post, another from the
It has been computed that in a single
2
7
About three hundred students and Pneumonia. 2 3
Portland Light Infantry of which the de1
cubic foot cf the ether which fills all
1
Unknown.(
Mr. tnrriiliec'# Interesting; Announcement.
ceased was an honorary member, and a graduates of Shaw’s Business College
3 5 2~3
20
space there are locked np 10,000 foot tons
Totai-TTTrrrnr^i-1
Manson G. Larrabeo has in this morn- third from Hon. W. W. Thomas. The held a reunion
Saturday evening. An
of energy which have hitherto escaped
1
ing's Pukss an interesting and extensive pall bearers were Comrades Rodney elegant French clock was presented to
Bargains.
notice.
To unlock this boundless store
Attractive
announcement of a largo line of goods Sparrow, Caleb N. Lang, George Young Mr. Shaw by the students. A
On page
and subdue it to the service of man is a
this
will
of
be
pleasing
paper
and George Smith. The interment was
tl^ree
that may be obtained at bargains in his
progame of music followed, participated found an attractive advertisement of the task which awaits the electrician of the
at Evergreen.
latest researches give well
in by Miss E. E. Spear, G. L. Schultz, large dry goodsi house of J. R.
well-managed store. For those who are
Libby & future. The
Women's Maine Indian Association.
in want of dry goods of any kind the
Paul Cram, Miss Blanclio Cram, Miss Co. What thi»; well known house have founded hopes that this vast storehouse
of power is not hopelessly inaccessible.—
The regular monthly meeting of the Nettie M.
page with Mr. Larrabee’s advertisement
Morrison, Miss Annie L. to say is always of interest to Press
Nature.
will bo one of the most valuable in the Association will be held in the vestry of Damon, Miss Freda C. Morrill, Miss
readers, and 'iHis morning is no exceppaper; and will repay those who give it Congress square church tomorrow after- Mabel Wood, Mr. Fred Evans, J. Dresser, tion, as an attractive list of bargains is
Beecham’s Tills cures billious and ner- i
noon at 3 o’clock.
attention.
F. Starbird, J. Murphy and M. Conley.
offered.
vous ills.
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In Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 31, by Rev. H. M.
Vaill, Lewis B. Bell of Brecksvtlle, Ohio, and
Jennie E. Jordan of Cape Elizabeth.
In Cai>e Elizabeth, Dec. 31, by Rev. II. M.
Vail, J. Scott Jordan and Clara M. Jordan, both
of Cape Elizabeth.
In Farmingdale, Dec. 29, George R. Sager and
Miss Jennie V. Cunningham.
In South Gardiner, Dec. 22, Frank E. Lewis
and Miss Lena M. Savage.
111 South Gardiner, Dec. 2C, Edwin B. Libby
of Cumberland Mills and Miss Cora E. Wyman.
In Camden, Dec. 26, John W. Wadsworth and
Miss Mary Nash.
In Sedgwick, Dec. 24, Wm. H. Wilson and
Miss Minnie E. Means.
In Vinalhaven, Dec. 24, Warren J. Billings
and Ada F. Dyer.
In Vinalhaven, Dec. 25, Russell G. Arey
and Miss Clara I. Elwell.

DEATHS.
In this city, Jan 3, Mrs. Jennie A., wife of
Frank T. Yea ton, aged 52 years and 11 mouths.
Funeral service at 11 o’clock Tuesday morning from 51 Elm street. Burial at Randolph,
Maine.
In this city, Jan. 2, Francis E. Cummings,aged
59 years, 2 months and 13 days.
Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
the residence of Dr. True, corner Congress and
Smith streets.
In this city, Jan. 3, Catherine, youngest daughof
Meskell, aged 1 year
Margaret

anjpiichael

(jer

Funeral this afternoon at 3 o’clock from 76
Salem street.
In this city, Jan. 3, Patience Leighton, age 65
years and 10 months.
Prayers Tuesday noon at 12 o’clock from the
residence of Wadsworth Verrill, Cherry street,
Deeiiug. Funeral Service from the Methodist
churcKat 2 o'clock, West Cumberland.
In tiffs city, Jan. 2, Clara Grace Pollard, aged
4 indhths.
[Funeral Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
42 Howard street.
In this city, Jan, 3, John Fox ton, aged 63
years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
in this city, Jan. 2? Mrs. Maranda B. Rankin,
widow’ of the late James W. Rankin.
[Prayers this Monday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at the residence of her son-in-law, Eben S.
Burns. No. 115 Portland street. Burial at Biddefora.
Jan. 3, of consumption, Arthur W. Brown,
aged 21 years 24 days.
[Funeral service at 2 o’clock, at No. 43 HowQrrl

ttronf

in Falmouth,

.Tan. 2, Mrs. Vienna B. Norton,
widow of the late BenJ. R. Norton, aged 08 yrs.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence.
In Freeport, Dec. 24, Harry S., son of Simon,
B. and Pamela I. Leavitt Holmes, aged 2 years.
In Bath, Dec. 20, Miss Lucy D. Hoffman, aged
21 years 0 months,—daughter of the late John
D. Hodman.
In Bath, Dec. 81, Mrs. Margaret O’Brien,
aged 80 years.
In Livermore, Dec. 27, Mrs. Ranson Fisher.
In Randolph, Jan. 29, Miss Lettie Lynn, aged
25 years.
In Augusta, Dec. 20, Mrs. Ellen M. Nye, of
Fairfield! aged 59 years.
In Gardiner, Dec. 28, Mrs. Julia T. Bowman,
aged 83 years.
In Boston, Dec. 31, Margaret \V., wife of Edw
aged 67 years 8 months.
Beazley,
At Houth I.imington, Dec. 31,
Capt. Isaac
Hutchinson, aged 71 years and 1 month.
----

Not a Local
Disease
Because Catarrh affects your head, it is not
therefore a local disease.
If it did not exist in
your blood, it could not manifest itself in your
nose.
The blood now inyohr brain is before
you finish reading this article, back in your
heart again and soon distributed to your liver,
stomach, kidneys, and so on. Whatever impurities the blood does not carry away, cause what
we call diseases. Therefore, when you have

The weather today
is likely to be

stormy.
Portland. Jan. 4,1892.

The
of

ing week

best

goods. They are all
choice designs and colorings and the quality is the
made

finest

in

this

country.
Lot

i

pieces

of

comprises ten
printed India

inches wide, in a
variety of choice patterns,
at 37c, our former price

Silk,

was

18

70c

Lot

of

yard.

a

2 is

twenty pieces

famous
“Wash Silks,” 24 in. wide
in stripes, checks and
spots at 50c, formerly sold

Cheney

Bros.’

for 80c and $1.
Lot 3 is a thousand yards
of extra fine

Black
India Silk, 24 inches wide

at

50c,

quality

easily

In this lot

worth

pieces

two

are

75c.

of 27 inch figured India
Silk at 50c, worth double

that.
Lot 4 is twelve

pieces
Wash

superior

quality

Silks, full

24 inches

wide,

in hair line

stripes, flower
patterns and polka dots,
at 75c, marked

down from

$1.
Lot 5 is six gieces of
“Shadow Silks,” 24 inches

$1, worth $1.50,

at

and

?nn
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Sarsaparilla

remedy for Catarrh is vouched for by many
people it has cured. N. B. Be sure to get Hoods.
a

We shall sell
same

time two

F. O.

BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W.ALLEN.
iltf

the

at

pieces

fine

heavy,

of

Gros

quality
Silk, printed

Grain
with
clover pattern on blueground and white ground
at 50c

AUCTION SALES.

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

great

a

We have put our whole
stock into this “sacrifice,”
the newest patterns, the

t.7C

snuff or other inhalent can at most give only
temporary relief. The only way to effect a cure
is to attack the disease in the blood, by taking
a constitutional remedy like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which eliminates all impurities and thus
permanently cures Catarrh. The success of

As

will be

com-

mark down sale of plain
and fancy Dress Silks.

a

Hood’s

business

the

here for the

wide,

Catarrh

leading feature

a

yard, regular

price $1.
These

adapted
summer

silks are all
for evening and
costumes, blous-

etc., and

es,

they

never

desirable than
Some of the pieces

were more
now.

TRUSSES.

are

The best makes of Leather Covered, Elastic and Hard Rubber,
single and double. We adjust
them to conform with the requirements of the case. Rock
Maple Crutches, all sizes, are
carried in stock and wfe furnish
special patterns in any of the
various woods that are used.
You'll tind also a good line of
Shoulder Braces of the most approved make, thoroughly reliable and easily adjusted. Elastic
Stockings, knee caps, anklets
and full length hose, iu silk,
linen or cotton, will be furnished
quickly and a fit guaranteed.
Blanks for self measurement
sent to any address and stockings forwarded by mail without
extra expense.
We sell Abdominal Supporters.
H. II. HAY &
jan2

SON,

Middle Street.
IstorSthpittt

not

there

large and
duplicates

very

are

no

except in the blacks.
The Silks will be
on

the

long

ready

counter at

extreme end of

the

the store,

Monday morning.
OWEN,

MOORE & CO.

AMERICAN
HOUSE

POCOCK

NEW MANAGEMENT
American and European

"bostonT
mass.

Rf>oms, $1 per day and upward. This popular
house, located In the business centre of Boston,
under its new management, and with its new
furnishings and increased facilities, offers attractions to both permanent and transient
Large sample
guests that are unsurpassed.
rooms for commercial men.
Special attention
dinners.
and
association
club
A gengiven to
tlemen’s cafe to be opened on tire street floor.
GEO. A. KEELER-ALFRED A. POCOCK,

Proprietors.

jan4-lm

FOR THE NEW YEAR.
Two or three young men to
work on the Portland Directory.

Office

Stationery
XU

Apply

to

FRED L. TOWER,
At Brown Thurston Company.
eoiiSt
jan4
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LORE, SHORT t HARMON.
deeat)

>

eodtf

A.,
MSS3

A. L.

SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,
BROWN BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND,
Semi for circular.

MAINE.

my29eodtf

rilHE Members of Pine Tree Lodge, No. 11.
JL K. P., are requested to meet at Castle Hall
at 1 o’clock, Tuesday, to attend the funeral
of their late Brother, P. C. Fred P. I>ver.
Members of Bayard Lodge, No. 44, h. P. are
also invited to attend.
order C. C.

Jan4d2t_Per
Portland & Ogdensburg Bailway.

riHIE annual meeting of the Stockholders of
L the Portland & Ogdensburg Railw ay will
be held at the Maine Central Railroad offices,
238 St. Johu street, Portland, on Tuesday, the
19th day of January, 1892, at ten o’clock In the
forenoou. to choose Directors for the ensuing
year, and to transact any other business tluit
may legally come before the meeting,
dtdJOHN IV. DANA, Clerk.
The Poliey plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments

